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1.1 Water access in Sub-Saharan Africa 
Almost half of the total global population without access to improved drinking 
water is in Sub-Saharan Africa. Between 1990 and 2015, the region registered 
an increase of 20 percent in the use of improved sources of drinking water, but 
without meeting the Millennium Development Goal (MDG) target 
(UNICEF/WHO, 2015b). Yet, access to an improved water source does not 
always guarantee adequate and affordable provision. These figures are likely 
to worsen given the new more demanding definition for access to water, 
introduced by the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), which include 
aspects of universality, affordability and equity (WHO-UNICEF, 2015) . 
 
The effects of lack of clean water and access to adequate sanitation are 
widespread. Children die from dehydration and malnutrition, due to diarrheal 
illnesses that could be prevented by clean water and good hygiene (Metwally 
et al., 2006). Diseases such as cholera spread rampantly during the wet 
season. Diarrheal morbidity and malnutrition for children under five years is 
severe. Recent studies have shown that diarrheal infections, mainly caused by 
the use of unsafe drinking water, were responsible for approximately 2.2 
million deaths in 2001, while two people out of five lack drinking water in Sub-
Saharan Africa (Ntouda et al., 2013). Women and young girls, the major actors 
in accessing and carrying water, are prevented from income-generating work 
or attending school, as the majority of their day is spent walking miles for their 
daily water needs. They are also at an increased risk of violence when they 
must walk long distances from their villages on a daily basis to fetch water, or 
go to the edge of the village to find a private place to relieve themselves.  
 
The dismal state of water access in Sub-Saharan Africa is not the result of lack 
of interventions, but rather a failure to devise effective approaches in solving 
the problems facing the sector. Improving access to safe drinking water has 
been a priority for many countries particularly in the post-colonial period. 
Development organisations such as NGOs, donors and development banks 
have been actively supporting efforts for improving access to safe drinking 
water, ever since the United Nations proclaimed the period from 1981 to 1990 
as the first International Drinking Water Decade, an appeal to support for clean 
and safe drinking water for everybody by 1990 (United Nations, 1977).  
 
In the 1970s and early 1980s, many countries in the region adopted a state-
led urban water supply (Chowns, 2014). Citizens were considered passive 
beneficiaries and were less involved in the design, construction and 
management of water schemes. National governments were responsible for all 
capital and operational costs of water schemes. Many countries succeeded to 
register improvements in access to safe and clean drinking water, however, 
the achievements did not last long. In the late 1980s, economic recession hit 
the region and affected negatively the capacity of governments to provide 
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public services, including water supply. Since the early to mid-1990s, many 
countries in the region undertook broad reforms of their water service delivery 
as a response to requirements from international lending institutions to 
implement structural adjustment programs that aimed to stabilize their 
economies (Mwanza, 2001).  
 
Within urban water supply, these reforms mainly focused on privatization and 
the introduction of private sector management approaches aspiring to 
efficiency, effectiveness, financial sustainability and cost recovery. This shift 
resulted in studies aiming to measure citizens’ willingness to pay for water 
(Whittington et al., 1991). Citizens were considered customers of water supply 
and access was determined by their ability and willingness to pay for services. 
Water changed from a public to a private good. The running costs for water 
supply became the responsibility of water utilities and were covered from the 
income collected from users. Many countries, including Tanzania, have had 
difficulties privatizing urban water utilities. For instance, Pigeon (2012) found 
in his landmark study that the private management of city water supply in Dar 
es Salaam did not improve service delivery.  
 
Within rural water supply, interventions in Sub-Saharan Africa evolved from 
government to community-managed service delivery. Similar to urban water 
supply, government-led service delivery was considered incapable of ensuring 
effective operation and maintenance of rural water schemes, mostly hand 
pumps. Reforms focused on shifting the responsibility to citizens under a new 
regime of decentralization and community participation (Chowns, 2015). 
Citizens were given full responsibility and were expected to participate directly 
in the design, management and monitoring of rural water schemes.  

1.1.1 Making services work for the poor 

The influential World Development Report (WDR 2004 [sic]), titled ‘Making 
Services Work for the Poor’ (World Bank, 2003), put citizens/clients on the 
map together with two other main actors in service delivery, the state 
(politicians/policy makers) and service providers (frontline and organisations) 
(Figure 1.1).  
 
Clients are individuals or households who are direct paying beneficiaries of 
public services (water, health, education). Citizens participate in political 
processes, pay taxes and vote their representatives (“voice”), and may be 
either poor or non-poor. The state includes politicians, e.g. prime ministers, 
presidents, parliamentarians, mayors and ministers, who have the power to 
regulate, legislate, tax and discharge the fundamental responsibilities of the 
state, as well as policymakers. While it is often difficult to draw a line between 
politicians and policy makers, policy makers are the highest non-elected 
officials of government, e.g. civil servants and appointees responsible for 
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setting operational rules to service providers by regulating entry, enforcing 
standards, and determining conditions under which providers receive public 
funds (“compact”). Providers are the third actor in the chain of service 
delivery. The report distinguishes organizations, such as urban water 
authorities, or hospitals, from frontline providers, such as water officials, 
doctors or nurses, because the latter often work at the point of service delivery 
and thus have direct interaction with the clients of the service. 
 

 
Figure 1.1: Accountability relations in service delivery. Source: World Bank (2003, 
p. 49) – WDR 2004 
 
The World Development Report 2004 deconstructed the myth that providing 
better services for the poor is a technical problem that can be solved by 
building schools, clinics, and water points. Instead, it emphasized that 
absentee teachers and nurses and broken standpipes is a governance problem 
and is due to failures in the chain of accountability that links service providers 
to citizens/clients. The famous “accountability triangle” in Figure 1.1, links 
citizens/clients to service providers via two routes: the ‘long-route’ of 
accountability, which passes through policymakers, and the ‘short-route’ which 
is direct. The “long-route” of accountability renders politicians/policy makers 
more accountable to poor people and service providers more accountable to 
politicians/policy makers. The “short-route” of accountability makes service 
providers more accountable directly to the poor. As Kelsall (2016) argues, 
millions of dollars have been poured since the WDR 2004 report into public 
sector reform, strategies to improve “compacts” between policy-makers and 
service providers and electoral support to amplify citizen “voice” on the “long-
route”, as well as into participatory budgeting and community scorecards on 
the “short-route” of accountability.  
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The base of the triangle, the “short route”, caught the imagination of 
technologists, who thought that it could be strengthened by information and 
communication technology (ICT) platforms based on mobile phones to enhance 
“client power” (Champanis & Rivett, 2012; Georgiadou et al., 2011; Jonoski et 
al., 2012). The reason for the surge of interest especially in mobile phone-
based ICT platforms was the rising mobile phone penetration in the developing 
world to 73.5 subscriptions per 100 inhabitants in Africa alone (Figure 1.2) and 
in Tanzania to 63 per 100 inhabitants (World Bank, 2015).  
 

 
Figure 1.2: Mobile-cellular subscription per 100 inhabitants. Source: ITU (2015) 

Several studies compared mobile phone-based ICT platforms for improving 
services (Ball et al., 2013; Champanis & Rivett, 2012; M. T. Hutchings et al., 
2012; Jonoski et al., 2012). The most recent comparison by Welle et al. (2016) 
included eight mobile phone-based ICT platforms, all aiming at water services, 
in three continents. “The scope […] varies widely. The initiatives […] differ in 
their ICT-based reporting methods: while several rely predominantly on 
crowdsourcing […] others rely on either the service provider, government or 
NGO staff collecting data on a regular basis.” (p. 44).  
 
In the years after the WDR 2004 report, services continue to fail the poor, 
particularly with regard to quality. Booth and Cammack (2013), Levy (2014a), 
Development Research Centre (2010) suggest that this is because of the way 
in which WDR 2004 has been interpreted and implemented by development 
practitioners. Almost fifteen years after its publication, the consensus now is 
that focusing either on the long or the short route of accountability in isolation 
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is bound to fail. “[T]he most successful citizen initiatives demonstrate an ability 
to navigate between the two, and to build both horizontal and vertical alliances 
for change. Citizen capabilities, political and institutional context, the strength 
of internal champions, the location of power and decision-making, the history 
of citizen engagement and the nature of the issue all affect the success or 
failure of citizen engagement strategies.” (Kelsall, 2016, p. 2). 
 
My thesis’ point of departure is how citizens/clients affect or not the 
performance of service providers (“short route”). However, as I moved from 
one empirical site to the next, I was able to capture elements that are invisible 
in the “accountability triangle” and include the informal structures of water 
service provision in Tanzania, and their interplay with formality. 

1.1.2 Water access in Tanzania 

Public water services in Tanzania have failed citizens. Urban coverage and 
access is now worse than in 19901 despite the legal obligation of water utilities 
to be service-oriented and economically viable. The final Millennium 
Development Goal (MDG) assessment for Tanzania is “limited or no progress” 
while the percentage of urban population with piped water dropped from 31% 
in 1990 to 28% in 2015 (UNICEF/WHO, 2015a).2 Sarah L. Smiley (2016) 
concluded that “Tanzania’s water landscape is unjust, unequitable and 
uneven.” The population in low income urban areas3 is forced to rely on 
informal providers offering water of uncertain quality at unregulated high 
prices (Nganyanyuka et al., 2014). 
 
Sustaining functional rural water supply infrastructures has also been a 
challenge (Giné & Pérez-Foguet, 2008). Recent studies show that new hand 
pumps and diesel-powered piped water schemes become non-functional a few 
years after installation. In Tanzania, nearly half of rural water points are not 
functional (United republic of Tanzania, 2013c) and about 20% of newly 
constructed water points become non-functional within one year. Contributing 
factors include poor post-construction services (United Republic of Tanzania, 
2002b), lack of technical and financial capacity of rural citizens to effectively 
operate and maintain water projects (Jiménez & Pérez-Foguet, 2011; Mayo & 
Nkiwane, 2013) and lack of reliable access to appropriate and affordable spare 
parts (Giné & Pérez-Foguet, 2008; Jiménez & Pérez-Foguet, 2011). Villagers 
quickly abandon defunct water schemes, return to traditional, unimproved 

                                          
1 UNICEF/WHO. (2015). Progress on Sanitation and Drinking Water: 2015 Update and 
MDG Assessment. United States of America: UNICEF and he World Health Organization. 
2 As Satterthwaite (2016) shows, these figures understate the problem as the definition 
used to measure who uses drinking water sources on premises does not contemplate 
water quality (water is safe to drink) or “sustainable access” (reliable water supply). 
3 It should be noted that aggregate statistics also hide the condition of the most 
marginalized and low-income communities; see Cheng (2013). 
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water sources (ponds and streams) and endanger their health and well-being 
(UNICEF/WHO, 2015a). 
 
The “access to water” definition4 of Sustainable Development Goal 6 (SDG 6)—
“ensure availability and sustainable management of water and sanitation for 
all” by 2030—will aggravate this problem. SDG 6 extends the MDG focus of 
“use of an improved source of drinking water” to sustainable management and 
universal access. The SDG indicator “percentage of population using safely 
managed drinking water services” refers to the “population using an improved 
drinking water source which is located on premises, available when needed and 
free of faecal (and priority chemical) contamination”5 (WHO-UNICEF, 2015). 
However, accessing water from improved sources “when needed” remains a 
challenge even for those with piped drinking water on the premises. 
Furthermore, the principle of universality is undermined when the water 
authority only listens and responds positively to citizens who are better-off. 
Monitoring progress towards SDG 6 will probably remain a challenge in low- 
and middle-income nations.6  
 
Failure of water services in Tanzania is a longstanding reality, and so are its 
causes. To better understand how citizens are prepared to either directly exact 
accountability from water service providers or take full responsibility in 
planning, constructing, operating and managing water services, it is imperative 
to revisit the history of the roles they have played in the water sector in the 
country. Several authors have written accounts of water supply in Tanzania, 
however, very few have looked into how the roles of citizens have shifted over 
time (Madulu, 2000; Mashauri & Katko, 1993). In this section, I revisit the 
changes of government approaches in delivering water services and delineate 
the roles envisaged for citizens in these approaches stretching over three main 
phases - precolonial, colonial and post-colonial. In describing particular phases, 
I organise them chronologically to reflect changes in the envisaged roles of 
citizens which further correspond to water sector institutional progress. 
 
Accounts of water supply in the country during the pre-colonial period are 
scant. Most of the literature on the history of water in Tanzania came into being 
with the invasion of colonialists. However, the description of colonialists on the 

                                          
4 For a critical perspective on water access indicators - what is being counted (how access 
is defined) and how it is being counted (are data accurate) see Nganyanyuka et al. 
(2014) and Satterthwaite (2003). 
5 The proposed version of February 2015 included “and/or regulated by a competent 
authority” (United Nations, 2016). 
6 Low- and middle-income nations lack adequate data gathering systems to monitor 
provision for water. When policy mandates targeting under serviced areas, locational 
information on “who has inadequate provision and where they live” is more relevant than 
current aggregated indicators at national or city level. See (Satterthwaite, 2003). 
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state of water supply when they arrived may give us a glimpse of the situation 
during the pre-colonial phase. Before the colonial era and during the initial 
period of the colonial era, local communities were organized around chiefs in 
chiefdoms. Water supply was through wells, rivers and streams. For the most 
part, women were responsible for fetching water. Men were responsible for 
digging and constructing wells and/or irrigation channels, which were also used 
as a source for drinking water. 
 
The history of official water supply in Tanzania dates back to the 1920s when 
water supply was confined to urban areas and farming settlements owned by 
settlers. In Dar es Salaam, for instance, “in the European section of the town, 
each compound obtained water independently by hand-pumps worked by 
domestic servants. Meanwhile, water vendors supplied African residents with 
water for domestic use’’ (Hoag, 2013, p. 231). Within rural areas water supply 
existed in a few settlements (mostly settler farms) and missionary centres. 
Water extraction technology included cast iron hand pumps, simple gravity 
systems and some hand dug wells with bucket and rope. The majority of 
citizens depended on traditional sources such as hand dug shallow wells, 
irrigation furrows and rivers. Most of the wells were seasonal, forcing citizens 
to walk long distances to fetch water, particularly in dry seasons. 
 
Citizens as passive beneficiaries 

Following the country’s independence in 1961, the government reclaimed 
water rights and committed to give free water to citizens (Mashauri & Katko, 
1993), a promise made before independence. In January 1967, the ruling party 
Tanganyika African National Union (TANU) passed the Arusha Declaration on 
“Nationalism and Self-Reliance” which stated that all major means of 
production and exchange were to be owned by the peasants and workers 
through their government (Freyhold, 1979; Nyerere, 1968). In September 
1967, the Declaration was followed by “Socialism and Rural Development” 
(Ujamaa Vijinini) advocating for the creation of Ujamaa villages, groups of 
village families working together on communal farms for the common good 
(Freyhold, 1979). The government introduced public services, such as clean 
water and schools, to encourage people to join the villages. 
 
Citizens sharing the costs through water fees  

The 1991 water policy introduced cost sharing, whereas citizens would 
contribute part of the investment through water fees. This was the beginning 
of the involvement of citizens in the planning, construction, management and 
maintenance of water projects particularly in rural areas. Donors as well as the 
government had realized the importance of involving citizens in the 
management of water supply. The report of a National Workshop for "Village 
Water Supply and Community Participation in Tanzania” held in Dar es Salaam 
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between 14th and 16th July 1981, stated that “the realization that the needs of 
the people are most likely to be met if government and external agencies work 
with the people to meet them” (IRC & BRALUP, 1982, p. 1). However, the 
rationale for increased community participation was mainly focused on 
reducing costs for the implementation and maintenance of projects. 
 
In 2002, the government introduced the National Water Policy (NAWAPO) that 
among other things shifted to rural citizens the full responsibility for the 
planning, construction and operation and maintenance of water projects 
(United Republic of Tanzania, 2002b). On the other hand, the role of the 
government changed from that of a service provider to that of coordination, 
policy and guidelines formulation and regulation (United Republic of Tanzania, 
2002a). NAWAPO 2002 also introduced demand-driven service delivery 
approaches and decentralized management of water supplies that give citizens 
more central role in demanding, implementing and financing water supply 
services (Jimenez & Perez-Foguet, 2010). Furthermore, the focus of NAWAPO 
(2002) has been the promotion of the private sector in the delivery of goods 
and services around water issues, as the short-lived privatization of water 
supply utility in Dar es Salaam city in 2003 shows (Pigeon, 2012).  
 
This historical account illustrates that citizens, after being neglected for so 
long, are now expected to take full responsibility in providing water services. 
Many of these citizens have never accessed water from an improved source. 
Nevertheless, they are expected to effectively initiate, plan, construct, manage 
and operate a water scheme. Others have always found themselves battling 
between formal and informal providers of water. The role of citizens in water 
provision has undergone a dramatic and constant shift over the years due to 
changes in government and/donor approaches to deliver water supply services 
both to rural and urban citizens. Actually, “the reforms have produced 
contradictory effects by improving access to water supply for some users, and 
creating or reinforcing existing inter- and intra-village inequalities” (Masanyiwa 
et al., 2014, p. 920). Table 1.1 summarizes the history of the roles of citizens 
in water access in Tanzania. 
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Table 1.1: Historical account on the roles of citizens 
Period Rural citizens Urban citizens 

Pre 
colonial 

Seeking water from traditional water 
sources.  
Men providing labour in the 
construction of water wells 
(organized by chiefs) and women 
collected water. 

Seeking water from traditional water 
sources. 

Colonial Seeking water from traditional water 
sources. 

Seeking water in traditional water 
sources.  
Buying water from private vendors 
(in a few selected towns). 

1961- 
1970 

Passive beneficiaries. 
Contributing free labour during the 
construction of water projects. 

 

1971- 
1991 

Passive beneficiaries (getting water 
for free at public standpipes). 
Working as labourers in the 
construction of water projects. 

Passive beneficiaries (getting water 
for free from standpipes). 
Paying customers (household 
connections). 

1991- 
2000 Cost sharing (paying fees). Paying customers (buying water from 

public owned water supply). 

2002– 
to date 

Contributing part of the cost for new 
water projects (free labour or cash). 
Full responsibility in the planning, 
construction, operation and 
management of water projects. 
Paying fees/buying water supplied by 
Community owned water supply 
organizations (COWSOs). 

Buying water from private operators 
(in practice, however, most water 
operators have failed to provide 
water adequately).  

1.2 My personal narrative of access to water in 
Tanzania 

While the reports and statistics in the preceding section describe the dismal 
state of water access in Sub-Saharan Africa and its consequences, they do not 
provide a rich account of how citizens experience their daily struggles to access 
water. In this section, I present my own experiences with access to water in 
Tanzania, which not only contributed to the motivation to conduct this research 
but also inspired the shaping of the research questions. Several issues touched 
upon in the thesis, such as the exclusion of villagers from water access, their 
relations to water providers, their protest strategies, and the interplay between 
formality and informality, are evident in my narrative. Moreover they are 
correlated with historical events of great magnitude such as the Structural 
Adjustment Programmes (SAPs), introduced by the International Monetary 
Fund (IMF) and the World Bank during the 1990s. 
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Having been born and living in Tanzania for almost all my life there is no better 
way to describe the state of water services than by sharing my own struggles 
in accessing water in rural and urban areas. I use the word “struggle” 
purposively, as it well illustrates my experiences in accessing potable water. 
The word “struggle” distinguishes my experience from that of people in the 
Global North, whose access to water is inconspicuous and taken for granted.  
 
My struggle started even before I could utter the word “water”. My mother 
often recounts an incident of accessing water, when I was just a month old. 
The incident occurred in Kilwa, a small town in eastern Tanzania where I was 
born. While the town had piped water supply, it suffered from prolonged 
periods without water. On one of the water-less days my mother and other 
people in the town had to fetch water from distant shallow wells. She woke up 
at dawn to fetch water from a shallow well. Before her arrival at the well, she 
uttered the word “hodi” to announce her arrival just like a visitor knocking a 
door to announce his or her entry into a Tanzanian house. The locals believed 
that anyone approaching a well without uttering the word “hodi” would find the 
water had turned into blood. Upon reaching the well, she began to fill water 
into a bucket and as soon as the bucket was full, she noticed a lion about thirty 
meters away from the well. Having heard countless stories of people being 
killed and eaten by lions, she was very frightened but she had the courage to 
put the bucket on her head and started to return home. “I couldn’t feel my legs 
but I don’t how I got the bucket on my head. I kept eye contact with the lion 
and began to move backwards. The notion of going back without water was 
agonizing. I had very dirty nappies soaked in water overnight. That single 
bucket of water meant the difference between having dirty and clean nappies. 
I had no more clean nappies, I had soaked all of them in water” she told me. 
  
When I was six years old, I recall being bitten by bees when I accompanied my 
fellow kids to fetch water from a river, in a small rural village called Syukula in 
Rungwe district, Mbeya region, southwest Tanzania. We had relocated to that 
village when I was just three years old. The main source of water in the village 
were small ponds dug on the riverbed, just beside the running water. We used 
to wash clothes and bathe in the same river. In most cases, I accompanied my 
mother and neighbours when they fetched water. One day I accompanied a 
group of young children who were going to the river to wash their clothes, take 
baths and bring water back to their homes. Our trip included children games. 
On the day of the event, we chose to aim stones at the beehive in one of the 
trees near the river, which turned out to be very dangerous. The aiming game 
went well until one “lucky” older kid hit the target, the beehive. Before we 
knew it, we were all running for our lives climbing the hilly riverbank on our 
way home. I got a couple of bee stings but I successfully reached home on my 
own. On reaching home, I was first treated for the bites and then spanked as 
a punishment for playing dangerous games. No kid died but some were 
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hospitalized for days. This story comes up whenever I am asked about my 
experience in accessing water supply. As much we share the blame for playing 
a dangerous game, the same goes for the reason that sent us to the bees – 
searching for water. That is why I have always associated this experience with 
poor access to water. If water had flowed inside our house, I am certain we 
would have opted for safer games. 
 
After three years in Mbeya, we moved to the Mtwara region, in southern 
Tanzania. I began primary school and moved to seven different villages in 
seven years. In each one of the seven villages we fetched water from as far as 
five kilometres away from home, an average of two hours going and returning. 
None of the seven villages had a house piped water connection. Carrying water 
on my head was a usual routine. Later, I lived at my grandparents’ village for 
about three years. Several sources of water ranging from shallow wells, rivers, 
streams, swamps to hand pumps were available there. The only difference was 
the distinction between type of water source and kind of use. The sources for 
drinking water were seasonal shallow wells dug in rice farms, which released a 
very milky water like the colour of clay soil found in the area. When these wells 
dried up during the dry season, we were forced to walk to other rice farms in 
a different valley five kilometres away from home. Until that time, I believed 
like everyone else in the community that the milkier the water, the better it 
was suited for drinking, because the milkier the water the more un-salty it was. 
A hand pump about a half a kilometre from our home had very salty water, 
which was only used for bathing and cooking purposes and, surprisingly, not 
for all meals. “If you cook beans with salty water, cooking will take longer and 
consume more firewood” my grandmother used to say. Water from other 
sources such as rivers, streams and swamps was used for washing clothes. For 
better results, there was only one kind of soap that everyone used. A special 
treat for white clothes, was washing them with the milky water, otherwise, the 
salty water would turn white clothes brown. Looking back, I now understand 
how hard it was to make all these decisions. The locals needed a lot of local 
information to be able to survive amid scarce water supply. 
 
Fast forward to 1993, I was selected to join a boarding secondary school 
located in a remote area in the same region. My first year at school marked 
my first experience with piped water supply inside the house. Until that time, 
I had never experienced piped water inside the house, let alone from a shower. 
I had already seen in-house piped water in other people’s homes when visiting 
friends, relatives in urban areas, particularly in Dar es Salaam and Mbeya, but 
these places seemed foreign to me. During my second year at school things 
changed following the government’s removal of subsidies on education thanks 
to Structural Adjustment Programmes (SAPs) that were introduced by the 
International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank during the 1990s. 
Because of the SAPs, the government abolished subsidies to public schools and 
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our school was forced to run only on school fees collected from students. The 
funds were not enough to run the school particularly in providing adequate 
food, water and electricity supply among many other services. The school could 
no longer afford to buy diesel for running a pump used to extract water from 
a dam three kilometres down the hill. Instead, students became a cheap 
replacement of the pump. The school administration added “water fetching” to 
the long list of students’ self-reliance activities already filled with farming, 
fetching firewood and grazing cattle owned by the school. Carrying three 
buckets of water on our heads three kilometres from the dam up the hill to the 
school became a daily routine. A bucket became an important item in the 
instructions to join the school. For all students, it was mandatory to bring a 
bucket. The change in the source of water also meant a shift from showering 
in the school bathrooms to taking baths in the river. This shift resulted in 
students taking less baths and created health risks, especially scabies. When 
one student who had scabies took a bath in the river countless other students 
contracted the disease.  
 
Prior to starting my PhD research, I was living in Mbeya, Tanzania, together 
with my wife and child. Since my PhD included extended periods of fieldwork I 
would alternate longer periods between Tanzania and the Netherlands, and as 
a family, we felt it was rational to move to Dar es Salaam. We felt that Dar es 
Salaam would provide easier access to services particularly health and 
transport and began to search for accommodation in the city. 
 
Dar es Salaam is the largest city and Tanzanian’s economic hub with an 
estimated population of about five million inhabitants. Huge disparities exist 
between and within different parts of the city, particularly in terms of access 
to public services, types of settlements and the residents’ socio-economic 
status. Some of these differences are the result of settlement segregation 
policies implemented by the German and British colonial governments prior to 
the country’s independence (S. L. Smiley, 2009). A high disparity in access to 
public services is also evident for water services. Main sources of water include 
a mix of public piped network, unregulated private water vendors, underground 
wells and open sources such as shallow wells and rivers. We decided to settle 
in Sinza, in Kinondoni district, one of the few planned settlements in Dar es 
Salaam, featuring a mix of very old houses fused with modern high-rise 
buildings. Famously known as “kwa wajanja”, which in Swahili means a place 
for clever people, Sinza is largely inhabited by young middle class families with 
small household sizes. The word “wajanja” connotes cleverness, opportunism, 
and deception as means for survival (my own experiences in Sinza correspond 
to the deception part of the meaning, as we shall see shortly).  
 
Home search in Dar es Salaam and many other urban areas in Tanzania is 
usually organised through informal brokers (unregulated). The tenant pays all 
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costs involved in securing a house including communication (phone recharge 
vouchers), transport and an additional fee for the broker, charged for every 
house shown. I contacted a few brokers and expressed the wish for a house 
with a reliable access to water as my top priority. Having experienced the water 
supply in Dar es Salaam in the past (during my undergraduate degree and 
thereafter for two years), the term “reliable access to water” meant neither a 
24/7 supply, nor simply a public piped system. A significant number of people 
in Dar es Salaam have reliable access to water through private underground 
wells. 
 
The first house did not have a public piped connection, but a private 
underground well with a raised tank of about 5000litres. The well was fitted 
with an electric pump which draws water to the tank. The broker as well as the 
outgoing tenants told us that the water system was working perfectly although 
the tank had no water when we inspected it. They told us that the empty tank 
was due to power cuts. We naively trusted the outgoing tenants’ confirmation 
that the house had running water. Besides the existence of the water tank, the 
electric pump and pipes inside the house seemed a good proof. Given our dire 
need to move quickly to Dar es Salaam, we signed a rental contract and moved 
into the house. To our surprise, the water system in the house was not working. 
Soon, we found out that the water system had not worked for about three 
years. In other words, we had been deceived by the broker, the landlord and 
the outgoing tenants. We had no option to leave the house or break the 
contract as we had paid the annual rent in advance. The landlord refused to 
reimburse the rent and we were forced to wait for another twelve months. We 
resorted to buying water from a mosque, about 400m from the house, for a 
price of 50 Tanzanian shillings for a bucket of 20 litres. Even so, we were paying 
someone to carry the water to our house and we ended up paying 100 
Tanzanian shillings per bucket. We were also forced to buy additional water for 
drinking purposes since the water from the mosque was salty. Mobile vendors 
who sold water for drinking purposes bought it from wholesale vendors who 
had house connections from Dar es Salaam Water and Sanitation Corporation 
(DAWASCO), the official water supplier in the city. Other private water vendors, 
some of which were buying water from the mosque, were charging 300 
Tanzanian shillings for the same volume of water.  
 
Eventually, I successfully moved to Kijitonyama, a planned settlement adjacent 
to Sinza, into a house with piped water connection from DAWASCO. During the 
first month, we received water twice a week, which is common in most parts 
of the city. We installed storage tanks to be able to have a constant water 
supply. This was normal and we never complained. However, things changed 
three months into our stay at the new house. After going for a month without 
water supply, we complained to the landlord who reported the problem to 
DAWASCO. DAWASCO water technicians offered a solution to our water woes 
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and suggested to settle the issue “unofficially”. They offered to transfer the 
inlet that sent water to our house from the original to another one with 
supposedly better water supply. The landlord agreed to pay the money and 
within a few days the pipe was changed and water supply resumed. As 
promised by DAWASCO water technicians, the new connection allowed us to 
get water three days a week. The only difference was the source of water, 
which according to the water technician, was changed from a small to a larger 
distribution pipe. This was the only illegal part of the deal; the landlord was 
still a DAWASCO customer and all bills were official. The landlord paid his bills 
at DAWASCO.  
 
The improvement did not last long. Just two months after the “new deal”, we 
began to experience longer periods without water as opposed to getting water 
after every three days. The problem intensified to a point where we did not 
have water for a full month. The landlord decided to contact the usual 
DAWASCO water technician to find out what went wrong. As usual, the 
communication was at a personal level, outside official channels. The landlord 
had kept the phone number of the DAWASCO water technician who had insisted 
that he should be contacted about any problems. He reached him by phone, 
however, the technician claimed that he could not help this time – he had been 
shifted to another water office in the city. Nonetheless, they provided contact 
details of another DAWASCO water technician who could help, but my landlord 
had to enter into a new deal. 
 
My landlord contacted the new water technician and struck a new deal to 
transfer the pipe to another transmission water network. He paid three 
hundred thousand shillings and the water supply was resumed – this time we 
received water two times a week and in most cases only at night. The water 
connection was not inside but outside the house. We used to leave the tap 
open during the night to be able to hear water when it started to flow. One 
month before the renewal of my annual rental contract, we experienced 
another water problem. The landlord wanted me to stay and he promised to 
drill his own underground water well. He planned to use my rent for the next 
year as part of the funds for the construction of the water well. I could not 
agree and decided to move to another house. This time I had learned a few 
lessons about water supply and was very cautious not to be deceived by a 
broker or a landlord. Luckily my new landlord had already connected piped 
water from DAWASCO. I made a few informal visits to the house and found 
running water each time. When we finally moved to the house we had water 
again, twice a week as usual. 
 
In 2015, my mother retired from her teaching career and settled in Masasi 
town, which has about a hundred thousand inhabitants. She spent part of her 
pension to buy a house in one of the outskirts of the town. The area is planned. 
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However, it lacks most of the basic services including piped water, electricity, 
sewerage system and roads. “I did not want get in trouble with the law, so I 
went for a planned area”, she tells me to justify her decision to buy a house in 
that part of the town. After settling in, she began the process of connecting 
her house with piped water provided by Masasi-Nachingwea Water Supply and 
Sanitation Authority (MANAWASA), the official water supplier in the town. 
MANAWASA falls under the C category of water utilities in the country (United 
Republic of Tanzania, 2014). Category C refers to “water utilities with water 
service coverage of less than 65 percent and meeting operation and 
maintenance costs except part of plant electricity costs” (ibid, p. 2). In other 
words, although MANAWASA operates as a corporate entity, it depends on 
subsidies from the central government to cover part of the operation and 
maintenance costs such as electricity bills. MANAWASA also supplies water to 
Nachingwea town, a district capital about 50km north of Masasi, with a 
population of about one hundred thousand people. When my mother 
approached MANAWASA she was told that the process for a new water 
connection is simple and straightforward. First, she would fill the application 
form, then MANAWASA would survey the area and provide an estimate of the 
costs for the application fees and connection charges (including equipment 
such as pipes, taps) and finally, MANAWASA would connect water within 14 
working days. 
 
The process did not end as positively as my mother anticipated, although the 
beginning was promising. The same day she submitted the application form, 
she returned home accompanied by a surveyor from MANAWASA who surveyed 
the area and took measurements. The results of the survey were distressing. 
According to the survey report, my mother’s house is outside MANAWASA’s 
piped network area and thus it was not possible to connect water for the normal 
cost. Specifically, the house is one kilometre away from the nearest 
MANAWASA distribution network. My mother would have to finance the pipes, 
stretching over one kilometre distance, at an exorbitant cost, which she could 
not afford. As a consolation, one of the MANAWASA technicians suggested that 
my mother should mobilize her neighbours to contribute to the costs. In this 
way, the costs would be shared among neighbours and everyone would win by 
getting a house connection at a reduced cost. The technician missed that i) my 
mother had no intention or resources for mobilizing neighbours, and ii) the 
time it would take to mobilize funds from a heterogeneous community of 
people with different interests and economic levels. My mother decided to wait 
until MANAWASA expanded its distribution network, which according to its 
director, would happen soon. One thing is certain, my mother is excluded from 
the official water supply although her house is in a formal settlement. This 
means she has to depend on buying water from private and informal providers 
whose quality is often not guaranteed. What is not certain however, is how 
long she will have to wait until the government provides the funds for the 
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expansion of the MANAWASA’s distribution network (and possibly water 
production as well). 
 
These are just a few of the many memorable experiences that demonstrate my 
struggles to access to water over the years in rural and urban Tanzania. The 
struggles are not over. During my fieldwork for this thesis, in April 2015, I was 
diagnosed with typhoid and was forced to terminate my field data collection. 
My experiences are typical for countless other Tanzanians and Sub-Saharan 
Africans accessing drinking water. These struggles are an integral part of our 
daily lives in Sub-Saharan Africa as opposed to other parts of the world with 
better piped water supply. They affect our daily decision making including the 
games we play as children, how we select a house to rent, which soap we buy 
and the type of food we eat. In the next section, I present how the development 
community hopes that the rising mobile phone penetration in Africa and ICT 
could positively influence citizens’ struggles to access water services. 

1.3 The potential of ICT and mobile phone-based 
platforms  

Recent developments in information and communication technologies (ICT), 
particularly the rising diffusion of mobile phones in Sub-Saharan Africa, have 
raised hopes among development practitioners and researchers on the 
potential for leveraging technology towards improving access to safe and clean 
drinking water and public services in general. ICT was hailed for its potential 
to expand transparency and accountability (Avila et al., 2010), as well as to 
improve service delivery (Bhatnagar, 2014; Visser & Twinomurinzi, 2008). 
Well-designed ICTs and mobile phone-based platforms are expected to offer 
better mechanisms for collection, manipulation, presentation, dissemination 
and republication of information. ICT and mobile phone-based interventions 
offer opportunities for a quick and more affordable mechanism for two-way 
communication between citizens and service providers or governments. In 
general, technology is considered to have the potential to transform water 
service delivery by creating more effective and easy ways for governments and 
service providers to share information. Several such platforms have been 
deployed and compared for a variety of key services in various countries in the 
global South (e.g. Fung et al., 2010a; Fung et al., 2010b; Georgiadou et al., 
2013; McGee & Gaventa, 2010; Welle et al., 2016). 
 
Tanzania has witnessed an increase in mobile phone adoption and usage (from 
10% in 2002 to 73% in 2015) (ITU, 2015). The proliferation of mobile phone 
penetration has attracted donors, researchers and development practitioners 
in designing and deploying mobile phone applications aimed at strengthening 
citizens’ voices to service providers and/or the state (Pearce et al., 2013; Welle 
et al., 2016; Williams et al., 2016). Twaweza’s Sauti za Wananchi (Voices of 
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Citizens) program uses mobile phones to regularly collect information from a 
broad cross-section of Tanzanian citizens (Twaweza, 2013).  
 
Governments often take a leading role in ICT adoption (World Bank, 2016), an 
excellent example being the MajiVoice platform in Kenya. Government 
institutions have adopted the idea of using mobile phones as a tool for service 
delivery and a way to communicate with the citizens. Some of the challenges 
have been on how to encourage mass participation of citizens in using mobile 
phones and mobile phone applications. Widespread mobile phone penetration 
has also improved ordinary people’s ability to participate in media production 
and broadcasting through use of text messaging and phone-in programmes, 
thus increasing their power to voice their concerns. Not long ago, rural radio 
stations interacted with their listeners in two main ways: face-to-face visits – 
either at the radio station or in the community – and through letters sent by 
listeners. Mobile phones have overcome various challenges of these 
conventional means of interactions between citizens and radio stations 
including i) poor transportation to and from remote communities especially 
during the rainy season, and ii) slowness and unreliability of sending letters. 
The radio has proven an important medium for development, from teaching 
farmers in rural areas new farming methods (Myers, 2010), to transferring 
information to farmers about prices of farm outputs, to creating awareness 
about proper health and hygiene behaviours. In the case of water, some 
initiatives attempted to introduce the use of mobile phones to encourage 
citizens reporting problems of water to local government officials (Taylor, 
2012d; Welle et al., 2016). 

1.4 Knowledge gap 
Literature on the design and adoption of mobile-based information and 
communication technologies for improving service delivery has emphasized 
ICT while giving lesser emphasis on understanding extant behavioural patterns 
and strategies of citizens and clients of public services. Several authors have 
discussed and compared such platforms for water supply (Ball et al., 2013; 
Champanis & Rivett, 2012; M. T. Hutchings et al., 2012; Jonoski et al., 2012). 
The most recent comparison by Welle et al. (2016) surveyed eight platforms, 
all aiming at water services, in three continents, including two failed platforms 
in Tanzania. However, these studies either explain the failure in hindsight (an 
autopsy of sorts) or success of a platform (Welle et al., 2016) or hide patterns 
of local variation in homogenized national averages of cross-national 
comparisons (Fox, 2015). The process, the “how to”, is missing. 
 
I argue for “working with the grain” (Booth, 2012; Levy, 2014b) of citizens’ 
relations with water providers. This entails first understanding the problems 
within the water sector from the point of view of participants and then exploring 
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options for solving the problem. Against this background, my research sets out 
to understand the factors that affect existing citizens’ strategies in improving 
access to water, in both urban and rural areas, and then considering 
incremental ways of amplifying these strategies with mobile phone-based 
platforms. At the heart of my research are citizens’ strategies nudging (or not) 
water providers to perform better (Kochendörfer-Lucius & Pleskovic, 2004). 
Only then, can the potential of mobile phone-based ICT platforms to further 
amplify these strategies be meaningfully considered. Effective mobile-phone 
based ICT platforms do not work against citizens’ relations with water providers 
but are typically effective when they operate through them (Fung et al., 2011), 
when they “work with the grain” of these relations. As Toyama (2016) argued, 
citizens’ “voice, not the technology, is the primary cause of change.” (p. 30).  

1.5 Research questions 
The thesis has a main research question and five sub-questions that parse the 
main question into smaller empirical and conceptual units. 
 
Main research question 
Which factors affect citizens’ strategies to improve access to water services 
and how? 
 
Sub-questions 
1. What do official statistics on access to urban water services reveal and/or 

conceal? 
2. Which strategies do citizens use to protest substandard water services and 

to what effects? 
3. How do local actors perceive their own responsibilities and those of other 

actors and to what extent can a mobile phone-based platform improve 
rural water services?”  

4. How can ICTs play a role in the monitoring by citizens of water services? 

1.6 Framing the thesis within the SEMA research 
project 

My thesis is part of the Sensors Empowerment and Accountability (SEMA) 
project, an integrated research of the University of Twente and the University 
of Dar es Salaam, funded by NWO-Wotro Science for Global Development. 
SEMA is a Swahili word, which means “tell me”. A central research tool of the 
project is a political mobile phone-based app, called SEMA, that citizens, as 
human sensors of grievances, may use (or not) to report to government their 
grievances about access to public services, particularly water. The project aims 
to find out to what extent ordinary citizens in Tanzania can directly demand 
accountability from water and public health providers with political apps.  
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SEMA builds on the lessons learned from a pilot project conducted by the 
University Twente designed to support the reports sent by citizen-consumers 
of water point failure by means of a SMS-based platform (called the Human 
Sensor Web - HSW). The project was implemented in Zanzibar in the years 
2009-2010. A Human Sensor Web (HSW) was defined as an assembly of the 
following elements: geographic web services, citizens with mobile phones 
(“human sensors”) reporting & publicizing water and health problems in 
appropriate combinations of traditional and novel media (including Google 
Maps), public water points & clinics, and stakeholders & users. The failed 
implementation of the HSW project in Zanzibar brought up three key lessons. 
First, there is a gender mismatch between the mobile phone owners (usually 
men) and those who fetch the water from the public water points (usually 
women). Second, community loyalty may override the urgency of reporting the 
grievance. Community (shehia) members are loyal to their leader (sheha) and 
may refrain from using the human sensor web unless the community leader 
endorses it (Yusra, 2011). Third, distrust towards the water authority runs 
deep in some communities, due to the water authority’s history of not 
responding to citizens’ grievances in a timely fashion. 
 
Prior to my selection for the PhD position, I had gathered personal experience 
on the Maji Matone project (www.daraja.org). Maji Matone was designed to 
encourage and empower rural citizens to report problems of water to local 
government officials in the hope that the latter would respond and fix the 
problems. The project was implemented as a pilot in three rural Tanzanian 
districts between 2009 and 2013 and equally failed to produce the coveted 
SMS reports by citizen-consumers. The reasons were i) technology is only a 
small part of the problem, rural water supply deals with institutions, 
responsibilities, legal frameworks and money flows, ii) it was difficult to 
persuade citizens to engage (report water problems), iii) rural women who are 
largely responsible for collecting water had poor access to mobile phones, and 
iv) rural citizens use their phones much more for voice calls than for SMS 
(Taylor, 2011a, 2012a, 2012b, 2012c). My experience with Maji Matone and 
particularly the challenges in attracting mass participation of citizens was my 
motivation for applying for the PhD position in the SEMA project and for 
investigating this issue further. 
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2.1 Introduction 
In this section, I present key concepts that helped to frame the analysis and 
answer the sub-research questions. These concepts include access to water, 
exit and voice, formal and informal organizational structures, and discretion 
and transaction-intensiveness of public service tasks. Table 2.1 presents the 
connection between the research sub-questions and the key concepts for each. 
 
Table 2.1: Connection between Concepts and Research Questions 

Research question Concepts 
1. What do official statistics on access to urban water 

services reveal and/or conceal? 
Measures of access to 
water 

2. Which strategies do citizens use to protest 
substandard water services and to what effect? 

Exit and voice 

3. Does awareness of how rural water supply is 
organized empower rural citizens to demand better 
services? If not, what does? 

Formal and informal 
organizational 
structures 

4. How can ICTs play a role in the monitoring by 
citizens of water services? 

Discretion and 
transaction-
intensiveness  

 
Finally, I highlight my overall approach to this study, which is “working with 
the grain” of citizen-provider relations and against the hype of the dominant 
discourse that looks at information technology, empowerment, voice, 
accountability and public service performance as magic variables linked in a 
mutually beneficial way - “all good things go together.” As I moved from one 
empirical setting to the next, I gained knowledge through reflexivity—the 
capacity to be caught by surprise when my findings did not yield expected 
results, and to reflect upon and revise my initial categories and assumptions. 

2.2 Measures of access to water  
Consensus regarding the definition of access to water and the way it is 
measured is an important factor in understanding the opportunities for citizens 
to improve water services. Matching up official definitions with citizens’ 
perceptions of access to water can reveal two things. First, it can determine 
whether the official understanding of access to water is relevant to citizens, 
and second, it enhances planning for the operation and maintenance of water 
schemes (Kristof, 2005). More importantly, a mismatch between the official 
definitions of access and those of citizens may help in monitoring the efficacy 
of interventions in improving access to water for citizens. This section covers 
concepts for defining access to water and its measures. 
 
Stakeholders in the water sector, particularly donors, governments and 
researchers, disagree on the appropriate definition of access to water. The 
most frequently used definitions compare water access within and between 
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countries in order to quantify the global status and progress towards 
achievement of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). The MDG goal 7 
aimed to “halve, by 2015, the proportion of the population without sustainable 
access to safe drinking water and basic sanitation”. To monitor progress with 
this goal, the WHO/UNICEF Joint Monitoring Programme (JMP) defines access 
to safe drinking-water as the “proportion of population using an improved 
drinking-water source” (UNICEF/WHO, 2012). Critics contend that the JMP 
definition does not capture the complex nature of water, particularly from the 
perspective of the users. For Kristof (2005), good access to water implies 
access to “a reliable source of water which supplies adequate quantity and 
adequate quality of water in a convenient way” (Kristof, 2005, p. 3). Others 
substitute access to water with “water use” arguing that mere provision of 
water does not necessarily indicate actual use by the people (Kayaga et al., 
2009). Kudat et al. (1993) argue that households are more likely to demand 
certain attributes of water and not water itself. They observe that different 
attributes of water have different value depending on the intended use by the 
households. For instance, the quality of water may be very important for uses 
such as drinking and cooking as opposed to water for watering plants.  
 
It is only recently that a formal definition of water is emerging that includes 
issues such as reliability, affordability, equity, and safety. Target 6.1 of the 
SDGs aims to achieve “universal and equitable access to safe and affordable 
drinking water for all by 2030” (WHO-UNICEF, 2015) and thus introduces the 
new dimensions of universality, equity, safety, and affordability7. Given that 
these measures are still designed to monitor access to water globally, critics 
argue that they are less suitable for local realities and further exemplify the 
challenge in data collection. Likewise, the new targets are likely to face similar 
challenges highlighted by O'Hara et al. (2008), who argued that the base data 
upon which the targets are set and against which progress will be measured 
are problematic.  
 
Perceptions of citizens regarding access to safe drinking water form a 
foundation for citizens to monitor the quality of the services they receive from 
a provider. Hirschman’s concepts “exit and voice” provide an analytical tool for 
understanding how citizens are likely to respond when faced with the 
deterioration of a service provider (Couldry, 2010; Dowding & John, 2012; 
Dowding et al., 2012; Hirschman, 1970; Schedler, 2002).  

2.3 Exit and voice 
In his seminal treatise, Exit, Voice and Loyalty, Hirschman (1970) suggested 
that members or customers of an organization, whether a business, a nation 

                                          
7 These dimensions are further discussed in Chapters 4 and 5.  
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or any form of human grouping, have two possible responses when they 
perceive that the organization they depend on is deteriorating in quality: they 
can either withdraw from the relationship with the organization (exit), or, 
attempt to improve the relationship through communication of the complaint, 
grievance or proposal for change (voice).  
 
Young (1974) argued that voice is more efficient than exit when (i) the service 
provider is a monopoly making exit costly, (ii) the public services cannot be 
differentiated (both poor and affluent customers get the same water from the 
piped scheme) and those with weak voice gain from the vocal few, and (iii) the 
service is ill-defined and therefore difficult to evaluate. Inhibitors to voice are: 
(i) informational asymmetries, e.g. when service providers possess information 
not available to the public, (ii) the government’s ability to restrict the public’s 
access to information, (iii) legal and institutional barriers e.g. some user groups 
are not recognized and are denied the right to sue public service providers, 
and last but not least, (iv) social barriers (lack of income and education) 
limiting the ability to use voice (Paul, 1991, 1992).  
 
Exercising voice has dividends for voicers. Voice is an information rich form of 
preference expression, a rewarding activity in its own right and scalable from 
domain to domain. A citizen’s acquired skill to exercise voice to complain for 
water services can be applied to other services as well. An important aspect of 
Hirschman’s argument is that customers combine exit and voice in their effort 
to improve organizational performance, because exit and voice are not 
mutually exclusive (Barry, 1974). Last but not least, exit and voice 
combinations are multiple and can vary in intensity and form (Keeley & 
Graham, 1991).  

2.4 Formal and informal organizational structures 
Informality is ubiquitous in the workings of African bureaucracies (Booth, 
2012; Holzer, 2014) and in the interactions between citizens and service 
providers as my personal narrative amply shows. 
 
To conceptualise formality and informality in rural water supply, I use the 
systems approach to organisations (Kühl, 2013). The systems’ approach 
suggests that any organisation, however complex, has three types of 
structures—programs, communication channels and members. Structures are 
premises upon which decisions are routinely made within an organization. The 
premises are either formally decided (thus giving rise to formal structures) or 
informally “decided” (thus giving rise to informal structures). Programs 
determine which actions in the organization are to be viewed as right, and 
which as wrong. Communication channels define how information must be 
communicated within the organization and the pathways it must follow. For 
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members, the underlying consideration is that the type of individual placed in 
a given position will make a difference for future decisions within the 
organisation.  
 
Programs constitute the first structure. In rural water supply, formal programs 
include legislative acts, policies, and information systems (e.g. the Water Point 
Mapping System of the Ministry of Water in Tanzania). They determine which 
formal responsibilities organisational members have and, consequently, which 
of their actions are to be viewed as right or wrong, and rewarded or sanctioned, 
respectively. The 2002 National Water Policy (United Republic of Tanzania, 
2002b) and related legislative acts (United Republic of Tanzania, 1982, 1998a, 
2009) determine the responsibilities of local councillors, COWSOs and district 
officials in rural water supply. For instance, councillors must access district 
public records and raise questions in water-related council meetings. COWSOs 
must follow up on non-functional water points and mobilize communities for 
their revival. District officials must provide information on the status of water 
services in the district. Informal programs may take the form of well-
established, customary routines and dictate informal responsibilities such as 
citizens expecting councillors to contribute their own funds for water projects.  
 
Communication channels are the second structure within the rural water 
sector. Formal communication channels include the rules and procedures and 
information flows among organisational members. Communication channels 
are the only means of preventing communications overkill (everybody 
communicating with everybody else) within an organization. For instance, 
chapter 7 describes in minute detail the formal and informal rules and 
procedures governing the information flow between a village COWSO and the 
district council when a rural water point breaks down. Informal communication 
channels develop when formal hierarchies are routinely bypassed, or when 
informal hierarchies are set up based on political party or tribal affiliations. 
Examples are COWSO leaders bypassing the village assembly, and instead 
reporting their performance to leaders of civic associations during village feasts 
or citizens contacting political figures or central government public officials (not 
necessarily involved in the water sector) to force district officials to respond to 
their needs. 
 
Members constitute a third structure, because decisions that affect the 
organization always depend on who occupies the position responsible for 
making them (Kühl, 2013). A COWSO or village leader who belongs to the 
ruling political party may decide differently on rural water supply from a leader 
who leans towards the opposition. In the late 1960s, when Julius Nyerere 
massively resettled peasants to newly formed villages, peasants often chose 
petty-capitalist farmers as village leaders “on the assumption that they were 
better equipped to deal with officials, including protecting them from 
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government interventions that would threaten their livelihood. In places where 
there were no such petty-capitalists, villagers often chose individuals known 
not to be interested in change” (Hydén, 1980, p. 114), emphasis in original), 
but people whose interest in interfering with the villagers’ life was small. 
Informal members in rural water supply are institutions outside the formal rural 
water hierarchy and include the Church, Islamic institutions, or grassroots civic 
associations.  
 
Informality may be either compatible with formality, or it may break the formal 
rules and procedures (but still be useful) or it may break the law. Informality 
cannot be suppressed by decree; it can take different, perhaps more desirable 
forms only when changes are made to the formal structures themselves. For 
instance, in September 2015, the Ministry of Water and Irrigation introduced 
a new program to revamp the updating mechanism of the Water Point Mapping 
System and created new roles and responsibilities for Ministry officials (United 
Republic of Tanzania, 2015a). This change of formal rules and procedures will 
not supress informality. Instead, it may lead to new informal structures that 
are more conducive to improvement of rural water services at the district and 
village levels. 

2.5 Discretion and transaction-intensiveness 
In order to decide which elements, if any, of the information flow between 
citizens and government can be digitized, I draw on (Pritchett & Woolcock, 
2004; World Bank, 2014), who distinguish between discretionary and 
transaction-intensive elements in key services8 to citizens, and adapt the 
concepts to micro-level tasks of decision making. Transaction-intensive tasks 
require a large number of transactions, involving face-to-face contacts 
between district officials, village water technicians, Community Owned Water 
Supply Organization (COWSO) members, and citizens, for example a water 
technician detecting a broken water point and reporting to the COWSO 
secretary. Discretionary tasks involve decisions based on information that “is 
important but inherently imperfectly specified and incomplete, and entails 
extensive professional or informal context-specific knowledge” (Pritchett & 
Woolcock, 2004, p. 194). A village assembly agreeing to contribute funds for 
water point repair or a district official approving a COWSO’s request for funds 
are discretionary tasks. 
 
Transaction-intensive tasks are easily amenable to digitization while 
discretionary tasks are not because the actor’s decisions cannot be 
mechanized. Non-discretionary and transaction-intensive tasks can easily be 

                                          
8Key services are those for which some government action is necessary, desirable, 
and/or inevitable, e.g. improved water supply, sanitation, and health. 
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codified in computer programs (World Bank, 2016). Tasks that are neither 
discretionary nor transaction-intensive are lasting dispositions, “propensities 
to think, feel, and act in determinate ways, which then guide [people] in their 
creative responses to the constraints and solicitations of their extant milieu” 
(Wacquant, 2005, p. 316), but digitization does not apply to them. They 
include the systematic preference of villagers to meetings for distribution of 
food for hunger relief and to attending funerals rather than COWSO meetings, 
but also more general patterns of mutuality and reciprocity that pervade village 
social life and underpin the “economy of affection” in rural Tanzania (Hydén, 
1980). 

2.6 Working with the grain approach 
Working with the grain forms my main guidance in understanding interactions 
between citizens and water providers prior to introducing any changes, 
including ICT and mobile phone platforms, in the water sector. The approach 
offers an alternative to development “blueprints” that have frequently failed to 
produce successful and sustainable results in many developing countries. For 
many decades, the Global South has been receiving development blueprints 
from the Global North, with the hope that these “best practices” would solve 
developmental problems in the South. However, the blueprint approach has 
failed to produce the intended results particularly in governance-related 
interventions. This has resulted into an emerging school of thought that argues 
for working with the grain. Rather than adopting Western ways of doing things 
wholesale, the idea is to instead combine certain elements of the Western 
experience with indigenous strengths and create distinctive new models of 
development (Kelsall, 2011). The approach appeals to the notion of 
incrementalism, allowing a stepwise form of development that enables 
directing attention to regularly learning lessons and sustaining forward 
development (Levy, 2014b).  
 
“Working with the grain” in development interventions (Booth, 2012; Kelsall, 
2011; Srivastava & Larizza, 2013) starts with the way things are on the 
ground, seeks incremental ways of achieving modest gains (Levy, 2014b) and 
does not harm the institutional fabric of a country by bypassing local 
institutions. In this study, “working with the grain” also stands for 
incrementalism and digitization efforts that can be reversed, redesigned and 
redeployed until there is a sustainable fit with the empirical setting. 
 
The basic idea is not new. James C. Scott in a speech on his famous book 
“Seeing like a State”, gives an example of how Japanese engineers “work with 
the grain” in water management. If they want to redesign a stream or small 
river,  
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“they will live along that river for a year or two just studying the water 
movement and different rain patterns at different times of the year and 
after two years or so they will make a small intervention, a little check 
dam, and then they’ll watch for another month or two what the water 
does around that check dam and in different circumstances, after 
heavy rainfall, in a drought. So each of their interventions is […] 
reversible” (Scott, 2008, p. 10).  

 
In his inaugural contribution to the Africa Power and Politics Program (APPP), 
Kelsall (2008) asked “what might African development with the grain look 
like?” He argued that informal African institutions in which mutual 
accountability is strong can provide clues as to the shape of development with 
the grain. These institutions include the extended African family and ethnic 
groupings (tribes) which place a high value on celebrating basic life-cycle 
rituals, such as births, initiations, marriages, and deaths, mutual financial help 
and the resolution of conflicts within the extended family or tribe and not by 
appealing to formal state agencies. Other effective institutions are churches 
and mosques which enjoy so much popular support that they are often 
financially self-sustaining. They are heavily involved in providing local 
education, water, and health, services, whose quality surpasses those provided 
by the state. In sum,  
 

“many Africans do not first and foremost think of themselves as 
individuals; they think of themselves as members of limited extended 
families (extended families that may extend before birth and after 
death). Beyond that they identify, in concentric circles of weakening 
moral obligation, with wider extended families, clans, ethnic groups, 
and only then, if at all, with the nation state." (p. 18, emphasis 
added).  
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3.1 Research approach 
I employ a qualitative research approach and a descriptive and exploratory 
research strategy. The flexibility offered by a qualitative research approach 
(Yin, 2011) fits well the main research question where I empirically enquire 
about the factors affecting citizens’ strategies to improve access to water 
services and how. 
 
Since the objective of this research requires a rich understanding of the various 
strategies used by citizens to improve access to water in urban and rural areas, 
a multiple case study design seemed highly appropriate. The flexibility offered 
by a qualitative research approach (Yin, 2011) fits well the research objective. 
When the researcher cannot manipulate the relevant behaviour and 
contemporary events are examined within a social context, a case study is the 
preferred research design (Yin, 2009). Because the context is deliberately part 
of the design, there will always be too many ‘variables’ for the number of 
observations made: consequently the application of standard experimental and 
survey designs and criteria are not appropriate, although issues of validity and 
generalizability have to be addressed. Yin (2009) states that though a multiple 
case design is complex, it permits induction of rich and reliable portrayals of 
the social world. I have been guided by interpretive philosophical assumptions. 
My aim was to create a contextual understanding of citizens’ strategies by 
interpreting the meanings of informants and their shared assumptions towards 
access to water within the formal and informal structures of the water supply 
sector. 

3.2 Moving across empirical settings 
My first case was water supply in the city of Dar es Salaam, a selection both 
purposive and spontaneous. It should be noted that when I began this study, 
and partly due to the exploratory strategy of the research, there were many 
uncertainties on where to start. This was also due to the fact that this study 
was part of a larger research project designed to cover health and water 
services. Having these broad sectors meant that there were too many options 
to choose from and at the same time coordinate with the other PhD students. 
Following discussions with senior and junior members of the SEMA team, we 
finally decided to start fieldwork in Dar es Salaam, because of the richness in 
data sources and the presence of major stakeholders in the water sector, 
including NGOs, the Ministry of Water and DAWASCO, the largest water utility 
in the country. 
 
After studying water supply in the setting of a large city, it was clear that the 
next case should involve water supply in a smaller town and rural areas. This 
was another collective call and relevant to my multiple case study design. As 
a research project, SEMA partnered with SNV, a Netherlands Development 
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Organisation based in Tanzania, for sharing experiences. SNV has extensive 
experience in collaborating with local organizations, especially for 
strengthening accountability relationships between local governments, citizens 
and councillors with the aim of improving water service delivery in rural areas. 
In addition, SNV was at the forefront, with WaterAid and Ingeniería para el 
Desarrollo Humano (ONGAWA), of water point mapping (WPM) in Tanzania. 
SNV played a major role in facilitating entry to Mashujaa—fictitious name—
district council. Mashujaa is one of many districts that have benefited from 
SNV’s work. Mashujaa provided both urban and rural water supply settings 
thereby allowing me to explore i) how citizens (as consumers) in a small town 
protest service failures and interact with frontline and back-stage officials of 
small town water utilities, and ii) how citizens (as co-producers and monitors) 
in four villages of one of the poorest districts in Tanzania communicate, interact 
and work together with the district council in reporting and fixing water 
breakdowns. 
 
Rural water supply in Hai and Siha districts in Kilimanjaro region is the last 
case for this research. I became aware of the successful water supply in the 
two districts during a presentation in Dar es Salaam of preliminary findings 
from Mashujaa district. Julie Adkins of SNV, one of the top governance experts 
in the water sector, suggested that it would be a good idea to confront my 
findings from Mashujaa (which portrayed a dismal state of water services) with 
well-performing community-managed rural water projects in Hai and Siha 
districts. My own desk research confirmed that Hai and Siha districts would 
make an invaluable addition to the research. These water projects highlight 
various elements of sustainability in rural water supply. The community-
managed water projects in Hai and Siha districts appeared to be functioning 
reasonably well and sustainably (Mayo & Nkiwane, 2013). Citizens in rural Hai 
and Siha districts have 24/7 access to clean tap water from community-
managed water projects. These features became a good motivation for 
including Hai and Siha districts as a case study. Specifically, the two districts 
provided a good contrast to the state of water services presented in the other 
cases.  

3.3 Data collection methods 
3.4.1 In-depth interviews 

I conducted semi-structured interviews with citizens, water utility officials, 
politicians and government officials to ascertain their views on the current state 
of access to water within their jurisdiction. Semi-structured interviews were 
also conducted with street chairpersons and street executive officers to 
document their perspectives regarding access to water. I also interviewed NGO 
staff to understand their interactions with citizens particularly in Dar es 
Salaam.  
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As shown in my own experiences in accessing water services (see section 1.2), 
it is somewhat difficult to draw the boundary of the sources of information for 
this research. I interacted with water utility officials, neighbours, fellow water 
users/clients, private water providers. These interactions took place both in 
private and public venues – water utility and ministerial offices, homes, streets 
as well as in buses, drinking joints and eating-places. Finally, personal 
encounters with family members and relatives, colleagues, friends and 
sometimes with strangers have been useful for understanding the experiences 
and coping strategies of Tanzanian citizens (both in urban and rural areas) in 
accessing water services. Their contribution has also somehow influenced my 
conversations during interviews. I conducted almost all interviews in Kiswahili, 
transcribed these and the field notes, translated into English. 

3.3.2 Focus group discussions 

I conducted eight focus group discussions in the four villages in Mashujaa 
district, during March 2016. The aim was to acquire a deeper understanding of 
citizens’ perceptions of their responsibilities and those of Community Owned 
Water Supply Organizations (COWSOs), councillors and district officials. The 
Village Executive Officer (VEO), accompanied by me, selected and invited 
citizens by mobile phone or home visits in each village. We reimbursed the 
VEOs for the calls they made. We recruited eight groups (two groups in each 
village) of ten people for meetings of about two hours. All invitees showed up 
and were separated in two groups, the young and the old. Their ages ranged 
from 19 to 60 years. Most came to the venue by walking. Those who came by 
motorbikes were reimbursed for the cost of transport. Each group featured 
both genders and a mix of peasants, livestock keepers, petty traders, and 
retirees (e.g., retired soldiers and teachers). 

3.4.3 Direct observation 

This research benefited from information collected through countless 
interactions with citizens, government officials and water technicians. My 
fieldwork was considerably long usually not less than six months, except in Hai 
and Siha districts, where I had to cut short my fieldwork due to typhoid 
sickness. These long stays in the research areas made me a familiar and 
trusted figure in the city, town or villages. I was able to have numerous formal 
and informal interactions with district officials, COWSO leaders, village leaders, 
politicians and common citizens. I was allowed to accompany district officials 
handing over COWSO certificates in nineteen villages. This helped me to create 
relationships with focus group participants and to raise pertinent discussion 
points during the sessions. Participant observation led to a better appreciation 
of the experiences and challenges of the water users as well as government 
and utility officials. Informal interactions with informants in the market, in 
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canteens and on the street revealed socio-cultural aspects that interviews 
alone cannot capture (Iacono et al., 2009). 
 
Workshops organized by the SEMA project (see the next section) provided 
another important platform for direct observation. During the second 
workshop, in particular, I observed how water committee members, politicians 
and district officials on how they react to the SEMA app. In this case, the SEMA 
app was an USSD9 application aimed at reporting the status of rural water 
supply. Observational aspects included i) confusion or excitement of the 
reporters, ii) difficulty/easiness in using the app, and iii) aspects of the app 
attracting attention of the reporters. This information was very useful when 
conducting a follow up research as well as answering the fourth research 
question that seek to understand how ICTs play a role in the monitoring of 
water services by citizens.  

3.4.4 Workshops 

This research has significantly benefited from knowledge and empirical data 
from three workshops that were organized by SEMA. The first workshop was 
conducted in Dar es Salaam on 7th and 8th May 2012. The workshop brought 
together junior and senior researchers within SEMA and other key stakeholders 
including representatives from the Ministry of Water, University of Dar es 
Salaam and the World Bank. The workshop had two main objectives, i) bring 
together SEMA team members to meet for the first time to discuss research 
concepts, and, ii) identify criteria for selecting case study areas and discuss 
the working approach and collaboration models. Key stakeholders who 
commented on the research and fieldwork plans also joined us. The workshop 
also initiated collaboration with partner organizations working in the water 
sector such as the World Bank and the Ministry of Water. 
 
The second workshop titled as “Sensors, Empowerment, and Accountability 
(SEMA): (Dis)connecting people and water” was conducted at the Faculty of 
Faculty of Geo-Information Science and Earth Observation (ITC) of the 
University of Twente, on 10th and 11th September 2013. This workshop 
reinforced contentions regarding the use of mobile phones to mediate access 
to water, particularly given the informality and involvement of the private 
sector in the provision of water services. For me, the workshop was an 
inspiration to continue seeking to understand how mobile phones could 
facilitate reporting problems and consequently enhance water point repairs. 
This became part of the motivation for answering a research question 
presented in Chapter 7.  

                                          
9 Unstructured Supplementary Service Data (USSD) is a communication protocol used 
between mobile phones and service providers (www.wikipedia.com). 
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The third workshop was conducted in the last week of February 2015 at 
Mashujaa’s district council. It brought together the SEMA research team, 
councillors, district officials and COWSO leaders from four selected villages. 
The purpose was to present the SEMA mobile phone-based platform to the 
participants and receive their feedback on its usefulness. We asked the 
participants which type of information was useful to them for fulfilling their 
responsibilities and who they considered as appropriate providers of 
information on the functionality of water points at the village level. 
 
Table 3.1 summarizes the case studies’ location (large-city, small town, 
village), approximate population size and type and numbers of respondents. 
 
Table 3.1: Overview of case studies 

S/N Case study Urban/rural Type of respondents Number of 
respondents 

1 Dar es 
Salaam 
(Kinondoni 
and Temeke 
districts) 

Large city Citizens 22 
  District water officials 2 
  Street water vendors 6 
  Street chairpersons 4 
  NGO staff (BTC and 

WaterAid) 
2 

2 Mashujaa 
town 

Small town Citizens (interviews) 12 
  Citizens (audio recordings) 11 
  Water utility officials 7 
  Water vendors 3 
  Councillors 2 
3 Mashujaa 

rural 
villages Citizens (interviews) 23 

  Citizens (focus groups) 80 
  COWSO leaders 8 
  Water technicians 4 
  Security guards 3 
  Pump attendants 6 
  Village leaders 12 
  Councillors  2 
4 Hai and Siha 

districts 
Small towns 
and villages 

Citizens  11 
 Water trust staff 6 
 Water committee members 8 
   Water agents 3 
   Water Service Facility staff 2 
 District Water officials 2 

3.4 Research ethics 
While I committed myself to abide to the highest standard of professional 
ethical norms and values, it is important to note some of the ethical approaches 
I employed in carrying this research. Specifically, I followed four main research 
ethical principles: i) protecting the anonymity and confidentiality of informants, 
ii) minimising the risk of harm to them, iii) obtaining informed consent, and iv) 
providing participants the right to withdraw from an interview, if they felt 
uncomfortable. 
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In order to minimize the risks of harm to my research participants, I took care 
to not disclose participants’ identities and I use a fictitious name for the 
geographical location of Mashujaa district. I explicitly promised all informants 
in Mashujaa district to fully anonymize the villages and the district to protect 
them from inconvenience resulting from the information they shared, 
especially because fieldwork took place before the presidential election in 
October 2015 and the fear, especially of government employees, of being fired 
was palpable. 
 
Research participants for this study were aware that they were taking part in 
the study and volunteered to take part, without coercion. I made sure that 
they understood what the research required of them by highlighting and 
clarifying the purpose of the research, the methods, the possible outcomes, as 
well as associated demands, inconveniences and risks that the participants 
could face. However, there is one notable instance where it was not possible 
to obtain informed consent from research participants. In Chapter 5, I used 
secondary data (“secretly recorded” data by water authorities) for which 
customers had not given consent. I pondered the ethics of doing this. However, 
I consider that the benefits of using the data outweigh the lack of informed 
consent. I am aware of the ethical implications of accessing non-consented 
data (ESRC, 2015) and the need for alternatives when dealing with issues 
involving the role of the government (Spicker, 2007). First, accepting to listen 
to the audios allowed me to gain confidence from the water authorities as they 
were expressing the challenges they faced, such as customers avoiding 
payments and other irregularities. Second, by analysing the recordings I 
exposed customers’ frustrations and the water utility-customer relationships. 
 
Lastly, I explicitly informed participants that they had the right to withdraw at 
any time of the interviews or focus group discussions. Fortunately, none of my 
research participants withdrew. 

3.5 Reading guide 
My thesis consists of three main parts. The first part comprises Chapters 1, 2 
and 3. The first chapter presents the background to my thesis and contextual 
information about the state of water access in Sub-Saharan Africa and 
Tanzania. My personal narrative of access to water in Tanzania introduces the 
reader to the daily struggles and coping strategies of citizens in urban and rural 
areas and presages the findings of my empirical research. Chapter 2 describes 
the research motivation and research questions, while Chapter 3 discusses the 
data collection and research methods. 
 
The second part comprises Chapters 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8, the empirical part of my 
research. Chapter 4 describes poor and affluent citizens' strategies for 
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accessing water in urban areas, particularly in Dar es Salaam. It shows how 
official statistics do not count and reveal what counts for citizens. The next 
chapter explores face-to-face protest strategies of citizens who are water 
customers in a small town in one of the poorest Tanzanian districts. It reveals 
the mismatch between customers’ protest strategies and existing 
formal/informal complaint mechanisms of the water utility. Chapter 6 takes a 
closer look at how representatives of Community Owned Water Supply 
Organizations (COWSOs) communicate via (in)formal channels, interact and 
work together with district level frontline providers and managers of the water 
authority in reporting and fixing breakdowns in rural areas. Chapter 7 describes 
the information flows associated with the detection and repair of broken water 
points in four villages and shows how ICTs could play a role in the monitoring 
and repairing of water points. Chapter 8 is the epilogue of the second part of 
my thesis. It provides a contrasting case study of successful rural water supply 
led by a church organization and underpinned by the tribal ethos of the 
dominant tribe in the area. 
 
Finally, Chapter 9, the third part of my thesis, concludes my study on the 
factors affecting citizens’ strategies in improving access to water. Chapter 9 
also highlights future directions and implications for practice.  
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Chapter 4 
 
Accessing water services in Dar es Salaam: 
are we counting what counts?10 
 

                                          
10 This chapter is based on Nganyanyuka, K., Martinez, J., Wesselink, A., Lungo, J., 
Georgiadou, Y. (2014). Accessing water services in Dar es Salaam: Are we counting what 
counts? Habitat International, 44, 358-366. doi: 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.habitatint.2014.07.003 
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Abstract 
A significant proportion of urban residents in developing countries has no 
access to public water supply and relies on unofficial, or even illegal, sources. 
They buy water from small scale water vendors or collect it from unimproved 
water sources. This paper draws on qualitative semi-structured interviews with 
public officials, private water providers and citizens to document details of 
citizens' strategies for accessing water in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. From these 
data, we develop a descriptive and evaluative framework to capture the 
complex mix of sources, uses, and intermediaries in planned and unplanned 
settings and by affluent and poor citizens. We assess to what extent these 
strategies solve access problems like quantity, quality, affordability and 
reliability. We conclude that statistics such as the Millennium Development 
Goals do not count the access to drinking water that counts for citizens. We 
discern a bias towards formal state or privatised city-wide systems, dis-
counting the mostly informal, small-scale and unofficial strategies to access 
water.  
 
Key words: Access to water; informal water providers; Millennium 
Development Goals; Dar es Salaam  

4.1 Introduction 
In many developing countries, citizens’ access to reliable and safe water 
remains a challenge. Current trends show more pronounced deficiencies in 
sub-Saharan Africa. In 2010, only 61% of the population in sub-Saharan Africa 
had access to improved water sources (UNICEF/WHO, 2012). When issues of 
water quality and quantity are considered, the reality is more disheartening 
(Satterthwaite, 2003, p. 184). Using household surveys, Zérah (2000) finds 
disparities between access to water as stated by official statistics and the actual 
water supply situation from a user's point of view. The above raises issues of 
what is being counted (how access is defined) and how it is being counted (are 
data accurate). In this paper we focus on the former with a detailed study of 
citizens' access strategies in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. We develop a 
descriptive and evaluative framework to capture the complex mix of sources, 
uses, and intermediaries in planned and unplanned settings and by affluent 
and poor citizens. We assess to what extent these strategies solve multiple 
access problems like quantity, quality, affordability and reliability, and add a 
few dimensions of access that emerge from our study. One-size-fits-all 
solutions are likely to fail in diverse contexts and conditions (locality, economy, 
politics, institutions, living conditions, family and persons). Qualitative 
approaches have the ability to uncover realities that otherwise would be “little 
recognized” or “passed unseen” (Rasmus Heltberg, 2012). The qualitative 
approach employed in this study complements quantitative studies on how 
people cope with poor access to water. 
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Stakeholders in the water sector, particularly donors, governments and 
researchers, disagree on the appropriate definition of access to water. The 
most frequently used definitions are aimed at comparing water access within 
and between countries in order to quantify the global status and progress of 
international interventions like the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). The 
MDG goal 7 aims to “halve, by 2015, the proportion of the population without 
sustainable access to safe drinking water and basic sanitation”. To monitor 
progress with this goal, the WHO/UNICEF Joint Monitoring Programme (JMP) 
defines access to safe drinking-water as the “proportion of population using an 
improved drinking-water source” (UNICEF/WHO, 2012). Critics contend that 
the JMP definition does not capture the complex nature of water particularly 
from the perspective of the users. For Kristof (2005), good access to water 
implies access to “a reliable source of water which supplies adequate quantity 
and adequate quality of water in a convenient way” (Kristof, 2005, p. 3). 
Others substitute access to water with “water use” arguing that mere provision 
of water does not necessarily indicate actual use by the people (Kayaga et al., 
2009). Kudat et al. (1993) argue that households are more likely to demand 
certain attributes of water and not water itself. They observe that different 
attributes of water have different value depending on the intended use by the 
households. For instance, the quality of water may be very important for uses 
such as drinking and cooking as opposed to water for watering plants.  
 
Yet other critics of the JMP definition argue with empirical data that using an 
improved drinking water-source does not necessarily mean access to safe 
drinking water (not contaminated) and falsify the assumption used by JMP 
(Gundry et al., 2006). Similarly, O'Hara et al. (2008) report that the 
deterioration of water sources lead to access to unsafe water even from pipes. 
Not counting adequately access to water may also benefit local governments 
by hiding the problem. Aggregate statistics hide the condition of the most 
marginalized and low-income communities (Cheng, 2013). Zawahri et al 
(2011) argue that a universal definition of improved access and a focus purely 
on quantifying infrastructure provision underestimate problems such as 
affordability of services and quality (Zawahri et al., 2011). From their research 
in the Middle East and North Africa, the authors observe that the diffusion of 
the MDG universal definition “has reinforced and magnified pre-existing 
incentives among domestic leaderships to hide their deficiencies” and 
“provided governments with perverse incentives, to prioritize reporting of 
aggregate coverage rates rather than investing in more adequate metrics to 
gauge quality, accessibility and affordability of services” (Zawahri et al., 2011, 
p. 1171). 
 
The government of Tanzania adopts the MDG definition and reports accordingly 
that “the proportion of people served by the 19 urban water authorities using 
drinking water from improved sources increased from 74% in 2005 to 84% in 
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December 2009” (United Republic of Tanzania, 2010, p. 48). Another definition 
used is the percentage of population with access to improved sources of water 
within 400m/30 minutes (United republic of Tanzania, 2013c). 
 
In Dar es Salaam, the official figures estimate that 51% of the population gets 
water directly from the official public water supplier (EWURA, 2012). However, 
Kjellén (2006) believes this figure to be one third, as most people purchase 
water from those with pipe connections or private boreholes, or fetch water 
from shallow open wells and buy bottled mineral drinking water. Affluent 
households may also construct their own well (Kjellén, 2006; Twaweza, 2008). 
The piped water service is extremely unreliable and characterized by extensive 
rationing and low pressures (Kjellén, 2006; Kyessi, 2005). Even when 
connected, citizens have to develop strategies, such as storing, while there is 
flow and/or reducing consumption, to cope with intermittent water supply. The 
poor are most affected by unreliable public water supply because they often 
live in informal settlements where piped water supply is absent by design.  

4.2 Describing strategies for accessing water 
Detailed studies into citizens' strategies for accessing water exist for other 
locations (Adeniji-Oloukoi et al., 2013; Hackenbroch & Hossain, 2012; Nyarko 
et al., 2008; Pattanayak et al., 2005; Virjee & Gaskin, 2010). Depending on 
the authors' theoretical focus, they describe just one or two aspects of access: 
affordability, cost recovery, consequences of poor access, water vendors and 
other intermediaries. Kristof's (2005) dimensions of reliability, convenience, 
adequate quantity and adequate quality are not detailed enough to evaluate 
access strategies (see Discussion below). Kjellén's PhD research on water 
supply in Dar es Salaam focusses on a project for privatisation of official water 
services, and presents affluent descriptions of water access and distribution in 
this city (Kjellén, 2006). However, none of these studies describes 
comprehensively or systematically citizens’ strategies for access. Drawing on 
these studies and our own fieldwork, we propose the following descriptive 
parameters for access to water (Table 4.1): use, intermediaries, user, strategy. 
This detailed description allows us to evaluate how problems of access (also 
labelled dimensions of access) are solved. We focus on enhancement strategies 
and do not include accommodation. Enhancement refers to strategies to 
increase the level and quality of water supply services by supplementing the 
available supply. Accommodation strategies adjust behaviour to accommodate 
the unreliable supply of water, such as consuming less water by using it twice 
or using pit latrines rather than flush toilets even when the latter are available 
(Kudat et al., 1993, p. 3). 
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Table 4.1: Parameters for access to water 

 

4.3 Research design 
The study employed a qualitative research strategy as this offers researchers 
a tool for understanding the entirety of an experience. The flexibility offered 
by a qualitative research approach (Yin, 2011) fits well the research objective 
of investigating day-to-day experiences of citizens’ strategies for access to 
water. Within Dar es Salaam, the study was conducted in the Kinondoni and 
Temeke municipalities. Within these, we selected four “streets” (the lowest 
administrative level), two in affluent areas (Masaki and Oyster Bay) and two 
in low income areas (Nyambwera and Mkunduge). Eventually, 22 citizens were 
interviewed, enough to reach saturation, a point where no more new stories 
and themes emerged (Guest et al., 2006). These in-depth interviews were 
conducted between November 2012 and May 2013. They addressed 
individuals’ personal experiences on accessing water: type of water sources, 
time of collection, and interactions with water providers. Getting respondents 
in low income areas was easy given that many were at home during working 
hours. It was a challenge to find respondents in affluent areas since many 
people were not at home during working hours. Access to residents was only 
possible with a formal research permit from the street government office and 
the recruitment of a local guide. In some cases, two visits to a single house 
were required – first to make an appointment, followed by the actual interview 
on the second visit. Furthermore, semi-structured interviews were conducted 
with Kinondoni and Temeke Municipal Water Engineers to ascertain their views 
on the current state of access to water within their jurisdiction. Semi-structured 
interviews were also conducted with street leaders to document their 
perspectives regarding access to water. We interviewed NGO staff from 
WaterAid and the Belgian Technical Cooperation to understand their 
interactions with citizens in Mkunduge and Nyambwera. These organizations 
have assisted communities to improve access to water through community 
water projects. Views from officials allowed a comparison with the information 
collected from citizens. Snow-balling was used to locate water vendors in 
Mkunduge and Nyambwera streets; they were also interviewed. A review of 
published and unpublished documents from government, NGO and research 
institutions was also carried out, with emphasis on urban citizens’ attitude 
toward access to water. This review helped to understand how organisations 
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perceive and represent problems with water as well as the way they interact 
with citizens. 
 
The data analysis process began in the field by summarizing the emerging 
themes observed during data collection as well as through informal 
discussions. Afterwards, audio recordings of the interviews were first 
transcribed into Swahili, the language used in the interviews. Swahili interview 
transcripts were then translated into English and imported into computer aided 
qualitative data analysis software. Field reports, field notes and secondary 
literature were also imported. In order to maintain the anonymity of 
respondents, all transcripts were given numbers e.g. OY1 = first respondent in 
Oyster Bay. Thematic coding (Bryman, 2012) was used to analyse the data 
where meaningful segments of text from the transcripts were assigned a code, 
for example “water prices” and “water quality”.  

CASE STUDY AREAS 

Dar es Salaam is one of the fast growing cities in the Africa with a population 
of 4.4 million people (National Bureau of Statistics, 2013). A significant 
proportion of Dar es Salaam population has no adequate access to water 
supply. Likewise, a large proportion of Dar es Salaam population lives in 
unplanned settlements creating a challenge for them to access piped water. As 
a result, the majority of the population relies on public standpipes and informal 
providers as their main source of water.  
 
Dar es Salaam Water and Sewerage Corporation (DAWASCO) is the official 
supplier of water and sewerage services in the city. DAWASCO has three major 
reservoirs, constructed in 1976, 1958 and 1947 respectively. Other sources 
include boreholes, which were constructed in 1997. In total, DAWASCO 
produces 245 million litres of water as compared to the estimated demand of 
533 million litres (United Republic of Tanzania, 2013b). However, not every 
drop of the produced water reaches the users: the Ministry of Water estimates 
that 49% of the produced water is lost due to old infrastructure and illegal 
water connections (United Republic of Tanzania, 2013b) but persistent rumour 
has it that the figure may be much higher, close to 80%. The ministry also 
estimates that 68% of Dar es Salaam residents get “clean water” (ibid). 
However, the DAWASCO performance report for 2010/2011 shows that it has 
a total of 109,633 domestic water connections which is estimated to serve 
600,000 households in its service area (EWURA, 2012). The report also shows 
that DAWASCO only serves 18% of the total number of households within its 
service area (ibid). 
 
Access to water in Dar es Salaam varies significantly across socio-economic 
and geographical boundaries. The variation is most pronounced between 
planned areas, where piped water is in theory available, and unplanned areas, 
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where it is not, and between affluent and poor households. In areas where 
piped water is unavailable, communal projects have been implemented mainly 
by NGOs. We now describe the four streets where data collection took place. 
 
Masaki and Oyster Bay Streets 
These affluent streets are located along the Indian Ocean peninsula and were 
inhabited by whites during the colonial period. After independence in 1961, the 
area was transferred to high profile public officials and diplomats. The 
construction of multi-storey apartment buildings, office blocks and estates 
characterize recent developments in the area. As a result, population density 
is increasing, putting pressure on the old infrastructure including water 
distribution networks.  
 
Mkunduge and Nyambwera Streets 
These low to middle income areas are located in informal settlements and 
characterized by unplanned settlement and poor public service. There is a 
DAWASCO piped water network in Mkunduge but it does not supply water. 
Nyambwera has no DAWASCO piped water network but a few citizens get 
DAWASCO water through household resellers from a neighbouring street. 
Major sources of water in Mkunduge include borehole water vendors, pushcart 
water vendors, public water kiosks, and mosques. Major sources of water in 
Nyambwera include public water taps supplied by a community water project, 
neighbours who own deep water wells, and mosques. In both streets, citizens 
also get water from shallow wells dug on the river banks and valleys.  

4.4 Results 
A full list of all strategies used by citizens to access water found is presented 
in Tables 4.3 and 4.4 below, using the parameters listed in Table 4.2. Table 
4.3 describes strategies with respect to sources of water, uses and 
intermediaries, while Table 4.4 describes strategies with respect to 
intermediaries. Together the tables enable comparison among coping 
strategies reported by citizens. As indicated, this information was derived from 
interviews and observations and should not be interpreted as results of a 
quantitative household survey. 
 
Below, we illustrate the information presented in the tables by selectively 
describing the most typical strategies for access to water when piped supply is 
unavailable or failing. We then focus on key intermediaries that mediate 
citizens' to access water at the ‘street’ or household level because this aspect 
of access strategies has been largely overlooked in the literature. We find that 
water mechanics and water vendors (informal providers) are the most 
important intermediaries in ensuring access to water for the majority of people. 
In the discussion and conclusion we take all observed strategies into account. 
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TYPICAL CITIZENS’ ACCESS STRATEGIES 

Drilling of private deep wells 
Many households connected to piped water also have private deep wells as an 
alternative source of water during scarcity. Many of these wells provide salty 
water. In Masaki and Oyster Bay, the wells are mostly used by a single 
household, while in Nyambwera and Mkunduge the water is sold to neighbours. 
 
Installing water pumps and reserve tanks 
This strategy is common for households who have piped water connections but 
experience low pressure. Water users cannot be sure when they will have water 
and whether it will flow long enough to fill their storage facilities. This means 
that the additional cost of piped water is high. One respondent felt that having 
a private well is cheaper than piped water from DAWASCO. 
 
Buying water from vendors 
During DAWASCO breakdowns, access to water for most households is through 
vendors. Masaki and Oyster Bay are served by big motorized tanker trucks 
while the majority of residents in Mkunduge get water from water resellers who 
have a private well or piped water connection, pushcart water vendors and 
water kiosks. Pushcart vendors get their water from a variety of sources: water 
kiosks, borehole vendors and from household resellers with piped water. Water 
vending using pushcarts is minimal in Nyambwera. Water tanker trucks are 
non-existent in the poorer areas.  
 
Water kiosks were originally introduced by DAWASCO as a means to supply 
water to communities that do not have in-house water connection. The kiosks 
are run by private agents who in return pay rent to DAWASCO. However, we 
found that in reality many kiosks do not get water from DAWASCO. Instead, 
they get water from tanker trucks or illegal connections to DAWASCO pipes. 
 
The price of water sold by vendors in Dar es Salaam varies depending on the 
sources of water, quality of water and availability. The highest price is for 
bottled water and ranges between 600 Tsh and 1000 Tsh11 (US$0.38eUS$0.63) 
per litre depending on the brand. Next is tap water, which is usually sold at the 
price of 250 Tsh (US$0.16) per 20 L bucket during normal situations. However, 
the price can rise substantially when water is scarce. For instance, the 
aftermath of DAWASCO's operation to arrest illegal water users in February 
2013 (Kisanga, 2013) saw the prices going as high as 700 Tsh (US$0.44) per 
bucket due to scarcity. During this time, water had to be collected from distant 
neighbourhoods. 

                                          
11 US$1 ¼ 1600 Tsh 
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Trucks serving affluent neighborhoods set the minimum amount of water a 
person can buy to 1000 L, with the price of water decreasing as the amount 
increases. For instance, the price for 1000 L of water is 8000 Tsh (US$5.0) 
compared to 60,000 Tsh (US$37.5) for 10,000 L. Table 4.2 below summarizes 
the price of water in the four study areas. Residents in Masaki showed concern 
for the quality of water particularly provided by water vendors; the taste of 
water, i.e. salty or non-salty, is usually the yardstick. 
 
Table 4.2: Price of water in the selected case study areas 

 
 
Buying water from neighbours 
Some households buy water or get it for free from their neighbours. Various 
ways are used to transport water between neighbours. Some households get 
water by connecting plastic pipes while others carry buckets on their heads. 
Some respondents are not allowed to enter inside the fences and get water 
from taps outside the fence. Given the high capital requirement for making 
connections, those who can afford it sell water to their neighbours. This is the 
main source of water for Mkunduge residents especially for drinking. 
 
Buying water from mosques  
The importance of mosques as water providers is well established in the low 
and middle income neighbourhoods of the city. Because Muslims are required 
to perform a ritual washing prior to prayers, almost every mosque is equipped 
with a deep water well to ensure reliable water supply. Usually, the wells are 
fitted with electrical pumps to draw water to tanks. Since electricity in Dar es 
Salaam is not reliable, most of the mosques have bought generators to run the 
pump during power rationing. Thus, water from the mosque is considered more 
reliable than other sources affected by power cuts and low voltage. Mosques 
sell water in order to generate income for maintenance and pay electricity bills. 
In Nyambwera, the price for water at the mosque is lower than when bought 
from the community water project or private vendors.  
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Buying packaged water 
In all four streets respondents reported the use of bottled water. In high 
income areas bottled water may also be used for bathing during periods of high 
water scarcity. In Nyambwera and Mkunduge, households with fridges and 
freezers sell chilled water from different sources to their neighbours in small 
plastic sachets averaging between 30ml and 50ml. The price ranges between 
20Tsh and 50Tsh per sachet depending on the availability of electricity and the 
source of water. Iced sachets made by tap water are sold at a higher price than 
those made by salty water from wells.  
 
Illegal connections and stealing  
Different forms of illegal water connection or stealing from the DAWASCO 
network were reported in Masaki and Mkunduge streets. In Mkunduge, people 
have illegally connected their houses to the DAWASCO water network in nearby 
areas, since the network exists in Mkunduge but is not functional. One water 
vendor in Mkunduge explained how he obtained water to sell from about 2 km 
using a self-installed pump and pipe. Government authorities including 
DAWASCO know this type of stealing. 
 
In February 2013, the Ministry of Water (MoW) in collaboration with Dar es 
Salaam Water and Sewerage Authority (DAWASA) and DAWASCO, carried out 
a crackdown of illegal water users in Kinondoni municipality (Kisanga, 2013). 
The crackdown was largely carried out in low and middle-income areas. Police 
force with machine guns were involved to facilitate arrests and protect public 
officials against assault. On the first day of the crackdown, the MoW officials 
apprehended 25 illegal water users most of which were water vendors. That is, 
citizens were not arrested for selling water but for illegal connection to 
DAWASCO piped network. There were mixed feelings among citizens regarding 
the MoW's initiative to fight water crimes. While few supported the initiative 
claiming that it would improve citizens' access to water, a majority was more 
pessimistic. In Tandale for instance, citizens were more concerned about the 
acute water shortage as a direct consequence of the initiative to arrest illegal 
water users. Following the arrests, the price of water from vendors escalated 
from a regular price of 250 Tsh (US$0.16) per bucket (20 L) to about 700 Tsh 
(US$0.44). Apparently most citizens felt that the crackdown only singled out 
illegal users in low and middle income areas hence denying access to water for 
the poor. In addition, some respondents questioned the sustainability of the 
initiative. 
 
In Masaki, large water consumers like apartments get water from the “water 
mafia”. The water mafia's first step is to sabotage the water supply system by 
cutting off the water supply in one way or another. Next, they approach the 
targeted customers offering their service, ensuring them that they can provide 
reliable water supply for an agreed fee. Other services offered include 
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reconnection of water and fixing long standing debts with the water authority. 
Discussion with residents from the high income areas revealed that the local 
government and high level leaders are aware of such practices but they are 
allegedly colluding with the mafia. Respondents indicated that they do not 
report the water mafia’s practices to officials out of fear of being victimized. 
 
INTERMEDIARIES 
 
DAWASCO Staff 
Citizens interact with DAWASCO staff officially when applying for new water 
connections, reporting breakdowns, and payment of water bills. Likewise, 
DAWASCO water technicians are responsible for managing the water rationing 
timetable. Many of these processes require physical visits to DAWASCO offices. 
On the other hand, citizens interact with DAWASCO staff informally, to acquire 
illegal water connections. In most cases, face-to-face and personal interactions 
are preferred to virtual communication. One resident in the high income areas 
explained how they interacted with DAWASCO staff. “…In case of a problem, 
our father used to drive to DAWASCO offices, and if the problem required 
physical visit by water mechanics, then he would bring them in his car and 
drive them back upon finishing their work. Sometimes my mother gave them 
lunch. They liked my father, whenever he showed up at their offices, they 
would react without delay” [OY2]. 
 
With regards to monitoring illegal use of water, DAWASCO staff is also 
responsible for arresting people who have installed water pumps. In some 
cases, illegal water users collude with DAWASCO staff to connect into the water 
mains or divert water to areas which do not have piped connections. In 
addition, there are claims that DAWASCO staff tip-off illegal water users about 
planned operations designed to apprehend them.  
 
Politicians 
Besides fostering representation and participation of citizens, political parties 
are also considered to play a significant role in influencing access to water of 
many urban residents. This role is greatly felt within informal and semi-urban 
areas where piped water connection is lacking. Within these areas, access to 
water is often through community water projects which are managed by water 
committees (part of the local government) and overseen by the political 
leaders such as street chairpersons. In Dar es Salaam, the performance of 
community water projects in ensuring reliable access of water to citizens 
greatly depends on the performance of local political leaders (Bourque, 2010). 
Citizens have high expectations that political leaders will improve access to 
water within their jurisdictions.  
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Water vendors 
Water vendors play an important role in enabling citizens to access water. They 
operate water kiosks, and sell water from a shallow well, a borehole, a 
commercial water connection, or a household connection to the piped network 
(Kjellén & McGranahan, 2006, p. 2). That is, water vendors act as 
intermediaries between citizens and other forms of water providers such as 
DAWASCO or community water projects. In areas with a piped water network, 
the role of water vendors becomes more significant during DAWASCO 
breakdowns and stiff rationing. During such periods, water becomes scarce and 
has to be collected from long distances usually by water vendors. Thus, water 
vendors relieve citizens from the trouble of walking long distances or spending 
long hours looking for water. Yet, they extract payments in exchange for the 
service they deliver to citizens.  
 
Private water mechanics and plumbers 
Private water mechanics provide technical support to citizens regarding water 
supply system. They give advice on the type and quality of spare parts citizens 
have to buy, construct water wells and repair piped and non-piped water 
systems. Very often, private water mechanics fill the gap of DAWASCO water 
mechanics particularly during long delays and unsuccessful response. Many 
private mechanics and plumbers work informally without any registration. 
While many private mechanics can respond quickly, some citizens were 
concerned about their poor quality of service and dishonesty.  
 
Water Drilling Companies 
Both public and private water drilling companies mediate citizens’ access to 
water. Depending on the quality of water pump, the cost of drilling a water well 
varies from one area to another, ranging between 5million and 10millionTsh. 
The majority of citizens prefer small drilling companies since they are regarded 
cheaper and less bureaucratic.  
 
House owners 
For the many households who are renting living quarters, their house owners 
or land lords play a significant role in ensuring their access water. For areas 
with piped water connections, all the interactions with the utility company are 
carried out by the land lords, including bill payments and reporting of problems. 
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Table 4.3: Access strategies, citizen categories and dimensions of access 
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Table 4.4: Access strategies, sources of water, uses and intermediaries 

 

4.5 Discussion: what do access strategies solve for 
whom?  

One access strategy can solve more than one access problem. For instance, 
buying water from vendors caters for problems of quantity, quality and 
convenience, particularly if the vendor has collected water from a public piped 
system. Not every citizen is able to use all access strategies; therefore, not all 
citizens can solve all access problems to the same extent and with the same 
ease. Access strategies vary significantly between planned and unplanned 
areas and between affluent and poor households. Rich citizens in planned areas 
use long term strategies while poor citizens in unplanned areas use a variety 
of short term strategies in parallel and over time. Short term access strategies, 
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when used for decades, become in a sense long term. For instance, while 
citizens may choose a different type and/or location of vendors, they are likely 
to continue buying water for the greater part of their lives.  
 
Long term access strategies require more complex transactions with a number 
of intermediaries. They raise (non-monetary and monetary) entry costs and 
render accessibility prohibitive for the poor. In addition to official procedures 
and payments required when applying for piped water connection, citizens are 
also compelled to make unofficial transactions in order to speed up the process. 
Similarly, communal strategies have high start-up costs. Setting up a 
functional community water project takes a very long time, including complex 
processes of mobilizing citizens, government authorities, NGOs, and many 
other stakeholders. Over time, citizens lose hope and trust towards the 
government, especially if they have to pay a contribution that subsequently 
disappears. These high transaction costs (time, money and other resources) to 
access official improved drinking-water sources encourage the proliferation of 
informal water providers and incentivise corruption within official providers. 
 
On the one hand, citizens acknowledge the lack of capacity of public water 
providers to provide adequate services and resort to informal and private 
efforts. In such conditions, “survival of the fittest” modalities become the norm 
and those in need of assistance communicate with closely related individuals 
and networks. Likewise, those with resources see the opportunity to benefit 
from the gap created by the public water providers. As a result, a variety of 
water vendors is created that partly explain why citywide protests are largely 
inexistent. On the other hand, widespread knowledge of the lack of capacity of 
public water provides is an incentive for utility staff to not only become 
indifferent to reported problems but also to cash in money from water users. 
Similarly, politicians use this knowledge as a cheap political point-scoring 
capital during elections. Promises to end Dar es Salaam water woes have been 
getting higher coverage in the past two presidential elections without fruitful 
results (Daily News, 2010; The Guardian, 2005). Persistently unfulfilled 
promises and delayed official responses to water problems induce citizens to 
adopt long term access strategies such as drilling deep wells. 
 
Solving water quantity and quality problems 
The findings reveal that most access strategies are geared towards increasing 
only the quantity of water. Except when bottled commercially, water in Dar es 
Salaam is unsafe for drinking. Incidence of diseases like typhoid and frequent 
outbreak of cholera were common among citizens in the last decade (Penrose 
et al., 2010). In addition, Kassenga (2007) also found a high degree of 
contamination in the public piped water. Many citizens therefore prefer bottled 
water for drinking when they can afford it. The majority of interviewed citizens 
were very aware about the health risks connected to drinking tap water. 
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However, they do not generally improve the microbial quality of water by 
boiling or using household water treatment technologies. In most cases, water 
from boreholes is perceived as safe to drink, while this is usually not the case, 
so citizens are likely to boil water from DAWASCO and not water from 
boreholes. However, many citizens do not desire water from boreholes for 
drinking because it is salty. In high-income areas, piped water is used for 
gardening and household tasks, while in low-income areas irrigation is done 
using water from open wells and rivers.  
 
Solving reliability and proximity problems 
Due to limited storage facilities, poor households feel the absence of water 
immediately. Moreover, given that most people get water from vendors in 
buckets or jerry cans, reliability of supply does not mean that water is available 
24/7. Instead, citizens consider a source as reliable when water is available 
when they need it. For instance, although most borehole vendors sell water 
only during the day, they may own electricity generators that pump water 
during power outbreaks to ensure supply. Most citizens living in low and middle 
income areas asserted that water from mosques is more reliable than from a 
community project. While official statistics emphasise the proximity of water 
sources, e.g. a distance of 400m, this metric is irrelevant for citizens who get 
water from vendors. Long distances travelled by water vendors are only 
indirectly felt by citizens through increase in prices, especially when water is 
scarce. 
 
Solving other problems 
In addition to the four types of problems identified by Kristof's (2005), we 
identified the time of collection as a major concern. Many citizens who are 
connected to piped water are forced to wake up at night to fill up reservoirs or 
do their washing as that is the only time when water is flowing. In Mkunduge, 
a citizen reported that they collectively wake up at night to help their water 
vendor reconnect her piped water network at one of DAWASCO’s distribution 
valves. 

4.6 Conclusion 
Access to water in Dar es Salaam is influenced by a variety of factors depending 
on households’ demand for water and the source of water they can possibly 
afford. However, being connected to a piped water system does not guarantee 
a reliable water supply. More often, citizens cannot access water without 
private efforts to install water pumps or by colluding with water utility staff. 
The findings show that access to water for the urban population in Dar es 
Salaam is influenced by factors beyond the water sector, such as systemic 
corruption, regular electricity breakdowns, weak accountability, political 
capture of water policies and projects. Citizens’ day-to-day efforts to access 
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water are constrained by petty corruption and illegal practices. Both grand and 
petty corruption in the water sector significantly impact citizens’ access to 
water negatively, however, effects of petty corruption are directly felt in day-
to-day life experiences of citizens. In Tanzania, petty corruption is considered 
by many as the way of life. One newspaper opinion observes that people expect 
to be asked for a bribe as “…the briber has an impulse of giving before even 
being asked to do so…” (Nyoka, 2013). Although petty corruption enables some 
Dar es Salaam citizens to access water, it disables many others who cannot 
afford it particularly the poor. Despite the efforts by the government to combat 
corruption in the public sector, by establishing the Prevention and Combating 
of Corruption Bureau in 2007, its impacts have not been realized particularly 
at the grassroots level. Widespread petty corruption in the water sector has 
also been observed in earlier studies outside Tanzania (van Dijk, 2011; 
Zinnbauer & Dobson, 2008). Still, petty corruption especially the kind exercised 
by the water mafia, often receives a good coverage in newspapers 
(Devanathan, 2013; Diani, 2009; Eichenseher, 2008). 
 
The study has found that the capacity of public services and NGOs to provide 
enough water is limited, and the quality of water provided leaves a lot to be 
desired. Informal and small scale private service providers fill the gap at least 
as far as quantity is concerned. Therefore, when assessing access to water for 
the purpose of policy making it needs to be recognised that “actual water 
deliveries may better reach end-users through commercialised and 
decentralised organisational forms” (Kjelle'n, 2006: 237). Conventional 
wisdom may suggest that a possible solution for better access for all citizens 
would be to recognize and regulate the multiple informal providers that occupy 
the blurred space between citizens and water officials. However, widespread 
corruption practices in the water sector are likely to undermine regularization 
efforts. Any regularization approach will probably raise the cost of water from 
private providers due to bribes demanded by regulators. Alternatively, 
neoliberal rationality would suggest privatization of the water sector to induce 
massive capital investment for the infrastructure and sustainability through 
cost-recovery. However, a failed government attempt in 2003 to privatize 
water supply in Dar es Salaam (Pigeon, 2012) suggests that such interventions 
are not always effective. Overall, widespread corruption and existence of water 
mafias are likely to halt any efforts to improve access to water in Dar es 
Salaam. Only alternative solutions that universally provide what matters most 
to citizens e accessing adequate, reliable and affordable water may successfully 
challenge the existing syndicate of mafias and their networks that currently 
benefit from the problems of water sector. 
 
We conclude that official statistics of access to water are only partially relevant 
for the actual situation regarding water access, because on the one hand, they 
leave out some important problems of access, and on the other hand they 
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ignore the fact that informal private water selling activities in fact constitute 
the majority of access strategies. These findings are in line with (Obeng-
Odoom, 2012; Satterthwaite, 2003) who argue that official statistics do not 
fully represent the reality on the ground. For instance, walking distance to a 
source may not mean anything if the source do not provide water. Similarly, 
because many citizens get water at their doorstep from vendors, they are not 
interested in distance to a source but rather in the price they pay to the vendor. 
Given that water vending is considered illegal (unless organised by DAWASCO 
or another recognised entity), the way access is counted in effect reinforces 
state/NGO monopolies. 
 
Findings of this study are also noteworthy and opportune for the post-2015 
agenda discussions (Satterthwaite & Mitlin, 2013; Stoler, 2012) particularly in 
ensuring targets and monitoring structures of the next global development 
framework takes into account what matters most to citizens. As noted in the 
introduction, the attention to date has been on reporting aggregate coverage 
rates than investing into realizing improvements on access to water as 
registered by citizens. In other words, the new interventions should aim at 
resolving day-to-day hardships experienced by water users. This requires 
adjustments in the approaches in the design and implementation of water 
interventions. 
 
A further study with more focus on further understanding of day-to-day 
practices of some of the intermediaries who benefit from the current water 
problems is therefore suggested. It is possible that these intermediaries have 
higher incentive to sabotage any efforts to improve water supply in Dar es 
Salaam. More broadly, research is also needed to ascertain power relations 
among key players such as water mafia and their impact to the water supply 
in the city. 
 
Problems of water in Dar es Salaam are complex and a ‘silver bullet’ solution 
is unrealistic. The current findings add substantially to our understanding of 
what matters most to citizens — accessing adequate, reliable and affordable 
water. Informal and private means to access water in Dar es Salaam will 
remain important for many households for the near future. Therefore, the 
contribution of informal and private ways to access to water needs to be 
acknowledged and included in official studies and statistics on access to water. 
For (Kjellén, 2006, p. 236), “the efficiency of water systems may be 
substantially enhanced by supporting the agents actually working in the sector, 
rather than ignoring or obstructing their practices”. These efforts would be 
especially beneficial for poor households who are now at risk of consuming 
poor quality water at exorbitant prices. 
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Chapter 5  
 
If citizens protest, do water providers listen? 
Water woes in a Tanzanian town12 
 

                                          
12 This chapter is based on Nganyanyuka, K., Martinez, J., Lungo, J., & Georgiadou, Y.  
(2017). If citizens protest, do water providers listen? Water woes in a Tanzanian town. 
(In the second round of review) 
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Abstract  
Tanzania’s urban citizens are still insufficiently supplied with safe drinking 
water by their water utilities. However, instead of collectively clamouring for 
improvements, citizens channel their protest individually to water authorities. 
Our aim is to understand citizens’ protest strategies and the response they 
elicit from the water authorities. We draw on extensive fieldwork carried out in 
a small Tanzanian town. We bring about four protest strategies employed by 
citizens—“stay and speak up”, “speak up and leave”, “resignation” and “leave 
and remain silent.” The study reveals a substantial mismatch between citizens’ 
protest strategies and the formal/informal complaint mechanisms of the water 
authority, with negative implications, for underprivileged citizens and for the 
revised definition of “access to water”. 
 
Key words: Citizens’ protest, voice, exit, urban water supply, water customer, 
Tanzania 

5.1 Introduction  
Public water services in Tanzania have failed urban citizens. Coverage and 
access is now worse than in 199013 despite the legal obligation of water utilities 
to be service-oriented and economically viable. The final Millennium 
Development Goal (MDG) assessment for Tanzania is “limited or no progress” 
while the percentage of urban population with piped water dropped from 31% 
in 1990 to 28% in 2015 (UNICEF/WHO, 2015a).14 Sarah L. Smiley (2016) 
concluded that “Tanzania’s water landscape is unjust, unequitable and 
uneven.” The population in low income urban areas15 is forced to rely on 
informal providers offering water of uncertain quality at unregulated high 
prices (Nganyanyuka et al., 2014). 
 
The “access to water” definition16 of Sustainable Development Goal 6 (SDG 
6)—“ensure availability and sustainable management of water and sanitation 
for all” by 2030—will aggravate this problem. SDG 6 extends the MDG focus 
of “use of an improved source of drinking water” to sustainable management 
and universal access. The SDG indicator “percentage of population using safely 

                                          
13
 UNICEF/WHO. (2015). Progress on Sanitation and Drinking Water: 2015 Update and 

MDG Assessment. United States of America: UNICEF and the World Health Organization. 
14 As Satterthwaite (2016) shows, these figures understate the problem as the definition 
used to measure who uses drinking water sources on premises does not contemplate 
water quality (water is safe to drink) or “sustainable access” (reliable water supply). 
15 It should be noted that aggregate statistics also hide the condition of the most 
marginalized and low-income communities; see Cheng (2013). 
16 For a critical perspective on water access indicators - what is being counted (how 
access is defined) and how it is being counted (are data accurate) see Nganyanyuka et 
al. (2014) and Satterthwaite (2003). 
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managed drinking water services” refers to the “population using an improved 
drinking water source which is located on premises, available when needed and 
free of faecal (and priority chemical) contamination”17 (WHO-UNICEF, 2015). 
However, accessing water from improved sources “when needed” remains a 
challenge even for those with piped drinking water on the premises. 
Furthermore, the principle of universality is undermined when the water 
authority only listens and responds positively to citizens who are better-off. 
Monitoring progress towards SDG 6 will probably remain a challenge in low- 
and middle-income nations.18 Yet, a better understanding of citizens’ protest 
strategies could help in assessing to what extent local water providers are 
listening and committed to improve access to water. 
 
Studies in sub-Saharan Africa (Furlong, 2010; Marson & Savin, 2015) 
documenting the interplay between government neglect and civilian protest 
(Aubriot, 2014; Gwebu, 2002) concentrate on macro and structural issues (e.g. 
neoliberal reforms). In Tanzania, the focus has also been on processes of 
urbanization, responding to poor access to water in formal and informal 
settlements (Kombe, 2000, 2005). Studies across Tanzania have shown that 
collective protest as a response to declining service delivery is rare (Hydén, 
1980, 1999; Kjellén, 2006). More recently, Hooper and Ortolano (2012) found 
that slum dwellers’ motivation in Dar es Salaam to participate in urban social 
movements was minimal for renters and significantly higher for property 
owners and further argued that citizens with no opportunities to express 
discontent often ended up in “deep resignation”. While these studies may touch 
upon the behaviour of Tanzanian citizens towards deteriorating services, they 
do not help in explaining the effectiveness of individual citizens’ protest 
strategies in their micro-level encounters with water officials. Unless we 
understand these micro-strategies and their effect on service improvement, 
we will not be able to amplify them with information and communication 
technologies (ICTs), as the influential World Development Report (World Bank, 
2003) and other authors claim (World Bank, 2016).19 ICTs do not by-pass or 
undermine service providers but are typically effective when they operate 
through them (Fung et al., 2011; Welle et al., 2016). As Toyama (2016) 
argued, it is citizens’ “voice, not the technology, which is the primary cause of 
change” (p. 30).  

                                          
17 The proposed version of February 2015 included “and/or regulated by a competent 
authority” (United Nations, 2016). 
18 Low- and middle-income nations lack adequate data gathering systems to monitor 
provision for water. When policy mandates targeting under serviced areas, locational 
information on “who has inadequate provision and where they live” is more relevant than 
current aggregated indicators at national or city level. See (Satterthwaite, 2003). 
19 The UN sees ICT as “essential to achieve the 17 Sustainable Development Goals” see 
United Nations (2015). 
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Inspired by Hirschman (1970), we ask “which strategies do citizens use to 
protest the failure of urban water services and how do water providers 
respond?” We focus on micro-level, face-to-face encounters between citizens 
as urban water consumers and front-line officials of the urban water authority 
in Mashujaa, a small Tanzanian town. The rest of the paper is organized as 
follows. Section 5.2 outlines the empirical context. Section 5.3 describes the 
theoretical approach and research methods. Results are presented in section 
5.4, followed by discussion and conclusions in section 5.5.  

5.2 Empirical Context 
This section describes Mashujaa (a fictitious name for a Tanzanian town), the 
Mashujaa Urban Water Supply Authority (MUWSA), the history and current 
state of MUWSA’s piped water network and MUWSA’s official complaint 
mechanism.  
 
a. Mashujaa town 
Mashujaa is the capital and main commercial centre of one of the poorest 
districts in Tanzania. Half of its population of about 50,000 is under 15 years, 
according to the 2012 national census. Apart from a few affluent citizens active 
in wild-life tourism, most citizens depend on petty commerce for their 
livelihood, or work for local government. Mashujaa town comprises three main 
residential areas, the town centre, the periphery and the outskirts, of which 
only the first two are now served with MUWSA’s piped water, and thus relevant 
here. The town centre includes small markets and public services such as 
schools, health facilities, banks, and a police post, old houses, and new hotels 
and tourist lodges. The periphery’s dispersed houses are fused with small farms 
or bushes and includes MUWSA’s headquarters.  
 
b. MUWSA 
MUWSA became the official water provider in Mashujaa town in response to 
Tanzania’s decentralization policy (Venugopal & Yilmaz, 2010) and the National 
Water Policy of 2002 (NAWAPO) (United Republic of Tanzania, 2002b). The 
latter aimed to transform water utilities into efficient service providers focused 
on operational and financial sustainability. The town’s aging piped water 
network was constructed in the early 1970s. It was “designed to serve the 
town for a period of 20 years” (MUWSA Manager), but is still serving a growing 
town population. By the end of the first quarter of 2015, the water authority 
was serving only 30% of the targeted population due to low water production 
capacity caused by power cuts and intermittent breakdowns of the main pump 
extracting water from a nearby lake. Ideally, it should expand its service to 
100% of the targeted population in order to fulfil one of the national 
performance criteria for urban water authorities (EWURA, 2016). MUWSA’s 
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water supply suffers from low pressure, frequent supply interruptions and poor 
water quality.  
 
While the raw water source is heavily polluted, water treatment facilities are 
absent. The water authority faces high energy costs caused by worn out 
infrastructure and the long distance from the water source. The total monthly 
electricity pumping cost is four times the monthly water sales revenue. The 
water transmission main from the water intake to the water storage tanks has 
been vandalised, either to acquire valuable metal resources and sell it for 
profit, or for ideological reasons (to draw attention to chronic water supply 
issues) or out of diffuse frustration and even rage. It is impossible to know why 
without a police investigation of the reasons for vandalism, which does not 
appear to be forthcoming. Almost sixty percent of the produced water is 
unaccounted for. About half is lost in leakages and only 33% is accounted for 
in customer billings. Currently MUWSA’s operation and maintenance costs are 
paid by the district council through grants from central government. Almost 
90% of its electricity bills is financed by the district council. Still, MUWSA is 
highly indebted to its suppliers including the national electricity provider.  
 
The water authority manages about 1,000 domestic connections serving 
10,000 customers. It supplies water to 40 institutions (including a district 
hospital) and 50 businesses amounting to 10,000 and 5,000 people, 
respectively. In 2009, the government funded a project, now falling well behind 
schedule, to rehabilitate the water network. At the time of fieldwork (Spring 
2015), most of the equipment had been acquired but only the first phase of 
construction had been completed. Initially, the new water project had raised 
hopes among water customers, but were quickly dashed and changed to 
cynicism. In May 2015, the project was inaugurated although water was not 
flowing yet, a strategy critics dubbed as “buying votes” given that national 
presidential elections in Tanzania were scheduled for October 2015.  
 
c. MUWSA’s water billing process 
Eager to increase revenues despite the bleak state of affairs, MUWSA officials 
attempted to improve the billing system and fee collection by digitizing it. 
However, they could only secure enough funds to hire an inexpensive but 
inexperienced university student. The electronic billing system he developed 
did not live up to expectations and was quickly abandoned. Most of the billing 
is still conducted manually. Only the printing of bills and receipts is electronic. 
It involves day-to-day interactions of customers and officials and includes (i) 
collecting information about water consumption, (ii) preparing water bills, (iii) 
distributing water bills to customers, and (iv) collecting water fees. “Meter-
readers” visit customers’ houses monthly and record the readings on paper-
based water meter books. Upon the meter-readers’ return to the office, water 
technicians enter the readings into a computer. The business manager 
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prepares the bills and prints two copies, one for the customer, one for internal 
filing. Bill attendants and meter-readers inspect them for mistakes, and sort 
them for house-to-house distribution according to water distribution zones—
the town centre and the periphery. 
 
d. MUWSA’s formal customer complaint mechanism 
MUWSA’s Commercial and Customer Care Department records and follows-up 
on complaints and is responsible for resolving conflicts between customers and 
MUWSA staff. A secretary, reporting to the business manager, handles 
customer care: “We had a very smart lady. She was a university graduate, so 
her salary was higher than most of the staff here [out of a total of 15 MUWSA 
staff, only two have university education]. Many staff members were unhappy 
about that, so they conspired to frustrate her. After only few months she could 
not take it anymore, she left. Since then, we have not been able to get 
someone to deal with customer complaints” (MUWSA official).  
 
MUWSA reports on its performance monthly to the Ministry of Water, and on a 
quarterly basis to the Energy and Water Utilities Regulatory Authority 
(EWURA). In 2015, EWURA ranked the performance of MUWSA in the lowest 
(E - unsatisfactory) of five performance categories, along with 22 more urban 
water utilities out of a total 69 in Tanzania. The department maintains a paper-
based customer complaints register: “To enable MUWSA to enhance customer 
satisfaction and retention, we need to ensure that customer complaints are 
received and registered, then routed to the appropriate department. And we 
need to be able to track the resolution of customer complaints and give 
appropriate feedback to customers” (MUWSA Business Manager). 
 
The complaint register includes the name and address (recorded as a street 
name) of the customer, date of lodging and description of the complaint, and 
the name of the official assigned to handle it. It includes columns for the date 
of complaint resolution, the handling official’s signature and a “remarks” 
column describing how the complaint was handled. In practice, complaint 
handling is rarely recorded in the “remarks” column. An examination of 67 
registered complaints showed that 88 percent of the “remarks” column was 
empty. Nevertheless, some follow-up occurs informally, when a customer 
meets a water official face-to-face for other matters. 
 
Customers raise complaints through letters, telephone, email and personal 
visits. Since the water authority lacks a dedicated phone line for customer 
complaints and given the town size, customers know the mobile phone 
numbers of officials and vice versa, officials call customers particularly for 
billing and water fee collection. Customers’ phone numbers are important 
proxies of their physical addresses for the water authority.  
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5.3 Theoretical approach and methods 
MUWSA’s water infrastructure loses 60% of produced water and uses three 
times more staff than EWURA’s service level benchmark to produce and 
distribute a certain amount of water, making it at least double as expensive as 
necessary. Customers are forced to pay for a dilapidating and vandalised 
infrastructure and an overstaffed bureaucracy. This is the kind of organisational 
deterioration that should trigger a response from the organisation’s customers. 
Hirschman (1970) in his seminal treatise, Exit, Voice and Loyalty, suggested 
that members or customers of an organization, whether a business, a nation 
or any form of human grouping, have two possible responses when they 
perceive that the organization they depend on is deteriorating in quality: they 
can either withdraw from the relationship with the organization (exit), or, 
attempt to improve the relationship through communication of the complaint, 
grievance or proposal for change (voice). 
 
Young (1974) argued that voice is more efficient than exit when (i) the service 
provider is a monopoly making exit costly, (ii) the public services cannot be 
differentiated (both poor and affluent customers get the same water from the 
piped scheme) and those with weak voice gain from the vocal few, and (iii) the 
service is ill-defined and therefore difficult to evaluate. Paul (1991); (Paul, 
1992) argued that inhibitors to voice are: (i) informational asymmetries, e.g. 
when service providers possess information not available to the public, (ii) the 
government’s ability to restrict the public’s access to information, (iii) legal and 
institutional barriers e.g. some user groups are not recognized and are denied 
the right to sue public service providers, and last but not least, (iv) social 
barriers (lack of income and education) limiting the ability to use voice. 
Exercising voice has dividends for voicers.  
 
Voice is an information rich form of preference expression, a rewarding activity 
in its own right and scalable from domain to domain. A citizen’s acquired skill 
to exercise voice to complain for water services can be applied to other services 
as well. An important aspect of Hirschman’s argument is that customers 
combine exit and voice in their effort to improve organizational performance, 
because exit and voice are not mutually exclusive (Barry, 1974). Last but not 
least, exit and voice combinations are multiple and can vary in intensity and 
form (Keeley & Graham, 1991). It is precisely these multiple voice-exit 
combinations (protest strategies) that we set out to capture using the 2-
dimensional plane defined by EXIT and VOICE axes in Figure 5.1. The figure 
shows two divisions for each axis: Stay and Leave for EXIT and Speak up and 
Remain Silent for VOICE, dividing the plane in 4 cells. 
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Figure 5.1: Potential customer responses to a service providers’ decline. 
Source: Adapted from Keeley and Graham (1991). 
 
Research methods included in-depth interviews and participant observation 
with 12 citizens and eight MUWSA officials, in 2014 (1 month) and 2015 (2 
months). The MUWSA water manager introduced us to the business manager, 
revenue collector cum cashier, technical manager, two water technicians, and 
two water meter-readers. The citizen informants are piped water customers 
and reside either in the town centre or in the periphery. They either work for 
local government, and secure a low but stable salary, or depend on petty 
trading for their livelihood, and are relatively economically disadvantaged. The 
few affluent citizens in the town have their own improved water sources (wells) 
and are not MUWSA customers. The officials allowed us to observe their 
interactions with customers, both at the office and at customers’ homes.  
 
Further, officials gave us access to an unusual dataset—video and audio 
records of conversations between water technicians and customers at 
customers’ houses. The dataset consisted of 11 audio and video files (5-10 
minutes long), and had been recorded secretly in the previous year. We cannot 
confirm the socio-economic status of secretly interviewed water customers. 
However, the use by some of the English language indicates better education 
and more privilege, while complaints by others about having to spend a whole 
day walking long distances to distant pools, indicate less privileged customers. 
The dataset offered a unique opportunity to analyse genuine, disintermediated 
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citizen voices in their interactions with water technicians at their homes. 
MUWSA officials resorted to this strategy to find out why customers were not 
paying water bills and to confirm whether claims (“customers do not pay us”) 
of fee collectors were true. Collectors retain 10% of collected fees, a coveted 
source of extra income, and officials suspected that some kept the collected 
money, depriving MUWSA from a significant increase in revenue. Because this 
dataset was collected by the water authority without the consent of water 
users, we anonymized the town to protect the privacy of informants. 
 
All interviews and citizens’ conversations with water technicians were 
transcribed from field notes, video and audio files, and translated to English 
from Swahili. The transcripts were read line-by-line and free (open) codes were 
assigned to excerpts for analysis. 

5.4 Face-to-face interactions of customers and 
water officials  

We distinguish face-to-face interactions between customers and frontline 
officials based on where they transpire, in the office (section IVa) or in the 
street (section IVb) and capture the protest strategies of customers and the 
responses of officials. 
 
a. Encounters at the office 
A significant number of customers physically visits the offices to pay water bills 
and/or report water problems, which officials must record for follow-up. 
However, customer voices are filtered in three ways. First, not all reported 
complaints are recorded (as we shall illustrate later). Second, most recorded 
complaints are incomplete and meaningless for accountability. Columns in the 
register commonly left blank include: (i) date of resolving a complaint, (ii) 
signature of the recording officer, and (iii) remarks. Thus, either complaints 
are never resolved or officials neglect to update the register. Third, according 
to the 2012/13 MUWSA annual report, 650 customer complaints about water 
quality were not followed up, while during that period, technicians spent about 
80 days attending only to breakdowns and leaks. Records such as “is not 
getting water for more than two months” and “complaining about not getting 
water since December [reported in March]” are omnipresent in the register. 
Other common records include: “Complaining about not getting water for the 
past two months and will pay water bill only after getting water” or “Incorrect 
meter reading. Not getting water since December 2013 [reported on 10th March 
2014].” Customers experience long periods without water, while information 
on the causes and efforts to resolve problems is missing. Apparently, MUWSA 
officials record complaints only to fulfil bureaucratic requirements. 
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Poor record keeping hinders the identification of customers—customer names, 
account numbers, meter numbers and contact addresses—, the type of 
customers (domestic, commercial or institutional), water consumption and bill 
payment. Bill attendants distributing one hundred bills a day use their own 
memory (footpaths, local landmarks such as trees, houses of influential people 
in the neighbourhood) rather than the organizational memory (water 
distribution zones and customer details) of the water authority. Even when 
they can locate the house, attendants have to confirm: “Do you remember the 
name you registered at MUWSA?” or “What name did you register at MUWSA?” 
(MUWSA Bill Attendant). If the customer does not remember the name she 
registered at MUWSA, the water technician has to first read the meter number 
from the meter and try to locate it in the bills. He may have to flip through 
nearly 200 water bills until he can find the bill and give it to the customer. The 
whole process (from reading water meters to distributing water bills) may take 
up to 2 weeks, it involves five bill attendants (temporary staff) and two water 
meter readers (permanent staff), a very transaction-intensive process. When 
citizens report their complaints at the office, MUWSA officials respond with 
hostility and indifference: 
  
Customer: “I have come to report that we do not have water for almost a 
week now.”  
 
Business Manager: “We do not have water either. There is a problem with 
the machines [inside sources stated that Electricity Company had disconnected 
power going to the pump house as a result of not paying bills for a long period. 
Consequently, MUWSA could not pump water from the lake].” 
 
Customer: “When are we going to have water?” 
 
Business Manager: “We are working to solve the problem. The whole town 
has no water. Even the district hospital where people die has no water.” 
[Customer leaves the office. Business Manager does not record the complaint 
in the register] 
 
The fear of a negative response from officials increases customers’ anger: “I 
won’t make a phone call, I am very angry with [them], I will not manage my 
temper and they will sue me for insulting them. By the way, I did call sometime 
back. I got the number of a lady official from the water vendor outside MUWSA 
office. I called the number and the only thing she could ask was where I got 
her number. […] The lady was very angry and she said she didn’t want people 
to get her phone number. I promised not to call her again” (Water customer). 
Some customers fear repercussions for “demanding too much”: “I am alone, 
they [MUWSA staff] won’t listen. They say that smart women are very 
troublesome. If they ask for my tribe and hear that I am a [she mentions the 
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name of a vociferous tribe] they treat me with contempt. They always say that 
[my tribe] is stubborn because we are the only ones who complain” (Water 
customer). 
 
Officials respond positively to citizens’ complaints when responding generates 
temporary income to MUWSA as an institution or when they are likely to benefit 
privately. The inspection and sorting out of water bills, a lengthy and laborious 
work, offers a glimpse. Five officials (three bill attendants and two water meter 
readers) have to read more than a thousand water bills and ensure that the 
water consumption information printed on the bills corresponds to meter 
readings filled in water meter books. Officials expect to see a steady water 
consumption except for months with known fluctuations in the supply of water. 
They flag all suspect changes in the water consumption and speculate about 
the causes: (i) a customer selling water to neighbours20, (ii) an error in reading 
the water meter, iii) an error in recording the meter reading in the water meter 
book, or iv) an error when typing in meter readings onto a computer. When 
technicians cannot agree on the cause of the drastic change, they ask the 
business manager for advice. The first author witnessed this exchange:  
 
Bill attendant: “This bill says the customer has used 86 units of water [1 unit 
= 1,000 litres of water]. Is it possible? This is too much even if he sells water.” 
Business Manager: “Just write the bill as it is. This is your job. Do not speak 
on behalf of the customer. If there is something wrong, the customer should 
complain.”  
 
Often MUWSA favours down-town residents to the detriment of others. A senior 
official, recounting past practices of fellow officials before he joined the 
organization, mentioned the looting of the piped water network at the outskirts 
of Mashujaa in favour of customers at the centre of the town: “The [water 
authority] depended on government grants. When these were not forthcoming 
the district had no money for repairs. [Officials] would […] uproot pipes sending 
water to villages and use them as spare parts in down-town” (MUWSA senior 
official).  
 
MUWSA officials respond to customers who can pay for repairs as shown by 
the response time recorded in the complaint registers. A complaint from a 
customer in October 2013 was resolved within two days and the “remarks” 
column of the complaint register read “the water pipe was broken, the 
customer bought spare parts and we repaired the pipe”. While favouring 
better-off customers who can afford to pay for spare parts straight away they 
blame the delays to those who cannot: “We are very efficient in responding to 

                                          
20 MUWSA discourages its customers to sell water to their neighbours by charging them 
a higher water tariff compared to a normal domestic water connection. 
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customer complaints. We are not the only ones who cause delays. You see, 
many problems require customers to buy spare parts and if a customer delays 
to buy them, the whole process will be delayed” (MUWSA Business Manager). 
 
Officials know that most customers are unwilling to pay for poor water service. 
But to continue collecting water fees they use a “carrot and stick” strategy, 
which raises expectations for a short-lived (a few days) improvement. MUWSA 
gives customers 10 days deadline to pay their bills after receiving it, and sends 
warnings after the deadline: “We threaten to disconnect their water supply if 
they don’t pay after a given date. If they fail to pay […], we disconnect the 
service. At the same time, we give water to the nearby neighbourhood. So 
when they realize that their neighbours get water, they usually come to pay” 
(Bill Attendant). This can be understood as a form of a threat to expel 
customers and implies that officials do not prioritize solutions to problems 
facing their customers but rather ways to extract money from them 
irrespective of service quality.  
 
b. Encounters on the street 
A great part of the interactions, particularly with water technicians, happens 
outside the office. Home visits for meter reading and water bill distribution 
allow for different transactions to take place. For instance, customers pay their 
bills directly to water technicians provided they “trust” them: “Yes, I told her 
that she can pay if she trusts me. Because she has a debt from the past” (Water 
technician). In a small town like Mashujaa, water customers are often 
connected to officials at MUWSA or the district council as neighbours and 
relatives. Women married to district council officials or influential 
businesspeople report problems to their husbands who then contact their 
networks for information about the state of the water network. A female 
informant said: “Before we shifted to this place, one of the water technicians 
used to be our neighbour. He is now like a friend, so whenever there is a 
problem my husband calls him. For instance, he just told us that there is no 
water because MUWSA owes forty million to Tanesco [Tanzania Electric Supply 
Company Limited]” (Water customer). Customers without connections 
complain directly to water technicians. “We report our problems to water 
technicians and they should be able to pass the information to their bosses” 
(Water customer). In return, water technicians offer to “help” customers with 
problems they identify during the visits. Such problems include broken pipes, 
unsettled water bills and advice for purchase of spare parts.  
 
Both audio recordings and our own fieldwork indicate that customers accuse 
MUWSA of ripping them off. “I sent a child twice [to MUWSA offices with money 
to pay the bill], and I had to pay for a motorbike [transport to and from the 
water authority office]. You conned us. I need to see the director for water 
[water authority manager]” (Water customer). Others accuse MUWSA of 
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harassment, when technicians deliver to their own homes an inflated bill, or 
when their wives are forced to fetch water from public sources: “Just think 
about it. For the whole month, we only received two units [of water – a 
measure of water consumption, 1 unit = 1000 litres]. How do you think I 
survive the rest of the days? I have to buy water. I am now tired of buying 
water. Tell your people that we voice our opinions. Tell them that we complain 
about scarcity of water. Are you happy that our wives come to assemble at 
your office and you get to see their buttocks [when they go to collect water at 
MUWSA offices]” (Water customer). 
 
While water technicians feel that their role is only to read meters and distribute 
water bills at the customers’ homes, customers demand from them to clarify 
roles and responsibilities of the authority and customers: 
 
Water customer: “You have not come to do any “service”. You told me long 
time ago that my meter is broken. Gate valve is broken.” 
 
Water Technician: “You are supposed to buy a new one.” 
Water customer: “Why should I buy? What about the money I pay you?” 
 
Water Technician: “It pays the money for me coming to read a meter.” 
Water customer: “Which meter are you talking about? You are paid for doing 
this work.” 
 
Water Technician: “Then I should make you read the meter and bring the 
reading to the office.” 
 
Water customer: “Don’t worry, I am fine with that. I am close here, only those 
who live far cannot afford that. I think I will do a better job than you. I will 
give a reading on exactly 30th [last day of the month]. What date is today? You 
come to read my meter on 21st, we have several days until the end of the 
month.” 
 
Contestations over who owns (parts of) the piped water network are common. 
Customers feel they own water meters because they buy them from private 
spare part stores. The water authority claims the opposite and cites the 
regulation: “When water is supplied by quantity as ascertained by water [sic], 
the meter shall be the property of and kept by the water authority, who is 
hereby authorized to charge a rent for the meter in accordance with such scale 
of charges as may be prescribed” (United Republic of Tanzania, 1998b) and 
the water contracts water customers signed when connecting to piped water 
supply: 
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Water technician: “The service we are talking about … the network that comes 
to your house. That is the service.” 
 
Water customer: “But I paid for that. I paid for the pipes connecting my house.” 
 
Customers do not refrain from cursing: “I only pay ten thousand [shillings]. 
But you guys… You know what… you will burn in hell. I tell you the truth. You 
are charging me fourteen thousands [shillings], for what? I don’t have any 
debt. The good thing is that I reported [to the manager] that I do not have 
water. So what debt are you talking about? I don’t owe you anything. You will 
burn in hell. God will burn you. You will burn!” (Water customer). The use of 
the English language (a language spoken by educated people) when customers 
talk to water technicians, and their reference to personal contacts with the 
manager indicate a superior social status and connection with the elite. 
 
Another form of protest is resistance to pay bills. Almost half of the respondents 
refused to pay the bill until the water was flowing again: “They should come to 
uproot their pipes, I am fed up. I am not going to pay this bill [showing a water 
bill that was inside her house at the beginning of the interview. She produced 
it without the interviewer asking for it]. I have never had water for the past 
three months and they bring me this bill, for what?” (Water customer) or “Go 
and tell them that this time they will sue me, I am not going to pay the bill. If 
they sue me I am going to tell the court that MUWSA has not given me water” 
(Water customer).  
 
A classic form of covert resistance, or what Scott (1985) calls the “weapons of 
the weak” is tampering with water meters. Tampering may be understood 
either as a form of voice to express dissatisfaction or a decision to first plunder 
and then exit the official water supply. The recorded conversations include a 
characteristic scene with the water technician and customer arguing about a 
tampered water meter: “Your meter [has] been tampered. I mean this meter 
has been ‘de-valved’ [i.e. it was reversed] and you can see it yourself. [The 
evidence] is the direction of water in the meter (pointing to a screen of a water 
meter), you see this arrow, this arrow shows the direction of water. It was 
supposed to show that water is flowing in the direction of the jerry can. And 
there is a thing too (pointing at the meter), you see that the numbers count in 
reverse, 9, 8, 7… usually we count numbers going forward 1, 2, 3…” (Water 
technician). The customer claimed that he was not aware of meter tampering 
but admitted to have hired a private water technician to clean the meter. A 
common form of citizen protest is locking their gates and pretending to be at 
work, which makes reading water meters inside the customer’s property 
impossible. Denial of entrance to officials frees the customer from the 
harassment of multiple visits. But this strategy places them on MUWSA’s 
“radar” who have other ways to contact such customers: “We call our 
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customers who have not paid their water bills or customers who lock their gates 
when our staff visit their houses for purposes of reading water meters or 
distributing water bills” (MUWSA Business Manager). 
 
Despite various protests, some customers sympathize with front-line officials 
particularly the bill attendant and water technicians: “We should not blame the 
water technicians because they only receive orders from above. They are told 
to send water to this street and they cannot refuse [usually the distribution of 
water is done by zones, and mostly priority water customers such as hospital, 
district headquarters are within the same distribution pipeline]” (Water 
customer). Affection discourages the voicing of discontent. Further, customers 
who are either government employees themselves or have personal relations 
with officials sympathise with them and may pay just to maintain social 
relations. 
 
The chronic water problems lower customers’ expectations and lead to passive 
acceptance among some customers. Some water customers prefer an inferior 
service quality such as untreated water or rationed water supply instead of 
complete deprivation: “They [MUWSA] should give us water at least once per 
week. This is dry season and the sun is very hard on us. We shall use tap water 
for drinking and cooking. For […] toilets, we can get water from the ponds” 
(Water customer). Customers are likely to welcome any fragment of service or 
to believe promises of improvement, although they often lose faith: “Do you 
think things will change if I complain? Let me tell you, our neighbour Mr. 
Mwendapole [not his real name] works at the water office and he doesn’t have 
water. Every morning I see him passing here with his bag on his way to work. 
We feel pity for his wife, she walks long distances [to the next street] searching 
for water while her husband works at the water office. [I]f I was him, I wouldn’t 
go to office. I would pretend to be sick for a month. I feel pity for him, he is 
very polite, and he keeps going to office even when his house has no water. 
So tell me if they do not care about their own people, what will make them 
listen to me?” (Water customer). 
 
A significant number of customers admitted to bribing officials. They regard 
bribing as a coping strategy that produces straightforward, and in most cases, 
positive outcomes to them individually. They see their relationship with 
MUWSA as a private rather than collective affair: “I don’t think it is possible to 
organize customers to voice our concerns to MUWSA. Everybody solves his or 
her own problem with their own means”. They resort to bribing, a private 
“solution”. Petty businessmen also resort to bribing: “It was discovered that 
some water technicians who were managing water rationing received bribes 
from people making bricks. They would release water at midnight when almost 
everyone is asleep, to allow brick makers to get enough water” (Water 
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customer). A customer may offer a bribe to the water technician to conceal the 
water tampering from the authority. A video recording shows such an incident: 
Water customer: “Should I give you this money? […]” 
 
Water technician: “Yes, but the problem is that the meter has been reversed. 
And […] the consumed water is not paid for. Contact me so that I can help.” 
 
A few customers do not offer bribes but rather threaten to exit MUWSA (a 
monopoly), which would mean buying water from informal water vendors or 
fetching water from unimproved sources such as shallow wells. A threat to exit 
symbolizes the desire for better service: “I told you that if you feel that we 
don’t deserve the service you should stop giving us water. You don’t even 
sympathize with us. We have been buying water since 10th of the month” 
(Water customer). And: “I only got 2.4 units [of water] for the whole month. 
How do you expect us to live? I have a family of six people. They drink, they 
eat, they wash, they shower. I also have two dogs who need to drink water 
and food prepared for them. I have goats, they need to drink water. I have 
chicken who also have to drink water. Now tell me, you need me to buy water 
from private vendors while I have a water connection here. Is this pipe for 
ornamental purposes?” (Water customer). 
 
Some customers take a longer view and express a desire for complete 
privatization of urban water supply (Budds & McGranahan, 2003) similar to the 
privatization of telecommunications that fixed corruption: “You know what, 
TTCL [Tanzania Telecommunications Cooperation] played similar games. They 
switched telephone bills [among customers]. It caused a lot of chaos in 
marriages. Couples would quarrel over a call made to India. But when the 
company entered into a new contract [when TTCL was privatised], most of 
those corrupt guys lost their jobs. And now we have phones in our hands. […] 
They all lost their jobs including their manager. The same will happen to the 
water authority. If [water is privatized] you will lose your job” (Water 
customer). Some customers are even willing to engage in collective protest to 
the water authority, but as followers, not initiators. A good number of 
customers acknowledged the difficulty to effectively organise collective efforts 
to raise voice of customers. Some feel that there should be someone else to 
take the initiative to organize customers to voice or take action: “I am willing 
to join a demonstration in case there is someone who can organize it” (Water 
customer). 

5.5 Discussion and conclusions 
The costly or inferior alternatives customers have to water, their individualistic 
relationships, and the sympathy with the officials’ predicament inhibit collective 
action. The only form of such action we were able to observe was the significant 
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shift in voter preference to the candidate of the opposition party in the 
presidential elections of October 2015. The town collectively blamed the ruling 
party for its woes, not MUWSA’s management. Despite the formidable 
challenges they face, officials’ commitment to service is substantial, as is 
evident from their futile efforts to digitize the billing system, the effort to 
understand better why revenue collection lags behind (secret surveillance 
operation to record the street interactions between technicians and citizens), 
the effort to hire a university graduate as secretary of the Customer Care 
Department (although she was bullied out of her job). The only hope for the 
authority to improve service delivery is through the new water project, which 
is still under construction, and the repair of the existing dilapidated and 
vandalised water infrastructure. But, both are likely “pipe dreams” without 
procurement transparency for large water construction projects and legal 
sanctions for vandalism (Peal, 2014). 
 
Customers are forced to pay for a failed water infrastructure and an overstaffed 
bureaucracy. They are not faced with a simple organisational deterioration but 
with blatant injustice. They employ four main protest strategies that vary in 
intensity and form and are illustrated in Figure 5.2. The first, “stay and speak 
up”, includes constructive demands to understand how officials work, to 
articulate needs and to appeal for fair treatment. It also includes comparison 
with better services, threats to demonstrate, resistance to paying water fees, 
accusations of rip-offs, and locking gates. The second kind, “speak up and 
leave”, includes cursing and citizens’ threats to exit the urban water system. 
The third kind, “resignation”, involves speaking up only if visited by water 
technicians, willingness to follow but not lead demonstrations, reporting 
problems to friends connected with water technicians, bribes, tampering with 
water meters and a “things will not change” attitude of passive acceptance. 
The fourth, “leave and remain silent”, includes resorting to water from 
inferior sources such as water ponds and a significant lowering of expectations.  
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Figure 5.2: Voice and exit: protest strategies of customers to failing urban 
water supply 
 
Most strategies pertain to cells “stay and speak up” and “resignation”. 
Hardly any are in cell “speak up and leave” indicating customers’ preference 
to stay with MUWSA despite their dissatisfaction. Given the monopolistic nature 
of water provision this is not surprising. Disengagement from a monopoly is 
costly and the stronger portion of voice in the protest-mix is understandable 
(Young, 1974). 
 
Figure 5.3 summarises official responses (formal and informal) and outcomes 
(positive and negative) to customers. While some responses (cell 1) are 
labelled positive-formal (explaining the process and roles and responsibilities 
to customers) because they apply to all without discrimination, others (cell 4) 
are labelled positive-informal (respond to friends and bribers only, carrot and 
stick to extract payment and looting the network to benefit some and not 
others) because they favour friends and the better-off. Negative outcomes in 
cells 2 and 3 span the whole repertoire from threatening to expel the customers 
to secret surveillance. 
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Figure 5.3: Responses of MUWSA officials to protest strategies of customers 
 
Why do protest strategies produce a predominantly negative response by the 
district water authority, especially to the less privileged citizens? First, 
Mashujaa’s piped water network is, counter-intuitively, a “differentiated” 
service: improvements do not benefit every customer, as one would expect 
from such a network. Paul (1992) argued that “when there is a scope for 
product differentiation in a service, externalities enjoyed by the weaker 
segment of the public (low voice) will tend to disappear and use of voice by 
the stronger segment will not improve accountability for all”. The poor do not 
gain from the “voice” of those who can bribe or pay for repairs unless external 
assistance can ensure that the poor benefit as well. Second, both citizens and 
officials know that the service is in a dismal state—the (dismal) service is not 
ill-defined. There are no informational asymmetries that would make voice a 
preferred strategy (Young, 1974), while chronic underperformance lowers 
customers’ expectations and increases the negativity and frustration of the 
water authority.  
 
Despite the dismal state of water supply, no legal and social barriers to voice 
are evident in Mashujaa. Most customers, poor and better-off, seem capable 
of speaking up, which may be considered a form of empowerment. These 
results differ from Hooper and Ortolano (2012) who argued that citizens’ 
motivation to voice is highly influenced by their economic status – house 
owners were more likely to participate in collective voice than renters 
(supposedly with lower incomes compared to house owners), because they 
expected higher payoffs from participation and were better connected to place. 
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But, institutional barriers do exist. The design of the customer complaints 
register, its management and the record keeping at MUWSA are utterly 
inadequate to receive and follow up on complaints. MUWSA officials listen to 
customers, but conditionally. They value customers’ voice when it serves short-
term interests of the water authority or their self-interest. This form of 
exclusion mirrors the findings observed in India (Chaplin, 1999, 2011) where 
the middle-class is perpetuating the exclusion of poor people in accessing basic 
urban services. 
 
Protest strategies of citizens who are better-off (and can afford to buy spare 
parts or bribe) or are connected to officials (as friends, relatives or work 
colleagues) are successful. These results match earlier studies showing that 
monopolistic and rent seeking behaviours characterize small and collapsing 
water providers (Lovei & Whittington, 1993). On the positive side, it is 
encouraging that customers “stay and speak-up.” Citizens are aware of their 
entitlements, are willing to exercise voice and “speak truth to power”, even if 
only in personal interactions with officials.  
 
Face-to-face protest strategies in the “stay and speak up” cell suggest that 
citizens are loyal not to the water provider as an institution but to selected 
individuals within the organization. Such practices increase opportunities for 
informality, because they are ‘invisible to the eyes of [the urban water 
authority]’21, consequently making the monitoring and achievement of SDGs 
more difficult. Finally, although Pastore (2015) suggests that mobile-phone 
based ICT platforms may be useful for formally reporting failures in public 
services in urban areas, we are less optimistic regarding their potential in small 
towns like Mashujaa, given the dominance of face-to-face interactions between 
customers and service providers. Mobile phones are more likely to support 
useful informal rather than formal interactions, a finding consistent with Chen 
(2016), who also warned that ICT alone cannot address pervasive systemic 
constraints. 
  

                                          
21 Allen et al. (2006) argues that failure by the ‘private and public sectors’ [sic] to 
recognize and support informal water and sanitation provision makes the needs and 
practices of poor invisible to policy changes, consequently restricting efforts to improve 
access among the poor. 
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Abstract 
In Tanzania, the formal institutional framework for rural water supply is difficult 
to implement while informality dominates the sector. This is problematic when 
information and communication technologies (ICTs), carrying their own 
normative imprint, are introduced to improve rural water services for citizens. 
Our premise is that successful implementation of ICTs, such as mobile-phone 
based platforms for updating rural water point data, rely on understanding the 
(in)formal structures in which they are supposed to be embedded. Our aim is 
to understand how actors in rural water supply—ordinary citizens, Community 
Owned Water Supply Organizations, elected councillors and district officials—
perceive their own formal responsibilities and those of others, how they 
informally relate to each other and how ICT may improve these relations. We 
analysed a variety of qualitative data collected from February to March 2015 
in Mashujaa, one of the poorest districts in Tanzania. We show that these actors 
are aware of their own formal responsibilities and those of others, as well as 
of the formal channels through which to communicate. We find evidence of 
informality that either improves or does not improve rural water services for 
citizens. The only informality that is useful to citizens is practiced by citizens 
themselves. ICT may help actors increase their capacity to perform their roles 
and reduce useless information-intensive informality, in particular if it is 
framed as a transparent tool shared by all actors.  

6.1 Introduction 
Sustaining a functional rural water supply infrastructure has been a challenge 
in sub-Saharan Africa (Giné & Pérez-Foguet, 2008). In Tanzania, nearly half of 
rural water points are not functional (United republic of Tanzania, 2013c) and 
about 20% of newly constructed water points become non-functional within 
one year (Welle & Williams, 2014). Currently, around 70 per cent of 44 million 
Tanzanians live in rural areas, while population increases by 1.2 million people 
every year, one of the fastest growth rates in the world (UNDP, 2014). What 
is more, an increasing number of Tanzanians in rural areas are compelled to 
resort to traditional, unimproved water sources (ponds and streams), thereby 
endangering their health and well-being (UNICEF/WHO, 2015a).  
 
In response to this long-lasting problem, the Government of Tanzania radically 
changed in the past 15 years the formal institutional framework of rural water 
supply, first through the National Water Policy (NAWAPO 2002) and later 
through the Water Sector Development Program (WSDP) (2006–2025). Under 
NAWAPO, “consultations and planning start from the grass roots; 
implementation is at the most appropriate level, closest to the beneficiaries. 
User groups are not only responsible for operating, maintaining and sustaining 
the infrastructure; they are also responsible for planning and managing it for 
the entire water sector in Tanzania” (United Republic of Tanzania, 2006, p. 3). 
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The Water Supply and Sanitation Act was enacted in 2009 to provide, among 
other things, for the establishment and registration of Community Owned 
Water Supply Organizations (COWSOs), a new village institution (United 
Republic of Tanzania, 2002b). The WSDP consolidated for the first time three 
sub-sector programmes—water resources management, rural water supply, 
urban water supply and sewerage—and is implemented in two phases: the first 
phase (2007-2014) attracted donor funding of the order of US$1.3billion, while 
the second (2015–2025) is budgeted with US$3billion.  
 
Because the WSDP is donor-funded, it requires upwards accountability for the 
disbursement of donor funds all the way up from the district to the national 
level and the donors. This contradicts the policy rhetoric of decentralisation 
from the central to lower tiers of government and fuels power struggles 
between district and central government and between the district government 
and village COWSOs. COWSOs should bear the full cost of Operation & 
Maintenance (O&M) of rural water schemes. But, in practice communities either 
refuse or cannot afford to contribute and COWSOs resort to the district for 
assistance. But, as (Tilley, 2013) argues “district staff are left to sort things 
out by themselves, with some persisting and others giving up” (p. 8), while 
communities “limp along” from one water point breakdown to the next 
(Chowns, 2015, p. 273). 
 
An integral part of the WSDP is the Water Point Mapping System (WPMS), an 
innovative web-based information system developed and implemented in the 
period 2010-2013 by the Ministry of Water and Irrigation (MoWI). The WPMS 
provides in digital form the status of all rural water points and aims to monitor 
the performance of actors—do they act responsibly?—at different levels of 
government. Currently, the WPMS is not being used as planned, while setting 
up a cost-effective updating mechanism for rural water point data remains a 
significant challenge. In the past three years, the SEMA22 research team has 
attempted to tackle the updating challenge and developed a mobile phone-
based updating mechanism, the SEMA app, which comprises an Unstructured 
Supplementary Service Data (USSD) client for standard mobile phones, and an 
Android client for smart mobile phones. Either ordinary villagers or those with 
an official status in village communities (e.g. Village Executive Officers and 
COWSO leaders) may use the SEMA app on their standard mobile phones to 
report water point breakdowns to local government: “Is this water point 
functional, not-functional, needing repair?” We used the SEMA app as a 
research tool that enabled us to collect data on the reporting behaviour of 
COWSO leaders, as well as on the responsiveness of water officials to the 
reports, in various meetings and workshops. 

                                          
22 Sensors, Empowerment and Accountability in Tanzania (SEMA), NWO-Wotro 
integrated research project 
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Researchers and practitioners are sceptical about the potential of such apps to 
transform rural water services in Tanzania and have attempted to explain why 
they usually fail (see e.g. Welle et al. (2016). Some attribute the failure to the 
apathy and lack of agency of rural citizens (Taylor, 2011b), or to ignorance of 
their formal roles responsibilities (SNV, 2010). This study, in one of the poorest 
districts of Tanzania, suggests otherwise. Rural water supply actors are quite 
knowledgeable of their formal responsibilities but often channel their agency 
in informal ways to improve water services, as other studies in the Tanzanian 
context have shown (Kjellén, 2000; Kjellén & McGranahan, 2006; 
Nganyanyuka et al., 2014). And, these (in)formal structures in which ICT will 
be embedded must be revealed before new information and communication 
technologies (ICT) are designed and implemented (Fung et al., 2013).  
 
This paper complements earlier research analytically and empirically. 
Analytically, we take a systems approach (Kühl, 2013) to distinguish between 
formal and informal structures within rural water supply and to assess 
(in)formality in terms of its usefulness to rural citizens. We do not consider 
informality as a constraint to the implementation and use of ICT but as 
structures that grow in the interstices of the formal system as a useful reaction 
to, and in avoidance of, formal rigidity (Holzer, 2014). Empirically, we analyse 
qualitative data collected in Mashujaa district with local councillors, COWSOs, 
and district officials and rural citizens, the ultimate (but chronically bypassed) 
beneficiaries of rural water services (Booth, 2015; Therkildsen, 1988). The 
research question is “how do citizens, COWSOs, councillors and district officials 
perceive their own responsibilities and those of other actors and to what extent 
can a mobile phone-based platform improve rural water services?”  

6.2 Empirical context 
In this section, we describe the formal responsibilities of district officials, 
elected councillors, COWSOs and citizens, as stipulated in national legislation 
and government guidelines. But first, a brief overview of Mashujaa district, our 
fieldwork site, is in order. Mashujaa, anonymized here, is one of the poorest 
districts in Tanzania. More than half of its 300,000 people live below the 
poverty line. Almost 80% are engaged in subsistence farming and livestock 
keeping while the rest practices petty trading and small-scale fishing in the 
nearby lake. Ubiquitous Chinese motorcycles ensure transportation to remote 
areas. Mobile phone connectivity is fairly good at the district capital but variable 
in the villages. The main sources of water are shallow wells and boreholes fitted 
with hand pumps or motorized pumps powered by diesel or electricity. Most of 
the rural water infrastructure is now crumbling due to old age and lack of 
maintenance, while 69% of the shallow wells and 55% of the hand pumps are 
non-functional. The four (also anonymized) village communities, Mji Mwema, 
Mwembeni, Mtakuja and Ufukweni, which we studied in detail, are coping with 
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a 28-40 years old infrastructure and water extraction and distribution 
technologies of varying complexity. 
 
During the 1970s and early 1980s, the government provided free water largely 
through hand pumps. Between 1985 and 2000, the district government 
received financial assistance from Scandinavian countries to construct shallow 
and deep wells and introduced village bank accounts for water funds. 
Improvements were short-lived as many wells became non-functional after a 
short period of operation. District officials attribute the failure to extreme 
drought caused by climate change, lack of community ownership, and 
vandalism of water pumps and pipes by community members due to “poverty 
and ignorance” (interview with district water technician). Mashujaa district 
elects two Members of Parliament – each serving two of the four selected 
villages. During fieldwork, one of them was Minister and was known to have 
successfully channelled resources for water projects to his own constituency.  
 
District officials: According to section 38 of the National Water and Sanitation 
Act (2009), officials at the district council, such as District Water Engineers 
(DWEs) and District Community Development Officers (DCDOs), have two 
main responsibilities. First, they must facilitate and advise on the process to 
register a COWSO, including the election of COWSO leaders. Thereafter they 
must monitor them and submit quarterly reports to the Ministry of Water and 
Irrigation (MoWI) and to the President’s Office Regional Administration and 
Local Government (PO-RALG) on the status and progress of COWSO 
registration. Second, district officials must follow-up on the operation and 
maintenance of old water projects and submit quarterly reports to MoWI and 
PO-RALG on the progress of new water projects in the district. 
 
Councillors: Ward councillors are members of the district council and are 
elected every five years. They represent to the district council the interests of 
citizens in their ward—an administrative area made up by two or more villages 
within a district. To collect information about the state of affairs within their 
ward, councillors must organize ward meetings to listen to citizens’ suggestions 
(United Republic of Tanzania, 2010). Further, they must oversee the district 
council on behalf of the citizens in three ways: they must (i) seek information 
on the plans, budgets and performance of the district, (ii) question the district 
on the planning (allocation of resources) or implementation of district plans 
and budgets, and (iii) participate in sanctioning poorly performing district staff. 
Councillors have the power to hire and fire district officials and thus can 
influence the performance of the latter. In practice, councillors’ sanctioning 
ability is limited. 
 

“Councillors can do nothing to discipline heads of departments as they 
are not recruited by them. The only thing they can do is to air their 
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voices against non-performing or corrupt officials. But the final decision 
is made by the central government which may decide to transfer them 
to other councils rather than firing them” (Braathen et al., 2005, p. 
10).  

 
COWSOs: COWSOs are responsible for the operation and management of 
water projects in the villages. In principle, COWSO members operate and 
maintain water projects as volunteers, without payment. A COWSO works 
closely with the Ward Executive Officer (WEO) and Village Executive Officer 
(VEO) to ensure that the installed water projects are properly operated and 
maintained (by trained pump attendants) and that users (villagers) establish 
and maintain water funds and pay full operation and maintenance costs. 
Theoretically, COWSOs are required to report to the District Water Engineer 
(DWE) on a quarterly basis (United Republic of Tanzania, 2009) particularly 
when they receive financial assistance (grants or loans) from the district 
council. In practice, COWSOs report to DWEs only when water points break 
down. Most current COWSO members used to manage village water 
committees—the old institutions that COWSOs are now gradually replacing. 
Thus, in many villages of Mashujaa traditional water committees still exist 
either as the main providers of water services in many villages (e.g. in 
Ufukweni) or in parallel with the newly formed COWSOs (e.g. Mwembeni). 
 
Citizens: Citizens must contribute a portion of the capital investment to 
demonstrate their commitment to rural water projects in their villages. They 
must participate in the design and planning of rural water projects including 
the choice of affordable and suitable technology (United Republic of Tanzania, 
2002b) and demonstrate their ability to pay for operation and maintenance. In 
addition, citizens may attract government grants for a water project by 
influencing ward councillors, their elected representatives. 

6.3 Conceptual approach and methods 
To conceptualise formality and informality in rural water supply, we use the 
systems approach to organisational studies (Kühl, 2013). At the heart of this 
approach is the concept of organisational structures. These are decisions that 
serve as premises upon which other decisions are routinely made within an 
organization. For example, the decision of a water engineer to repair a water 
pump in a village does not qualify as a decision premise, because it applies 
only to this particular water pump. However, when the Ministry of Water 
decides that the district water engineer must repair any broken water pump in 
his district within ten days of the break down, a decision premise comes into 
play.  
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Organisational structures are either formally decided (formal structures) or 
informally “decided” (informal structures). Any organisation, however 
complex, has three types of (in)formal structures—programs, communication 
channels and members. Programs determine which actions in the organization 
are to be viewed as right, and which as wrong. Communication channels define 
how information must be communicated within the organization and the 
pathways it must follow. For members the underlying consideration is that the 
type of individual placed in a given position will make a difference for future 
decisions within the organisation.  

6.3.1 Formal and informal organisational structures 

Programs constitute the first organisational structure. In rural water supply, 
formal programs include legislative acts, policies, and information systems 
(e.g. the Water Point Mapping System mentioned earlier). They determine 
which formal responsibilities organisational members have and, consequently, 
which of their actions are to be viewed as right or wrong, and rewarded or 
sanctioned, respectively. The National Water Policy (2002) and related 
legislative acts (United Republic of Tanzania, 1982, 1998a, 2009) determine 
the responsibilities of district officials, councillors and COWSOs in rural water 
supply. For instance, district officials must provide information on the status of 
water services in the district. Councillors must access district public records 
and raise questions in water-related council meetings. COWSOs must follow up 
on non-functional water points and mobilize communities for their revival. 
Informal programs may take the form of well-established, customary 
routines and dictate informal responsibilities such as citizens expecting 
councillors to contribute their personal funds for water projects. 
 
Communication channels are the second organisational structure. Formal 
communication channels include the rules and procedures and information 
flows among organisational members. Communication channels are the only 
means of preventing communications overkill (everybody communicating with 
everybody else) within an organization. Chapter 7 describes in minute detail 
the formal and informal rules and procedures governing the information flow 
between a village COWSO and the district council when a rural water pump 
breaks down. Informal communication channels develop when formal 
hierarchies are routinely bypassed, or when informal hierarchies are set up 
based on political party or tribal affiliations. Examples are COWSO leaders 
bypassing the village assembly, and instead reporting their performance to 
leaders of civic associations during village feasts or citizens contacting political 
figures or central government public officials (not necessarily involved in the 
water sector) to pressure district officials to respond to their needs. 
 
Members constitute the third organisational structure, because decisions that 
affect the organization always depend on who occupies the position responsible 
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for making them (Kühl, 2013). A COWSO or village leader who belongs to the 
ruling political party may decide differently on rural water supply from a leader 
who leans towards the opposition party. In the late 1960s, when Julius Nyerere 
massively resettled peasants to newly formed villages, peasants often chose 
petty-capitalist farmers as village leaders “on the assumption that they were 
better equipped to deal with officials, including protecting them from 
government interventions that would threaten their livelihood. In places where 
there were no such petty-capitalists, villagers often chose individuals known 
not to be interested in change” ((Hydén, 1980, p. 114), emphasis in original), 
but people whose interest in interfering with their life was small. Informal 
members in rural water supply are institutions outside the formal rural water 
hierarchy and include the Church, Islamic institutions, or grassroots civic 
associations.  
 
Informality may be either compatible with formality, or it may break the formal 
rules and procedures (but still be useful) or it may break the law. The systems 
approach to the study of organisations teaches that informality cannot be 
suppressed by decree; it can take different, perhaps more desirable forms only 
when changes are made to the formal structures themselves. For instance, in 
September 2015, the Ministry of Water and Irrigation introduced a new 
program to revamp the updating mechanism of the Water Point Mapping 
System and created new roles and responsibilities for Ministry officials (United 
Republic of Tanzania, 2015a). This change of formal rules and procedures will 
not supress informality. Instead it may lead to new informal structures that 
are more conducive to improvement of rural water services at the district and 
village levels. 

6.3.2 Methods 

We analysed three qualitative datasets from fieldwork conducted between 
February and March 2015 in Mashujaa district. The first dataset includes 
discussions at a workshop (SEMA app workshop). The second dataset draws 
on focus group discussions with citizens in four villages: Mji Mwema, 
Mwembeni, Mtakuja and Ufukweni while the third includes informal interviews 
and participant observation. To preserve the anonymity of informants, we use 
fictitious names for the district and the villages. 
 
SEMA app workshop: The workshop was conducted in the last week of 
February 2015 at Mashujaa’s district council. It brought together our research 
team, councillors, district officials and COWSO leaders from the four selected 
villages. The purpose was to present the SEMA mobile phone-based platform 
(SEMA app) to the participants and receive their feedback on its usefulness. 
We asked the participants which type of information is useful to them for 
fulfilling their responsibilities and who they considered as appropriate providers 
of information on the functionality of water points at the village level. The 
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workshop brought together the SEMA team and 20 participants: councillors, 
district water experts, representatives of four community owned water supply 
organizations, and senior District Council staff from the ICT and planning 
departments. 
 
Focus group discussions: Immediately after the workshop, the first author 
organised and conducted eight focus group discussions in the four villages, 
during March 2016. The aim was to acquire a deeper understanding of citizens’ 
perceptions of their responsibilities and those of COWSOs, councillors and 
district officials. The Village Executive Officer (VEO), accompanied by the first 
author, selected and invited citizens by mobile phone or home visits in each 
village. We reimbursed the VEOs for the calls they made. We recruited eight 
groups (two groups in each village) of ten people for meetings of about two 
hours. All invitees showed up and were separated in two groups, the young 
and the old. Their ages ranged from 19 to 60 years. Most came to the venue 
by walking. Those who came by motorbikes were reimbursed for the cost of 
transport. Each group featured both genders and a mix of peasants, livestock 
keepers, petty traders, and retirees, e.g., retired soldiers and teachers. 
Including labourers proved difficult: 
 

“In this area a labourer is someone who works for someone else on 
subsistence basis. […] you will never find anyone who identifies himself 
as a labourer. Working for someone else is considered to being inferior. 
People here would rather beg than work as a labourer. When I work as 
a labourer, I am submitting myself to the master [the employer]. We 
have pride in our culture and we do not want to be seen working for 
anyone” (Water Technician, Ufukweni).  

 
We paid each participant Tsh5000 (US$2.5) as compensation at the end of 
each focus group session. We had planned this incentive but failed to mention 
it in the invitation. Before the start of each session, participants in all four 
villages inquired whether they would be paid for participating but referred to 
the fee, with different terms: “empowerment” in Mwembeni, “facilitation” in 
Mji Mwema, “freedom” in Ufukweni, and “allowance” in Mtakuja. While the 
variety of terms used is surprising, the citizens’ demand to be paid cash for 
participatory activities illustrates their pragmatism and their desire for 
symmetry with us, the discussion organisers, who are also paid to conduct this 
work. Being paid cash for “participating” is common practice in development 
interventions in rural Tanzania. And a cash payment is preferable to a meal 
consumed by a single member of a household during the discussion because it 
can benefit her entire household. Each focus group discussion started with a 
speech by the VEO introducing the researcher, who then explained the 
objective of the session. Soon after, the VEOs left and the researcher informed 
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the participants that they could drop out at any time if they felt like it, without 
affecting their eligibility for cash compensation. But none dropped out. 
 
Informal interviews and participant observation: My long stay in the 
research area made me a familiar and trusted figure in the villages. I was able 
to have numerous formal and informal interactions with district officials, 
COWSO leaders, village leaders, politicians and common citizens. I was allowed 
to accompany district officials handing over COWSO certificates in nineteen 
villages. This helped me to create relationships with focus group participants 
and to raise pertinent discussion points during the sessions. Participant 
observation led to a better appreciation of village life and local power relations. 
Informal interactions with informants in the market, in canteens and on the 
street revealed socio-cultural aspects that interviews alone cannot capture 
(Iacono et al., 2009). I conducted almost all interviews in Kiswahili, transcribed 
these and the field notes, translated into English, and coded and analysed 
them.  

6.4 Perceptions of actors on their own 
responsibilities and those of others in improving 
rural water supply 

This section presents perceptions of members regarding their own 
responsibilities and those of others in improving rural water supply.  

6.4.1 How COWSOs, councillors and district officials view their 
responsibilities  

How COWSOs see themselves: COWSO leaders perceive themselves as 
orphans, without proper guidance from the district. On one hand, they blame 
the district for not preparing them well to carry out their new responsibilities: 
“We were given a COWSO certificate but we were not trained. We need to know 
our boundaries. We are like ducklings [as opposed to chicken, ducklings walk 
in front of the duck and lead the way while the duck follows]. Education is a 
very important thing. The district council gave us the [COWSO] certificate, but 
no education” (COWSO leader in Mwembeni). On the other hand, they feel 
responsible only to citizens with house connections who can afford to pay their 
water fees: 
 

“Last week there was a funeral in the village and there was no water. 
People had to walk with their buckets on their heads from the dam. 
When people realized that the COWSO chairperson was present at the 
funeral, they asked him to explain why we don’t have water. 
Surprisingly, he responded that he is only answerable to people who 
have house water connections. Actually that was just an excuse, why 
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should he say that he is only answerable to people with house water 
connections when all citizens contributed to the water project?” 
(Citizen, Mwembeni).  

 
The chairperson’s limited answerability only to paying customers in the village 
can be seen as a coping strategy that allows her to at least tackle effectively a 
part of her responsibilities, in the absence of support from the district. 
 
How councillors see themselves: Councillors own up to their formal 
responsibilities in rural water supply and are confident of their capacity to act: 
“If we play like one team, let’s say I am council chairperson and I advise the 
[District Executive Director] DED to instruct professionals from the water, 
health, agriculture departments to come up with rigorous plans […] we can 
definitely move forward” (Councillor, Mwembeni). Councillors see the SEMA 
app as an instrument that “eases follow-ups” (Councillor, Mtakuja) in their 
constituencies or “pressures us to visit areas with problems” (Councillor, 
Mwembeni). Yet, they were sceptical about the competence of their fellow 
councillors: “I tell you most councillors including the council chairperson lack 
education or do have education but lack knowledge on their oversight roles. I 
tell you at the end of the day nothing moves forward” (Councillor, Mwembeni). 
Sneering at the educational level of their peers may be due to the fierce 
competition among them in the presidential election campaign that was in full 
swing during fieldwork.  
 
Councillors readily admit that they find themselves between a rock and a hard 
place in the exercise of their oversight responsibilities. This is because shaming 
the district council shames the ruling party to which they themselves belong. 
The dilemma is usually solved behind closed doors. During largely ceremonial 
council meetings, which are open to the public, the ruling party restrains its 
councillors from asking embarrassing questions to district officials. Instead 
councillors of the ruling party conduct closed meetings prior to each council 
meeting, where district officials (including the DED) can respond to critiques of 
their performance. Often, councillors whose private firms procure services to 
the district council are in a conflict of interest situation. Since the district council 
is the main source of income for their firms, they often choose to be lenient in 
their oversight role with the expectation to receive contracts from the district: 
“It is like barter trade. You [district official] give me [councillor] a tender to 
construct a road, or water well; and in return I will not object your 
health/water/infrastructure budget when you table it before the council 
meeting” (Councillor, Mwembeni). 
 
How district officials see themselves: District officials are well aware of 
their obligation to know the state of rural water supply in the district and of 
the value of information they must collect in order to be able to regularly report 
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upwards to the District Commissioner and Regional Commissioner, to the 
Ministry of Water and Irrigation (MoWI) and to the ruling party, especially 
before national elections. But, they are overburdened by the different formats 
and the excessive reporting, and consider it detrimental to their day-to-day 
work. District officials see the SEMA app as a tool that can “get up-to-date and 
correct data across all departments in the district” but insisted that only “the 
planning office [department] which is coordinating all planning activities and 
statistics of the district should be involved” (Senior district official, Mashujaa). 
While acting under enormous pressure from hierarchical superiors, donors’ 
funding patterns oblige them to collect information on the implementation of 
new projects instead of repairing existing ones: “We will renovate the 
dysfunctional water points as soon as money becomes available. Right now the 
available budget from donors focuses on new water projects” (District official, 
Mashujaa). As a result, they are forced to give lower priority to technical and 
financial assistance, downwards, to COWSOs.  

6.4.2 How COWSOs, Councillors and District Officials view each 
other’s responsibilities 

How COWSOs view councillors and vice versa: The nature of the 
relationship between COWSOs and ward councillors did not emerge vividly 
from the data, suggesting that COWSOs do not perceive local councillors as 
influential in improving access to water and vice versa local councillors do not 
appreciate the importance of COWSOs. However, COWSO leaders repeatedly 
referred to Members of Parliament (MPs) and national government leaders 
(particularly the President and Prime Minister) as powerful agents in rural water 
supply.  
 
How COWSOs view district officials and vice versa: Local leaders are 
under pressure from district officials to mobilize citizens to register COWSOs, 
a process that requires a formal citizen general assembly, with written minutes 
and list of all attendees. COWSO leaders find it difficult to mobilize citizens, 
who are selective in attending meetings. Thus, leaders often fake the list of 
attendees of previous meetings, e.g. for food distribution, which commonly 
attract large audiences:  
 

“It was difficult to get a quorum [for the COWSO registration meeting]; 
we tried several times to postpone and reschedule the meeting. 
Reasons for low attendance kept changing, if this week it was a funeral, 
the next week it was something else. I had no means, the district 
council kept pressing for the list. I had to use a list of villagers who 
attended a previous general assembly which discussed the distribution 
of hunger relief food” (COWSO leader, Mwembeni). 
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COWSO members complain that district officials are more interested in 
benefiting personally rather than helping them in technical aspects of rural 
water supply: “The district should only be involved in non-monetary issues. We 
know that the district has the technical know-how […], we cannot avoid that. 
But the district should be avoided for all issues related to transactions of funds, 
otherwise they will find ways to get a share of the funds [for personal benefits]. 
We have seen it with other funds […] All they do is eat our money” (COWSO 
member, Mwembeni). 
 
Budget and information opacity are major sources of tension. COWSO leaders 
demand transparency regarding the district grants allocated to COWSOs: “The 
[COWSO] grant is like rainfall, if it rains that’s ok, if it doesn’t, then we just 
keep waiting, you can never can tell when [the grant] will come” (COWSO 
leader, Ufukweni). District officials’ opacity is evident in their selective use of 
the English language, instead of Kiswahili, when discussing construction 
problems of water pumps for which they are accountable:  
 

“When they came to inspect our pump they found some things were 
not right, but they did not want us to know. The engineers were 
conversing in English thinking that I could not understand them. I am 
an English teacher, I teach secondary school students so I got all they 
said very clearly. They found that the pump and the mortar did not 
match; the pump is stronger than the mortar. With such a combination, 
we always have problems with our water project.” (COWSO member, 
Mwembeni). 

 
District officials, the custodians of rural water supply at the district level, expect 
COWSOs to submit quarterly performance reports including income and 
expenditures. In practice, the district water engineer demands these reports 
only from COWSOs with piped water schemes. Two of the four cases in this 
study have piped schemes and thus have been reporting regularly to the 
district council. The other two have hand pumps and do not report regularly 
unless there is a problem. 
 
How councillors view district officials and vice versa: District officials 
appear opaque towards councillors as well. The latter complain that district 
officials do not provide them with enough time to scrutinize budgets and plans: 
“I am a member of the Education, Health and Water Committee […] They ask 
us to sit for one day in council meetings […] the entire district has 106 villages, 
158 primary schools, 29 secondary schools, 42 health centres, 3 hospitals, 400 
water wells. How can you effectively discuss all these sectors in a one day 
meeting? Your head must be a machine to understand what is going on in all 
areas” (Councillor, Mwembeni ward). 
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On the other hand, district officials are weary of both councillors and MPs, 
interfering with the allocation of resources for new water projects:  
 

“The selection of [name of a village] water project was very political. 
We tried to refuse it but there was an order from an [MP] to include it. 
The project is now complete but citizens refuse to contribute. The 
project cost eight hundred million Tanzanian Shillings and the villagers 
were required to contribute 5% which is equivalent to about forty 
million. The MP contributed only two million shillings from the 
constituency development fund23. The contractor wanted to hire 
villagers so that he could pay their contribution on their behalf. The 
villagers refused on the pretext that the MP promised them free water. 
Currently, the villagers get water but I am afraid it won’t last long” 
(District water official, Mashujaa).  

 
Politicians’ promises to provide free water to citizens are against national water 
policy and undermine efforts of district officials to make citizens take full 
responsibility for the operation and maintenance of rural water projects. 
Further, district officials consider councillors’ interest in new and expanded 
water projects as detrimental to the repair of old ones: “Many councillors want 
to see new water projects allocated to their wards. When existing projects are 
too old, councillors want to see them expanded” (District water official, 
Mashujaa). The excessive eagerness of councillors to please the voters works 
against the public interest: “A community may want a bore hole but the 
councillor may want to please a certain group of people who voted for him and 
if this group wants a water trough for livestock, then the councillor will fight 
for a water trough instead of a project that was prioritized by majority” (District 
water official, Mashujaa). 
 
Last but not least, district officials are sensitive to attacks on their 
professionalism, especially in open meetings attended by citizens, and 
apparently “cook” the numbers. For example, while preparing a progress report 
on the implementation of a water project, district officials had to estimate the 
progress as a percentage of the completed work: “This number [a figure in the 
report representing the status of the construction of a water project] may get 
us in trouble with the councillors, besides [the contractor] has not done 
anything since we paid him; let’s reduce the number from 30% to 10% 
completion. We should not let politicians humiliate us and question our 
professional conduct unnecessarily” (District water official, Mashujaa). 
  

                                          
23 In Tanzania, parliamentarians receive one million shillings every month to support 
developmental activities in their constituencies.  
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6.4.3 How citizens view their responsibilities and those of others 

How citizens view COWSOs and vice versa: Citizens are aware that they 
must contribute money and/or labour to water projects. And when COWSO 
plans for water projects do not align with their interests they are capable of 
collective action. In Ufukweni, a village with chronically poor water supply, 
citizens gave an ultimatum to their COWSO: they would contribute money only 
after an uninterrupted water supply for at least three months. Citizens are not 
convinced that COWSOs can provide adequate safe and clean water due to 
political interference and corruption: “The problem is infrastructure and poor 
management. Poor management is caused by politics and personal gains” 
(Citizen, Mwembeni). 
 
COWSO leaders set up meetings only when they need to collect contributions 
from citizens: “We mostly get invited when they want us to contribute money 
for a project and usually there is no room to negotiate” (Citizen, Mwembeni). 
Citizens are well aware of the technical problems facing COWSOs: “We have 
water pipes but most of them are like sculptures. They are there but they do 
not provide water” (Citizen, Ufukweni). But even if all existing water 
infrastructure were functional, a large part of the population would still be 
without reliable access to safe and clean water: “Even if the water project was 
functional, it cannot serve the whole population. A large part of the population 
does not have access to water from the project” (Citizen, Ufukweni). COWSOs 
feel that they have failed citizens as the Mwembeni COWSO secretary narrates: 
“many citizens are mad at me because they think I have failed them, they 
expected more from me than what I have done. But I have told them, my 
hands are tied up, the solution for water in this village is beyond my capacity, 
the district council has to solve this problem” (COWSO secretary, Mwembeni). 
 
How citizens view councillors and vice versa: Citizens are sceptical about 
the effectiveness of councillors but are pragmatic enough to accept that 
councillors are vulnerable to bribes from district officials because they often 
lack a steady source of income:  
 

“It is not that councillors do not know what they are supposed to do, 
it is more about survival. You wonder why councillors spend most of 
their time at district offices. What are they doing there all that time? 
In the end, they get too close to officials. As a result, it is difficult for 
them to scrutinize the officials’ work” (Citizen, Mwembeni). 

 
With respect to the role of MPs in getting funds for new water projects, citizens 
are more positive: “I was informed by the MP, that he has made some efforts 
to include us in the project” (Citizen, Mwembeni). On the other hand, 
councillors are full of praise for citizens’ capacity to mobilize if the district has 
no funds: “If […] there are no district funds for repairs, the pressure to mobilize 
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citizens to contribute money is higher. In Sazira for instance, it was very easy 
to mobilize citizens to contribute a thousand shillings [per person] to repair a 
water point” (Councillor, Mtakuja).  
 
How citizens view district officials and vice versa: The common sentiment 
among citizens is that district officials only work when pressured by central 
government, especially when central government leaders physically visit the 
villages: “If we don’t get visitors from Dar es Salaam (central government), 
then we shall never see flowing water” (Citizen, Mtakuja). Citizens are left out 
of decisions regarding the planning and designing of rural water projects: “If 
you are a good observer, if you are good with psychology, you must have noted 
that we have problems. Those who attended the handing over meeting [of 
COWSO certificate] did not represent the ward, because the ward is very big 
[consequently a large number of citizens]. Most people who attended the 
meeting were invited while the meeting had already started. So when people 
see such things they just stay quiet. If people were informed about the project 
and prepared, you would have seen many more singing songs of praise and 
joy. That is why we still face the problems of water, and I think the district 
council [handed over the certificate] just because they were pressurized” 
(Citizen, Mwembeni). 
 
Citizens are often not aware of the bylaws in COWSO constitutions, and when 
they are, they often contest them. In one of the general assemblies for handing 
over a COWSO certificate citizens questioned the rationale of a bylaw that 
prohibits wearing shoes at a water source: “This is colonialism [oppression], 
how do you ban shoes at water sources, how do citizens benefit from this ban?” 
(Citizen, Mwembeni). Citizens attribute their low participation in public 
meetings (where a COWSO constitution is reviewed and approved) to 
exclusionary practices of district officials: “The preparation of this meeting is 
poor; we normally conduct our meetings with loudspeakers so that everyone 
can hear what is discussed. Not today.” (Citizen, Mwembeni) and to pressures 
applied to district officials from higher levels of the government. 
 
According to citizens, district officials not only receive bribes from unqualified 
contractors to award them water projects, they also buy out villagers: 
“Corruption is very evident and impedes all efforts to fight for our rights. If we 
send one of the villagers to the regional commissioner, the district council 
[district officials] may bribe him and when he returns he will not say anything 
about the issue” (Citizen, Mwembeni). Moreover, district officials are supposed 
to at least get a share of the funds allocated to finance the construction and 
maintenance of rural water projects: “Within our district council, when funds 
are allocated to a village, the (District Executive Director] DED will get his 
share, the district commissioner will get his share, the council chairperson will 
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cut his share. In the end, the village receives only a small part of the fund” 
(Citizen, Mwembeni). 
 
District officials constantly emphasize the responsibilities of citizens in 
improving rural water supply by appealing to NAWAPO (2002) and the National 
Water Supply and Sanitation Act (2009). For them “full citizen responsibility” 
includes: First, citizens must initiate the process by prioritizing water projects 
and demonstrate demand by showing the ability to pay part of the costs 
(usually measured by their ability to contribute money and opening up bank 
accounts). District officials expect citizens to include water projects in their 
annual village plans and budgets. Second, citizens must contribute (either in 
cash or in kind) part of the capital investment for the construction of rural 
water projects. The actual amount of the contribution may change depending 
on factors such as total cost of the project, population of the village and 
economic level of the citizens. In Mwembeni, for instance, citizens were 
required to contribute 5% of capital investment, however, district officials 
lowered it to 2.5% after realizing that citizens could not afford the original rate. 
Third, citizens must participate in the implementation of rural water projects 
to ensure that contractors deliver in accordance to value for money. Fourth, 
citizens are required to participate in the operation and maintenance of rural 
water projects. As such they are required to pay fees for the water they receive 
so that the funds can be used to finance the day-to-day operation, repairs and 
expansion of water projects. 
 
District officials attribute citizens’ resistance to pay because do not see the 
added value of water from improved sources as compared to water from 
unimproved sources: “Citizens may be right as we don’t add anything to the 
water apart from pumping to a tank and distribute it through pipes. We don’t 
treat the water, so the only difference is that it comes from taps [as opposed 
to unimproved source such as a shallow well, river or lake]” (District water 
official, Mashujaa).  
 
How citizens view themselves: Citizens are aware that they are responsible 
for improving water services in their localities. They know they must contribute 
capital to the construction of new water projects and take full responsibility in 
operation and maintenance of rural water projects, usually translated as their 
willingness to pay for water. They also know that they must oversee service 
providers such as village water committees, COWSOs and district council. This 
awareness is probably the result of countless efforts by the district council to 
enlighten citizens to take full responsibility in the planning, design, operation 
and maintenance of rural water projects. Often, however, citizens’ awareness 
and willingness to contribute is due to feelings of shame about the poor state 
of water supply in their villages especially when compared to experiences of 
their relatives in major urban areas. “It is the norm here for parents to call 
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their educated children in urban centres to get their opinion on whatever 
happens in the village” (COWSO leader, Mtakuja).  
 
Conscious of the challenges to improve water services through the 
government, citizens embark upon collective efforts to improving rural water 
supply on their own and without government interference, as the example of 
the Elderly-men for Development Association (Wazee wa Maendeleo wa 
Mwembeni - EDAM) shows. EDAM is a civic association, registered in 2000, 
dealing with matters of public interest in Mwembeni ward and acts as a 
collective voice of villagers:  
 

“The association started as a group of people to represent the village 
[currently divided into four villages to form a ward] when visited by 
higher level government leaders. For instance, when the President [of 
Tanzania] visits the village, we thought we should have a group of 
people who would have more personal and face-to-face meetings with 
him to present interests and problems of the village. This is how the 
elderly association began. However, this is not the first time we have 
an elderly association. We had a very successful association of elders 
during Ujamaa which had a petrol station and a passenger bus” 
(Citizen, Mwembeni). 

 
EDAM’s originator was Jacob (not his real name), a successful businessman 
living in nearby major urban centre about two hour drive from the village. 
Village leaders consider Jacob an extraordinary fellow despite his relatively 
young age (mid 40s). “Jacob has been instrumental in attracting funds from 
our diaspora community” says one of the association leaders. His motivation is 
a desire to give back to his village. “He was embarrassed to find that his school 
was in a very poor condition. He then promised to help revive the school” says 
one participant. Jacob’s initiative was inspired by similar initiatives in the same 
major urban centre. The first intervention was mobilizing funds for improving 
primary education in Mwembeni ward: “We started with education because of 
a critical shortage of desks. In 2012, there was a deficit of 960 desks. We 
organized a fundraising and succeeded to raise eighteen million shillings in 
cash and pledges amounting to sixteen million shillings. Out of the eighteen 
million, we spent seventeen million to buy 244 desks and distributed equally 
to six primary schools” (Chairperson of EDAM).  
 
In 2009, the association decided to conduct another fund raising event in Dar 
es Salaam and elected a member of the village diaspora, and former prime 
minister, to lead the initiative:  
 

“We formed a small committee led by the former prime minister. 
However, the committee did not succeed in organizing the fund raising 
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event as things were politicized. People thought that the former prime 
minister had a hidden agenda and was looking for his own popularity. 
Nothing happened and we were forced to postpone the initiative […]. 
We learned a lesson, we now don’t associate with politicians. We want 
to build the trust of common people… people want to see results” 
(Chairperson of EDAM).  

 
In 2014, the association conducted a fundraising event in the same major 
urban centre and raised sixty million Tanzanian shillings as pledges and twenty 
in cash:  
 

“This time the initiative was led by two young men who live there, one 
is a successful businessman; the other was a district commissioner and 
now a regional commissioner in Southern Tanzania. We [leaders of the 
association] approached them and asked for their help. They invited 
their friends and the business community. After the fundraising event, 
Jacob volunteered to follow-up on people who pledged and was able to 
collect an additional forty million shillings” (Chairperson of EDAM). 

 
These figures represent the total amount of money raised without taking into 
account the cost of organizing the event.  
 
EDAM leaders established accountability mechanisms (written and verbal 
reporting in regular monthly meetings) for village institutions receiving EDAM 
funds and closely supervise activities financed by the association. Another form 
of formal accountability is the labelling of donated goods: “If you go to the 
primary school now you will see most of the desks inscribed “Wazee wa 
Maendeleo” which means they were made from the money donated by the 
elderly men association” (COWSO leader, Mwembeni). Ad hoc reports from the 
villagers on the general performance of service providers to EDAM members 
are another form of informal accountability. Yet another can be witnessed 
during village feasts. For example, Jacob organized a feast at his house in the 
village and invited ward leaders (councillor and Ward Executive Officer), village 
leaders (village chairperson, VEO and hamlet chairpersons) as well as heads of 
public institutions, including COWSO leaders, head of police, magistrate of the 
primary court, head teachers of three primary schools and the medical officer 
of the health centre. All leaders were given a chance to report publicly on the 
performance and status of their institutions to the Elderly-men for 
Development Association of Mwembeni.  
 
The success of EDAM prompted the district water engineer to suggest to 
villagers to raise funds themselves for repairing broken pumps in similar fund 
raising events. The villagers accepted the challenge, but failed: “We tried to 
mobilize resources from our diaspora community in Dar es Salaam. We set up 
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an organizing committee to prepare a budget for hiring a venue and buying 
dinner to all invitees. In the end we cancelled the event as we realized that the 
cost for organizing the fundraising event was higher than the money we wanted 
to raise to finance the repair of a broken pump” (COWSO leader, Mwembeni). 
Less demanding activities are more successful, for instance when EDAM 
representatives accompanied a district water technician to Nairobi to ensure 
that the spare part bought for a broken water pump was durable: “Forget about 
the six million shillings we asked from the district. This is a Japanese made 
pump [citizens think of Japanese spare parts as durable] and we bought it as 
a complete system [motor and switch board]” (EDAM leader, Mwembeni). 
 
In Table 6.1, we summarize perceptions of actors on their responsibilities and 
those of others in improving rural water supply. Diagonal and shaded cells 
summarize perceptions of actors on their own responsibilities, while off-
diagonal cells summarize the perceptions of actors’ regarding the 
responsibilities of the others. 
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Table 6.1: Perceptions of actors on their roles 
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6.5 Discussion and conclusions 
Our point of departure in this chapter were claims by researchers and 
development practitioners that citizen apathy and the ignorance of rural water 
supply actors of their formal responsibilities impede the improvement of rural 
water supply in general, and in particular the use of ICT in the sector. Our 
findings are more optimistic.  
 
First, the vibrancy of the Elderly-men for Development Association of 
Mwembeni (EDAM) contradicts the apathy claim. EDAM, like other grassroots 
movements in Tanzania, represents an “assertion of community values and 
solidarity over and against the bureaucratisation of the state […] It is a 
movement of the ‘weak’ […] with all-inclusive membership and a leadership 
accountable to the village assembly.” (Heald, 2002, p. 22). Peasants in 
Tanzania have a decades-long tradition of resistance to being “captured” by 
the state (Hydén, 1980), ever since the Ujamaa period, which promised them 
ambitious rural water supply schemes if they resettled in new villages 
(Therkildsen, 1988). The peasant ethic of mutuality and reciprocity eventually 
saved the peasants from the heaviest burdens of forced resettlement, which 
was eventually abandoned, while the water schemes rapidly deteriorated. The 
peasants' uncanny ability to opt out of resettlement via covert resistance (e.g. 
foot-dragging) and their tenacity in preserving their way of life prevailed. Their 
resilience to state interventions “comes as no surprise if one bears in mind that 
the institutional order in Tanzania and its colonial and postcolonial legacy never 
really demonstrated their superiority in providing justice and prosperity.” 
(Rottenburg, 2009, p. 141). Mulqueen (2009) argues that Tanzanian citizens 
carefully and continuously negotiate their relationship with the state with, what 
she calls, the “politics of getting by”. She identified two key ways in which 
citizens engage in the “politics of getting by.” The first way includes 
engagement in subsistence agriculture and informal economy, networks of 
interdependence within communities and families, and the ways in which 
citizens circumvent the state in order to achieve their aims. The second way 
involves an effort on the part of citizens to keep the state intact, “to keep it at 
a manageable distance and as such create breathing and operating room for 
local social structures. By keeping the state intact, citizens can at least rest 
(somewhat) assured that they will be able to continue to get by on a day to 
day basis” (p. 5) without too much state interference. In this light, EDAM and 
the village diaspora appear as informal members of the rural water supply 
sector in Mashujaa and constitute a useful reaction and avoidance of the rigidity 
of the formal program.  
 
Second, as Table 6.1 shows in the diagonal and shaded cells, citizens, 
COWSOs, councillors and district officials are knowledgeable to a large extent 
of their own formal responsibilities and communication channels outlined in 
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policies, legislations and regulations. In focus group discussions and in 
interviews, all actors gave rich justificatory accounts of their actions in rural 
water supply to people whose opinion they value and whose esteem they seek. 
These people include this researcher family and kinsmen, friends, co-workers, 
co-religionists, and people in their profession (Pritchett, 2013). Not only are 
they aware of the formal responsibilities of other actors (non-diagonal cells of 
Table 6.1), but also of what others are actually doing informally. It is quite 
possible that the relatively high level of awareness is the result of substantial 
capacity building efforts of the Netherlands Development Organisation (SNV), 
which has been coaching citizens, district officials and councillors on their 
responsibilities for their water facilities in 22 districts, including Mashujaa 
(Tilley, 2013). Further confirmation of this awareness, came at the SEMA app 
workshop, which brought the entire research team together with councillors, 
district officials and COWSO leaders from the four selected villages. District 
water officials saw in the SEMA app a tool that would exonerate them from 
accusations of corruption, help them coordinate planning activities across 
departments and improve budget planning, determine the water coverage in 
the district, identify areas with acute problems and instruct COWSOs on 
measures to take immediately upon breakdown. Councillors saw in the SEMA 
app a tool that can keep them informed on water problems in their wards and 
help them mobilize citizens to contribute money if funds are not available at 
the district level. Finally, COWSOs saw in the SEMA app a tool that can inform 
them quickly whether the LGA has the capacity to solve the problem and save 
time and transport costs. In sum, district water officials saw the potential of 
the app as a streamliner of their formal “responsibilities”, while COWSOs and 
councillors perceived the app as an improvement of their formal 
“communication channels”. 
 
However, district water officials were weary of sharing the SEMA app with 
councillors: “The way I see it, SEMA is a working tool for the district water 
department. In that case, councillors are outside this tool but they will meet 
with the generated information at the ward development committee (WDC). 
This is a working tool for professionals.” (Senior district official). They refused 
to see the SEMA app as a collective tool providing information on rural water 
supply to all four actors, and facilitating them in carrying out their formal 
responsibilities, but as an exclusive tool for the district water bureaucracy. In 
other words, district water officials refused to accept councillors as formal 
“members” in the monitoring the functionality of rural water points. Citizens, 
COWSOs and councillors should only have periodic access to the outputs of the 
app in the form of reports.  
 
Third, one of the causes of the sub-standard state of rural water supply is the 
tension between “the re-centralization process on the one hand (WSDP) and a 
“decentralization by dumping” process (communities assumed to operate their 
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own supplies) on the other. Structurally key decision making on planning, and 
approval for allocation and spending of resources is driven by national priorities 
which are determined by the central government.” (Senior WASH consultant 
in Mashujaa). The expectations placed on the fledgling formal system of rural 
water supply are not only unrealistic, as Andrews et al. (2013) argue, they are 
also contradictory. The contradictory expectations made upon the key actors 
erode their incentive to take full responsibility and ownership.  
 
COWSOs are too fragile for their formal role (“we are like ducklings”). As a 
coping strategy, they resort to informal responsibilities and communication 
channels (Table 6.2). They give an account on their performance only to paying 
customers and EDAM leaders and are pressurized from the district to fake 
minutes of meetings. Unsalaried councillors, torn between their loyalty to the 
party, their responsibility to oversee the district council, and their private firms, 
which secure their livelihood, scrutinize and deliberate on district plans in 
closed party meetings and refrain from asking questions in public meetings. 
Instead of playing one role, they play many contradictory roles simultaneously. 
District officials only instruct COWSOs with the ability to pay for repairs through 
informal meetings (face to face or phone calls) and appear to conspire with 
councillors when water projects are presented in council meetings for approval, 
however, in practice they stick to one rigid role – using the same template to 
all COWSOs. Overburdened with the excessive upwards reporting, which they 
consider detrimental to their day-to-day work, district officials are forced to 
give lower priority to technical and financial assistance, downwards, to 
COWSOs.  
 
In Table 6.2 we compare formal and informal responsibilities, and 
communication channels of citizens, COWSOs, Councillors, and District 
Officials. We distinguish between information- and non-information intensive 
(in)formal responsibilities and communication channels, since new ICTs such 
as the SEMA app are more likely to improve information-intensive 
responsibilities and communication channels. Finally, we label informality 
either as useful/useless for citizens or as breaking or not the laws or the formal 
procedures.  
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Table 6.2: Formality and informality versus roles 
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Fourth, some instances of informality are useful or useless to citizens or break 
(or not) the law/rules/procedures (Table 6.3). Informal citizen behaviour is the 
only one that does not break the law, regulations and procedures and is useful 
to them. It improves their access to water, for instance when they contribute 
money for capital investment or to finance repairs to leaders of civic 
associations, or when they contact the diaspora to get advice about village 
water supply. Informal COWSO behaviour is meant to comply with demands 
by district council officials, for instance when COWSO leaders have to fake 
meeting minutes and, as a result, break the law but do not improve water 
supply. Informal councillor behaviour, for instance, when they refrain from 
asking questions in council meetings, or shift issues to party meetings instead 
of formal public meetings, is not useful to citizens in any of its manifestations. 
Informal behaviour of district officials does break the law and is useful only to 
a selected group of citizens, thus exclusionary. When district officials respond 
only to COWSOs with ability to purchase spare parts and/or offer allowances 
to district water technicians, they are not breaking any law but their practices 
deny services to the poor who cannot afford paying the fees. In sum, a large 
part of informal behaviour by COWSOs, councillors and district officials is not 
useful to citizens and is exclusionary even when it is useful to citizens.  
 
Table 6.3: Comparison between useful/useless informality to citizens 

 
 
Fifth, the systems approach to the study of organisations teaches that 
informality, including the kind that breaks the law, rules and procedures cannot 
be suppressed by decree. Informality can take different, perhaps more 
desirable forms only when changes are made to the formal structures 
themselves. One such change to the formal structures of rural water supply 
could be institutionalised through the SEMA app. The SEMA app could become 
a new formal communication channel designed as a transparent dashboard 
that informs simultaneously citizens, COWSOs, councillors and district officials 
of the functionality of water points in all villages in the district. This may lead 
to new informal structures within rural water supply that are more conducive 
to improvement of rural water services at the district and village levels, but 
difficult to predict.  
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The timing is right for an intervention of this kind, because of the Payment-by-
Results (PbR) pilot proposed by DFID in Tanzania in 2013. The PbR pilot is a 
£78million incentive to central and local government to maintain and expand 
access to rural water points within each one of the 50 pilot districts. £1,500 
will be paid for each functioning water point but not for new ones. Thus local 
government will have a strong incentive “to maintain existing water points in 
a sustainable manner and to fix broken water points instead of simply building 
new ones […] Payments will be made upon an independent verification of 
results, building on the existing Water Point Mapping System.” (Janus & 
Keijzer, 2015, p. 12). The district will have more financial autonomy and the 
tension between the re-centralization (WSDP) and “decentralization by 
dumping” will be eased. 
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Chapter 7 
 
Working with the grain: How amenable to 
digital transformation is the monitoring and 
repair of rural water points in Tanzania?24 
 
  

                                          
24 Based on Nganyanyuka, K., Martinez, J., Lungo, J., Verplanke, J., & Georgiadou, Y. 
(2017). Working with the grain: How amenable to digital transformation is the 
monitoring and repair of rural water points in Tanzania? Information Technologies & 
International Development, 13, XXXX – XXXX. (In press). 
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Abstract 
Rural water services are still not working for poor people. The rising mobile 
phone penetration in Africa raised hopes in the development community that 
mobile phone-based ICT platforms could digitally transform rural water supply 
services. Our approach to platform development is “working with the grain” of 
the information flow between citizens and district officials, in view of emerging 
funding opportunities for water point repair in Tanzania (Payment-by-Results). 
We distinguish between discretionary and transaction-intensive tasks in the 
information flow. An ICT platform for the monitoring and repair of rural water 
points should start by digitally transforming tasks with high transaction-
intensiveness and low discretion that occur outside village and district 
institutions. Actors in rural water supply should collaboratively simplify formal 
rules and procedures that govern information flows within local institutions, 
before considering further digitization. 
 
Key words: Rural water services, information flow, discretion, transaction-
intensiveness, mobile phone-based ICT platforms, rural water point, Tanzania, 
Payment-by-Results. 

7.1 Introduction 
Sustaining functional rural water supply infrastructures has been a challenge 
in sub-Saharan Africa (Giné & Pérez-Foguet, 2008). Recent studies show that 
new hand pumps and diesel-powered piped water schemes become non-
functional a few years after installation. In Tanzania, nearly half of rural water 
points are not functional (United republic of Tanzania, 2013c) and about 20% 
of newly constructed water points become non-functional within one year. 
Contributing factors include poor post-construction services (United Republic 
of Tanzania, 2002b), lack of technical and financial capacity of rural citizens to 
effectively operate and maintain water projects (Jiménez & Pérez-Foguet, 
2011; Mayo & Nkiwane, 2013) and lack of reliable access to appropriate and 
affordable spare parts (Giné & Pérez-Foguet, 2008; Jiménez & Pérez-Foguet, 
2011). Villagers quickly abandon defunct water schemes, return to traditional, 
unimproved water sources (ponds and streams) and endanger their health and 
well-being (UNICEF/WHO, 2015a). 
 
Tanzania’s rural water woes are chronic. In 1971, the first rural water policy 
declared that all rural households should have access to safe water within 400 
meters by 1991. Donors were quick to support this ambitious goal by financing, 
planning and implementing rural water supply schemes across the country 
(Therkildsen, 1988). By the late eighties, rural water plans were “collecting 
dust” (p. 51) while donor-funded water schemes ceased to function soon after 
being handed over to users. In 2002, the government declared the National 
Water Policy (NAWAPO 2002), under which grassroots “user groups are not 
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only responsible for operating, maintaining and sustaining the infrastructure; 
they are also responsible for planning and managing it for the entire water 
sector in Tanzania” (United Republic of Tanzania, 2006, p. 3). In 2006, the 
Water Sector Development Program (WSDP) (2006–2025) was launched, 
funded by donors with US$2.3billion. Finally, from 2010 to 2013, the first ever, 
nation-wide, digital information system was implemented by the Ministry of 
Water and Irrigation (MoWI), funded by the World Bank. 
 
The information system, known as the Water Point Mapping System (WPMS), 
aims to provide in digital form the status (functional, non-functional, needing 
repair) of all rural water points to inform district-level and national planning 
and budgeting for repairs. In 2013, it became tightly coupled to the Payment-
by-Results (PbR) pilot proposed by the Department for International 
Development (DFID). PbR is a £78million incentive to government to maintain 
and expand access to rural water points within 50 pilot districts. It pays £1,500 
to local governments “to fix broken water points instead of simply building new 
ones [with] payments made upon an independent verification of results, 
building on the existing Water Point Mapping System” (Janus & Keijzer, 2015). 
DFID’s ambition is clearly premised on the quality of WPMS data, delivered by 
district water departments around the country. The criteria for distributing 
funds to eligible district councils include “a functioning water and sanitation 
team, a credible water and sanitation plan, and report timely and accurate data 
on water points” (British High Commission Dar es Salaam, 2017) and were 
introduced on 30th January 2017 in Dodoma, the nation’s capital. 
 
However, it quickly became clear that WPMS data quality “was far worse than 
the [Government of Tanzania] GoT and donors had expected. This was an 
unexpected challenge to both GoT improving delivery of functional water 
points, and GoT and DFID monitoring outcomes to make PbR payments” (DFID, 
2015). The water point data of entire wards within a district had either not 
been captured at all in the WPMS survey, or have dubious status (Georgiadou 
et al., 2016). While district water officials know their water points more 
accurately—due to numerous formal and informal interactions with villagers 
and village officials at the district capital or in the villages—they often record 
the data on idiosyncratic paper forms (an extract is shown in Figure 7.1) that 
are intelligible only to them. Government and donors need a digital bridge to 
connect the real status of water points in villages to WPMS, in order to secure 
PbR payments for repair. 
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Figure 7.1: Extract of paper form containing water points 
 
This locally nominated and prioritized need (Pritchett et al., 2010) empirically 
triggered our study. Consultations with stakeholders led us to experiment at 
the village level with a standard phone-based ICT platform, as simple as the 
popular MPesa money transfer application, given the rising mobile phone 
penetration in Tanzania to 63 subscribers per 100 inhabitants (World Bank, 
2015).  
 
Our approach complements existing literature on mobile phone-based ICT 
platforms for solving rural water problems (Georgiadou et al., 2011; Jonoski 
et al., 2012) empirically and analytically. Several authors have discussed and 
compared such platforms for water supply (Ball et al., 2013; M. T. Hutchings 
et al., 2012; Jonoski et al., 2012). The most recent comparison by Welle et al. 
(2016) surveyed eight platforms, all aiming at water services, in three 
continents, including two failed platforms in Tanzania. However, these studies 
either explain the failure in hindsight (an autopsy of sorts) or success of a 
platform (Welle et al., 2016) or hide patterns of local variation in homogenized 
national averages of cross-national comparisons (Fox, 2015). The process, the 
“how to”, is missing. No study so far has mapped out the invisible work villagers 
and district officials do when a water point breaks down and until it is 
eventually repaired, and, how the detailed representation of this work can be 
used to decide which, if any, elements of the information flow could be 
digitized. This research addresses this gap. It asks “to what extent can 
information flows related to rural water services between the village and the 
district council be digitally transformed?” It is inspired from the “working with 
the grain” approach for development interventions (e.g. (Booth, 2012; Levy, 
2014b)).  
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7.2 Empirical Context  
This section summarizes recent developments in Tanzania and highlights 
community water projects in three villages. To preserve the anonymity of 
informants, which they explicitly requested in order to confide in us and allow 
us to observe their daily practices, we use fictitious names for the district 
(Mashujaa) and the three villages (Ufukweni, Mji Mwema, Mwembeni).  

7.2.1 Rural Water Supply in Tanzania 

NAWAPO 2002 and the Water Supply and Sanitation Act (2009) guide rural 
water services. They shift responsibility for operation and maintenance (O&M) 
of community-based water supply projects to communities, via a new village 
institution, the Community Water Supply Organization (COWSO). O&M 
involves three institutional levels: central government, district councils and 
communities (a ward, village or sub-village—known as hamlet). Central 
government coordinates, facilitates policy development and capacity building, 
and monitors performance, but in practice, it emphasizes new schemes rather 
than maintaining existing ones. For instance, it “allocates less than 6% of 
investments for rehabilitation and less than 4% for district management 
support and capacity building” (Jiménez & Pérez-Foguet, 2010, p. 241). In 
2013, the President’s “Big Results Now!” (BRN) initiative re-established the 
importance of maintenance of existing water schemes (United Republic of 
Tanzania, 2015b). However, the community is now expected to contribute 
100% of O&M costs (United Republic of Tanzania, 2013a). The district council 
is responsible for investments in rural water supply infrastructure and for 
technical support to COWSOs—i.e. access to spare parts for broken water 
points and execution of complex maintenance work. COWSOs are responsible 
for planning, constructing, financing, and managing water supply projects. 
They source funds from (i) collection of water fees from users, (ii) contributions 
from members, (iii) donations, (iv) loans and (v) financial assistance from local 
government (United Republic of Tanzania, 2009). COWSOs must keep water 
funds in bank accounts. They can request financial support from the district 
council only if they “demonstrate ability to sustain water schemes and 
willingness to pay a portion of the capital costs of the water schemes either in 
kind or cash” (United Republic of Tanzania, 2009, p. 28). 

7.2.2 Mashujaa District 

Mashujaa is one of the poorest districts in Tanzania. More than half of its 
300,000 people live below the poverty line (District Socio-Economic Profile, 
2014). Almost 80% are subsistence farmers and livestock keepers while the 
rest are petty traders and small-scale fishers in the nearby lake. Ubiquitous 
Chinese motorcycles ensure transportation to remote areas. Mobile phone 
connectivity is fairly good at the district capital but variable in the villages. The 
main sources of water are shallow wells and boreholes fitted with hand pumps 
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or motorized pumps powered by diesel or electricity. First introduced in the 
1970s, most of the rural water infrastructure is now crumbling due to old age 
and lack of maintenance. 69% of the shallow wells and 55% of the hand pumps 
are non-functional (District Socio-economic Profile, 2014). 
 
During the 1970s and early 1980s, the government provided free water largely 
through hand pumps. Between 1985 and 2000, the district received financial 
assistance from Scandinavian development partners to construct shallow and 
deep wells and introduced village bank accounts for water funds. 
Improvements were short-lived as many wells became non-functional after a 
short period of operation. District officials attribute the failure to extreme 
drought caused by climate change, lack of community ownership, and 
vandalism of water pumps and pipes by community members due to “poverty 
and ignorance” (interview with district water technician). The three village 
water institutions must cope with 28-40 years old infrastructure and a variety 
of extraction and distribution technologies (Figure 7.2). 

7.2.3 Village Water Institutions 

The Ufukweni water committee supplies water to Ufukweni, a village at the 
lakeshore, with a population of 2600. It has relatively easy access to the district 
capital throughout the year except for the rainy season. Travel to the district 
capital with public buses takes two hours. Mobile phone connectivity is 
available. The village’s piped water scheme features a virtually worn-out 
diesel-powered water pump installed in the early 1980s. The scheme provides 
water intermittently due to lack of fuel and regular breakdowns. The village 
lacked piped water during the entire fieldwork25 due to a breakdown in June 
2013 that had still not been fixed in March 2015. Most villagers get water 
directly from the lake while a few buy water (with monthly fees) from a single 
public standpipe run by a church. When water is available, the water committee 
distributes it through public standpipes and charges fees at the collection point. 
 
The COWSO of Mji Mwema, a village with 1,500 people, is considered a 
success story by neighboring villages: “We have been to Mji Mwema and learnt 
a lot. They have a very strong COWSO that penetrates down to a very low 
level—every water point has a sub-committee for detailed management. 
[They] fence their water points to protect them. People know they must 
remove their shoes when collecting water to keep hygiene’’ (Mwembeni 
COWSO chairperson). The COWSOS’s good reputation is partly due to its 
simple and easier to maintain water infrastructure—seven water points with 
hand pumps, all of which are functioning. It requires less O&M costs compared 
to diesel- or electricity-powered schemes elsewhere. Nevertheless, it took 

                                          
25 Our fieldwork began in November 2013 and ended in March 2015. 
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COWSO leaders three months to collect enough voluntary contributions to 
repair a single water pump, broken prior to our fieldwork. 
 
Daily public transport connects the village to the district capital every thirty 
minutes. Mobile phone connectivity is available but not electricity, so only those 
few citizens who use solar-powered batteries can charge mobile phones. The 
villagers’ good relations with their diaspora in big cities ensure that public fund 
allocations are channeled to the village: “In the near future we will shift to 
electricity-powered water pumps, thanks to our child who works for the 
national electricity company in Dar es Salaam. He promised us that by next 
year we should have electricity.’’ (Mji Mwema citizen). 
 
The COWSO of Mwembeni village is unique in terms of water scheme 
complexity and the extent of the catchment area. It comprises twelve 
members, eight men and four women (a chairperson, secretary, treasurer and 
nine members) and two committees—one for planning, finance, and education 
and one for technical matters and security. Two security guards and two pump 
attendants provided by the district council, support the COWSO members. The 
water scheme was built in the 1960s and is the oldest of the three. Since then, 
it has been repaired and improved many times. Between 2007 and 2009, a 
new water tank, a pump house, and five new public water points were 
constructed, that reach three more villages. The scheme is now managed as a 
ward project serving 4 villages and 11,000 people. An electric-powered water 
pump installed on a borehole pushes water to a tank 3,5km up a hill. The long 
distance results in massive electricity bills and the need for regular replacement 
of broken pumps. The pump, broken in October 2013, was fixed eighteen 
months later using funds raised from the village diaspora. The scheme’s 
complexity increases the COWSO’s dependence on the district council for 
paying electricity bills, salaries to pump attendants and purchasing spare parts. 
Mwembeni displays both urban and rural characteristics. It avails of typically 
urban facilities, a police station, primary court, health center, primary and 
secondary schools, stores and market places. It is one of 7% villages with 
access to electricity in Tanzania (International Energy Agency, 2011). 
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Figure 7.2: Summary of COWSO characteristics 

7.3 Working with the grain, concepts and methods 
Woodworkers working with the grain attend to the orientation of wood fibres 
and direct their chisel or sandpaper along these. Sanding the wood against its 
grain may scratch the wood surface and defeat the purpose of sanding in the 
first place. “Working with the grain” in development interventions (Booth, 
2012; Kelsall, 2011; Srivastava & Larizza, 2013) starts with the way things are 
on the ground, seeks incremental ways of achieving modest gains (Levy, 
2014b) and does not harm the institutional fabric of a country by bypassing 
local institutions and villagers. In this study, “working with the grain” stands 
for incrementalism and digitization efforts that can be reversed, redesigned 
and redeployed until there is a sustainable fit with the empirical setting. 
 
The basic idea is not new. James C. Scott in a speech on his famous book 
“Seeing like a State”, gives an example of how Japanese engineers “work with 
the grain” in water management. If they want to redesign a stream or small 
river,  
 

“they will live along that river for a year or two just studying the water 
movement and different rain patterns at different times of the year and 
after two years or so they will make a small intervention, a little check 
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dam, and then they’ll watch for another month or two what the water 
does around that check dam and in different circumstances, after 
heavy rainfall, in a drought. So each of their interventions is […] 
reversible” (Scott, 2008, p. 10).  

7.3.1 Concepts 
We draw on the framework of (Pritchett & Woolcock, 2004; World Bank, 2014), 
which distinguishes between discretionary and transaction-intensive elements 
in key services26 to citizens, and adapt it to micro-level tasks of decision 
making. Transaction-intensive tasks require a large number of transactions, 
involving face-to-face contacts between district officials, village water 
technicians, COWSO members, and citizens, for example a water technician 
detecting a broken water point and reporting to the COWSO secretary. 
Discretionary tasks involve decisions based on information that “is important 
but inherently imperfectly specified and incomplete, and entails extensive 
professional or informal context-specific knowledge” (Pritchett & Woolcock, 
2004). A village assembly agreeing to contribute funds for repair, or a district 
official approving a COWSO’s request for funds are discretionary tasks. 
 
Transaction-intensive tasks are easily amenable to digitization while 
discretionary tasks are not because the actor’s decisions cannot be 
mechanized. Non-discretionary and transaction-intensive tasks can easily be 
codified in computer programs (World Bank, 2016). Tasks that are neither 
discretionary nor transaction-intensive are lasting dispositions, “propensities 
to think, feel, and act in determinate ways, which then guide [people] in their 
creative responses to the constraints and solicitations of their extant milieu” 
(Wacquant, 2005, p. 316), but digitization does not apply to them. They 
include the systematic preference of villagers to meetings for distribution of 
food for hunger relief and to attending funerals rather than COWSO meetings, 
but also more general patterns of mutuality and reciprocity that pervade village 
social life and underpin the “economy of affection” in rural Tanzania (Hydén, 
1980). Figure 7.3 shows the relationship between task characteristics and 
amenability to digitization. 
 

                                          
26Key services are those for which some government action is necessary, desirable, 
and/or inevitable, e.g. improved water supply, sanitation, and health. 
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Figure 7.3: Amenability to improvement through digitization 

7.3.2 Methods 
The first author lived in Mashujaa district capital and villages for eight months—
from November 2013 to April 2014 and from February 2015 to March 2015. He 
conducted in-depth interviews in Kiswahili with eight COWSO members, four 
water technicians, six pump attendants, three security guards, three village 
chairpersons, three village executive officers and six sub-village chairpersons, 
seven district officials (including the District Water Engineer (DWE)–the highest 
ranking water official in the district and supervisor of district water 
technicians), two ward councillors (locally elected politicians) and several 
citizens. Participant observation in village assemblies and at the district council 
gave him a deeper understanding of the interactions between COWSOs and 
district council, a better appreciation of village life and the difficulties district 
officials endure when performing their duties. Informal interactions in the 
market, in canteens and on the street revealed lasting dispositions that 
interviews cannot capture. He transcribed and translated interviews and field-
notes into English, and coded and analyzed data in terms of an information 
flow and task classification. Co-authors regularly visited Mashujaa for meetings 
and participated in a formal workshop in February 2015, with ward councilors, 
district officials and COWSO leaders to deliberate on the fieldwork findings.  
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7.4 Information Flow  
We describe the main steps in the information flow between the villages and 
the district council, the sequence of tasks—mostly according to formal rules 
and procedures—and actors and time estimates. Figure 7.4 represents a 
composite information flow representative of all villages. 
 
Step I: Detecting a Water Point Breakdown 
Detection by pump attendants, or security guards or water technicians is the 
first step and affects the quality of subsequent steps. COWSOs with resident 
water technicians (more skilled than pump attendants or security guards) 
diagnose breakdowns more accurately and quickly. COWSOs often use security 
guards to curb theft of pumps and other expensive parts. In Mwembeni security 
guards may operate water pumps. In Mji Mwema they work as pump 
attendants. They collect contributions for repairs, may refuse access to non-
contributors and monitor the number of buckets per household to ensure 
equitable water access during the dry season. Security guards may be 
employed by the district council and receive a monthly salary, while pump 
attendants are volunteers receiving a fraction of collected fees as 
compensation. The pump attendant or security guard reports the problem to a 
COWSO or water committee secretary (in Ufukweni), either by mobile phone 
or face-to-face at the village market.  
 
Step II: Reporting the Breakdown to the District 
The COWSO secretary, in charge of all communications, communicates the 
breakdown by phone or face-to-face to a local water technician and requests a 
diagnosis. If a water technician is unavailable locally, the secretary writes a 
formal letter to the district council to report the problem and request for the 
district water technician to travel to the village and do the diagnosis. 
 
Step III: Diagnosing the Breakdown 
If the technician is a local man, diagnosis is swift (2-3 hours) depending on the 
severity of the breakdown. If he is unavailable, due to livelihood-sustaining 
work (e.g. fishing) or absent (e.g. due to responsibilities at the district council), 
diagnosis may take 1-2 days. Subsequently, he submits a hand-written report 
to the COWSO secretary summarizing the inspection and recommending the 
kind and cost of repair. Only in Mwembeni, where a private printing service is 
available, can he prepare a typed letter and charge the printing cost to the 
COWSO. Often “I pay for the printing. It is always good to have a printed letter, 
especially if the letter is forwarded to the district council” (District water 
technician). 
 
Diagnosis and letter writing may take between a few hours to a whole day. 
Some of the breakdowns in motorized boreholes may require the technician to 
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extract the submersible water pump from the borehole (often more than 50 
meters deep) for proper inspection, a process that requires mobilizing a 
workforce in the village or renting a tripod from the district capital. If the tripod 
is not in use in another village, it may take three days to deliver. Evidently, 
water scheme complexity (motorized boreholes) increase the dependence on 
the district council for technical (water technician) and material (tripod) 
assistance. 
 
The COWSO secretary must inform users about the outcome of the diagnosis. 
S/he issues a written public notice and posts it in popular places such as the 
market, village government office, important trees, schools, and health 
facilities. Informing water users about the changes in water supply including 
breakdowns “is an official requirement, otherwise people get information 
through word of mouth” (Mwembeni COWSO secretary). In schemes suffering 
from regular breakdowns, water users can predict not only when these will 
occur, but also the cause and spread the news by word of mouth, a major 
source of information in villages. In Ufukweni “[t]he problem of fuel has 
become so acute that we do not have to tell people the cause of intermittent 
supply of water. They would just guess that lack of water means there is no 
fuel. They are often right” (Ufukweni water committee secretary). Under such 
conditions, dishonest COWSO leaders may use chronic failures to conceal their 
own negligence. 
 
Step IV: Mobilizing Funds to Finance Repairs 
The water technician’s diagnostic report suggests a repair of the breakdown 
without or with purchase of spare parts. In the first case, the COWSO secretary 
asks him to proceed with the repair. In the second case, the secretary must 
convene a meeting of the COWSO steering committee to approve the required 
expenditure of funds and identify ways to finance the repair. Without minutes 
of the meeting to authenticate the COWSO’s request financial assistance from 
the district council and withdrawing funds from the bank is impossible. 
 
Organizing this meeting involves setting a date, inviting members and 
conducting it. The secretary writes invitation letters by hand (except in 
Mwembeni) and sends them to members’ homes, either (i) personally on foot, 
or (ii) via primary school pupils, or by (iii) hiring motorbikes. The second option 
is the preferred one. It is free and effective for scattered sub-villages. When 
letters are ready for distribution, the secretary brings them to a primary school 
teacher, who hands them over to pupils, to deliver to COWSO members. In 
Mwembeni, which includes four villages, the secretary distributes letters to four 
primary schools. He opts for motorbikes but only when the COWSO is in good 
financial shape and the meeting is urgent: “The ubiquity of motorbikes in our 
village has facilitated cheap and quick transportation of letters. However, hiring 
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motorbikes is only possible when we have funds” (COWSO secretary in 
Mwembeni). 
 
Organizing a COWSO meeting may take up to two days and even longer. The 
date should not fall on weekends, public holidays or funerals: “It is challenging 
to get enough members to record a quorum. We conduct our meetings on 
weekdays” (COWSO secretary in Mwembeni). Finally, COWSO members travel 
to the office on hired motorbikes (usually later reimbursed by COWSO). During 
the meeting, the secretary presents the diagnosis and the members debate 
which options to use for mobilizing funds: (A) own funds from collected water 
fees, (B) contributions from water users, or (C) financial assistance from the 
district council. 
 
Step IV-A: COWSOs Withdraw Funds from Bank Account 
If the COWSO has enough funds in its bank account, members approve the 
budget and decide to withdraw money. At least two signatories of the bank 
account are required as well as an authorization by the District Water Engineer 
(DWE) to make any transaction on the COWSO bank account. First, the COWSO 
secretary writes a letter to the Bank Manager requesting the withdrawal, and 
copies the DWE for authorization. At least two signatories must travel by bus 
to the district capital to deliver the letter to DWE for authorizing and then carry 
it to the Bank Manager to withdraw money from bank. Usually this process 
takes one day for preparation while in the village (writing a letter, organizing 
for bus fare) and another day for travelling to the district capital. Given the 
moderate distances between the villages and the district capital, it is possible 
to conduct all banking business in a single day. After the withdrawal, COWSO 
members hand-the-money-over to the DWE or water technician who facilitates 
the purchase of spare parts (e.g. water pump), a widely contested practice. 
District officials claim that purchasing spare parts exceeds the COWSO’s skills, 
while COWSO members view it as an opportunity for profiteering by officials. 
 
If funds are unavailable, COWSO members must consider choices (B) and (C). 
COWSOs prefer choice (B) when water schemes are low-cost (hand pumps) 
and fees are charged only for repair. Only the Mji Mwema COWSO claims to 
have collected contributions from water users to finance a breakdown. The 
other two communities always request assistance from the district council 
claiming high repair costs. District water officials are skeptical about these 
COWSOs’ choices: “Prior to [NAWAPO 2002], these two community piped-
water projects were receiving grants for operation and maintenance from the 
district council and are now dependent” (District water technician). 
 
Step IV-B: COWSOs Collect Contributions from Water Users 
If the COWSO decides to collect voluntary contributions from water users 
(often all members of the village), the secretary must ask the village 
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government to organize a public meeting and collect funds on behalf of the 
COWSO. The meeting objective is to formally present the issue to the villagers, 
determine per capita contributions, identify strategies to collect funds, set 
deadlines, and determine which villagers can be exempted. The COWSO 
secretary writes a letter to the Village or Ward Executive Officer (VEO or WEO) 
requesting a public meeting. The V(W)EO sets a date and sends invitations to 
citizens. Calling for a public meeting may take between one to several weeks 
depending on the season. The V(W)EO may hire a public relations firm to 
spread the word (only applicable to Mwembeni and Ufukweni), or write letters 
to hamlet chairpersons who then pass the information to hamlet members 
through house visits, or post invitation posters at popular village locations. 
Achieving good attendance is difficult: “we get maximum attendance when we 
call meetings for distribution of food for hunger relief; otherwise, people always 
find excuses for not attending. They will tell you that they are going to attend 
funerals, or go to worship” (Mwembeni WEO). 
 
During the public meeting, the V(W)EO presents COWSO’s case and requests 
villagers to contribute. Old (above 60 years) and disabled villagers are 
exempted from contributing. Hamlet chairpersons keep an updated list of 
exempted people; else, the public meeting itself serves to update the list. The 
chairperson reads aloud the names of household heads and the audience 
agrees or disagrees with the exemption. Then the COWSO computes and 
presents each household head’s contribution. A deadline is set for hamlet 
chairpersons or COWSO hamlet representatives to collect money, a process 
that may take between one and several months. 
 
This mode of fund mobilization is long and unpredictable. The willingness and 
ability of villagers to contribute cannot be taken for granted and depends 
largely on the season (farming or harvesting). The obligatory involvement of 
the village government in collecting contributions on COWSO’s behalf is a 
further challenge. It jeopardizes the COWSO’s autonomy and increases the 
reluctance of citizens to contribute especially when the village government has 
a poor reputation for fund management. 
 
Step IV-C: COWSOs Seek Financial Assistance from the District Council 
If the COWSO decides to seek financial assistance from the district council, the 
secretary writes a letter to the District Executive Director (DED) requesting 
funds, attaching the COWSO meeting minutes, and the signatures of all 
attendees. 
 
a) Sending a letter to District Executive Director 
The COWSO secretary travels to the district capital to deliver the letter at the 
DED’s office in person, or may ask anybody with official status (VEO/WEO, 
primary school teachers, water technicians, agricultural extension officers) 
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traveling to the district capital to deliver it on his/her behalf. The DED’s 
Registry attendant receives and routes letters to one of the several 
departments (finance, human resources, water, etc.) in the district council 
depending on content. An important artefact in routing is the “paper dossier” 
for each department. Each head of department has his/her own paper dossier 
that “moves” all department-related letters from the registry to his department 
and back. The idea is to allow easy handling of letters of similar nature. In 
practice, significant delays occur when a dossier carries two letters that involve 
different decision-making routes (personal allowances of a water official vs a 
COWSO’s request for funds). 
 
The Registry attendant first forwards the letter to the DED, who reads such 
letters only after 2:00pm and decides that the right head of department is the 
district water engineer (DWE). He returns the letter for filing and instructs the 
registry attendant to forward it to the DWE. After filing the letter in the DWE’s 
paper dossier, s/he carries it to DWE’s office, a three hundred meters stroll 
from the Registry. Given the short distance between the Registry, DED, and 
DWE, moving letters should be a straightforward matter. However, it is not. 
The speed depends on the availability of the DED (s/he may be out of town for 
business) to read the letter, on whether the DWE’s paper dossier is at the 
Registry, and not “on the move” somewhere, so that the letter can be filed in 
it. Thus:  
 

“sometimes the letter is completely lost because the registry attendant 
forgets to file the letter when the paper dossier returns to the Registry. 
Often this is not intentional, the registry is run manually and they have 
a tremendous amount of letters to deal with” (DWE). Similarly, “We 
received a call from DWE that he couldn’t find the letter that we sent 
earlier. We had to write another one” (Mwembeni COWSO secretary).  

 
DWEs do not depend on formal letters only. They often receive informal 
breakdown reports (phone calls as well as face-to-face) breakdown reports 
from district water technicians visiting village water schemes. But, their hands 
are tied until the formal letter has moved along the prescribed channels. 
 
b) Funds mobilization within the district council 
The lengthy procedure that must be followed until the funds are released to 
the COWSO bank account deserves to be described in detail.  
 
The DWE fills a request form (dokezo in Swahili, meaning “recommendation”), 
including a budget and the COWSO letter, and addresses it to the DED. The 
DWE hands the package to his/her secretary, who carries it to the District 
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Treasurer’s (DT)27 office and hands it over to the DT’s secretary. The latter 
leaves the package at the Treasurer’s desk for approval and for issuing a 
payment voucher. The Treasurer’s approval depends on the availability of 
funds allocated to the water department. If funds are available, the Treasurer 
approves and orders an accountant to prepare a payment voucher. Depending 
on the urgency and the timing of the request, the accountant may put requests 
from the water department on hold while dealing with requests from others:  
 

“One accountant deals with our water budget but he is not always 
available. The DT office frequently complains about slow internet. I 
have to follow-up constantly every fund request that we send to DT’s 
office. I need to walk to DT’s office and have a face-to-face 
conversation with the accountant requesting him to prepare the 
payment voucher. Sometimes the DT secretary helps to remind him” 
(District official, DWE’s office). 

 
Constant follow-ups and long waiting periods do not always end well. Often the 
Treasurer returns the dokezo to the DWE with the inscription: “Funds 
exhausted. See next OC [other charges – monthly disbursement of funds from 
central government]”. To this, the DWE remarked sarcastically in writing: “Who 
exhausted?” followed by a date and his signature. The DWE tried to secure a 
dedicated own accountant without success:  
 

“We have argued several times that [the accountant] should transfer 
his desk to the water office but the DT doesn’t like the idea. Because 
sometimes the DWE suspects that [the DT] has money although he 
claims the opposite. The OC [other charges] for December 2014 was 
sixty million shillings, the department only spent half of it, and the 
other half was allocated for repairing a broken pump in Ufukweni. 
When the DWE requested the remaining funds, he was told that funds 
were not available. The same happened for January’s OC. We were told 
that twelve million shillings were allocated to our department but when 
we sent the request we were told there were no funds. Can you imagine 
someone telling you that you have twelve million and the next day the 
same person tells you that you have no funds?” (District official, DWE’s 
office). 

 
If the district has funds, the DT directs an accountant to prepare a payment 
voucher. The accountant prepares and sends it back to DT for signing. The DT 
signs and gives the payment voucher to the secretary who delivers it to the 
DED for signing. As usual, DT secretary hands over the payment voucher to 
                                          
27The District Treasury Department, employs three trained accountants, who have 
several departments in their remit besides the water department, and seven supporting 
staff. 
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DED’s secretary who then puts it on DED’s desk. Depending on the availability 
of the DED, it may take up to a week for the signing process to be completed. 
Then the DED’s secretary takes it to the Treasurer’s office and hands it over to 
his/her secretary, who puts the payment voucher on the Treasurer’s desk. The 
DT assigns an accountant to write a bank check, but due to slow internet (a 
common excuse at the district council) this task causes long delays: “Usually 
it takes a week for the accountant to write the check. This is when I do frequent 
follow-ups. I have to go to DT’s office every day and if the funds are urgently 
needed, I sometimes make multiple visits in a day” (District official, DWE’s 
office). 
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Figure 7.4: Typical information flow 
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To facilitate financial transactions, including preparing checks, the district 
council uses an electronic accounting system connected via internet with the 
central government Treasury in Dar es Salaam. The district’s internet is indeed 
slow and unreliable. Nevertheless, water officials feel that accountants overuse 
slowness as an excuse:  
 

“[Accountants] always claim that the internet is slow. However, since 
we have no ability to verify whether they tell the truth, we cannot do 
anything but wait for fast internet the same way we wait for the rain. 
No one knows when fast internet will be available. But when they have 
to do their work [such as transactions related to personal allowances], 
then internet is no longer slow” (District official, DWE’s office). 

 
When the accountant has sufficient internet speed, s/he prepares a check and 
forwards to the Treasurer and then to the DED for signing. The DT secretary 
delivers the check to DED’s office and hands over to DED’s secretary. DED’s 
secretary records the check number in a logbook before forwarding it to the 
DED. When DED has signed the check, DED’s secretary updates the logbook. 
DED’s secretary then takes the check and submits it to the district cashier. The 
cashier contacts by phone the COWSO secretary, who then travels to the 
district capital to collect the check. The DED writes a letter to the COWSO 
informing them about the disbursement of funds with copy to the Ward 
Councilor, WEO or VEO. At this stage, the COWSO will have to begin the 
process of money withdrawal from the bank as described in step (IV-A). 
 
After the accountant has prepared the check, s/he detaches the payment 
voucher from the paper dossier (carrying old fund request letters). The DT 
secretary can now deliver the water-related dossier to the Registry. The 
Registry attendant attaches the newly arrived COWSO letters to it and sends 
to the DWE for the process to start again. It is worth noting that from the 
moment the DWE filed the fund request form, his paper dossier was not at the 
registry any longer. Thus, no letters arriving at the Registry for water matters 
could be “moved” to the water department, creating a huge backlog! When the 
district has no funds whatsoever for rural water schemes, the funds 
mobilization becomes entirely unpredictable. COWSOs are told to wait for the 
next OC which can be several months later. 
 
Step V: Purchase of Spare Parts 
Upon receiving money from COWSO members, water technicians begin the 
purchasing process. Since the district capital is a small town, technicians insist 
they must travel to the region’s capital or to Dar es Salaam or Nairobi to consult 
with pump distributors:  
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“We took with us all technical drawings of the whole water scheme. 
Having experienced regular problems with other brands, we wanted to 
get a long-term solution and opted for brand change. We needed 
expert advice on the type of pump we had to buy” (Water technician, 
DWE’s office).  

 
Travelling long distances, on COWSO’s account, causes friction. Although 
COWSOs are responsible for such purchases, in practice the process is still 
dominated by district water technicians: “Currently the [COWSO] is doing all 
the purchases [for] small things. For large spare parts, it is the responsibility 
of the district council” (Water technician, DWE’s office). COWSOs incur all the 
costs, including travel costs for officials (fare, meals, accommodation and 
allowances):  
 
“The district council sent the water project manager to Nairobi and his daily 
travel allowances and hotel costs were borne by us. They said it was cheaper 
to buy the pump in Nairobi. We were not convinced. Since we are on the 
receiving end, we had nothing to do but wait for the pump. Our main interest 
is to see people get water and not politics involved in between” (COWSO 
treasurer). 
 
Step VI: Fixing the Water Pump 
Upon return from the big city and the arrival of spare parts at the district 
council, the water technician travels to the village to fix the pump, a process 
that may take two or three days. The COWSO must inform citizens that the 
water pump is about to be fixed although this is hardly necessary. The 
technician’s arrival in the village spreads quickly by word of mouth. As soon as 
he arrives, villagers start following closely the progress and outcomes of the 
fixing process. 

7.5 Discussion 
Tackling the longest delay in the information flow (Step IV-C: COWSOs seek 
financial assistance from the district council) matches the Payment-by-Results 
opportunity, but assumes that the district can deliver digital water point data, 
compatible with the WPMS. Could a COWSO member, using a simple mobile 
phone-based ICT platform, provide this data to the district? 
 
Conceptualizing Micro-tasks in the Information Flow 
From the district council’s point of view, micro-tasks in steps I to VI (Annex) 
of the information flow are transaction-intensive and/or discretionary. Micro-
tasks, not handled within village institutions, are transaction-intensive, 
because district officials must deal frequently and face-to-face with a large 
number of village officials in over hundred villages in the district. Only the 
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tasks’ level (low, medium, high) of discretion needs to be refined, for which 
three factors are relevant (Figure 7.5): 
 
Variety of decision choices determines the level of discretion. It is low when 
choices are fixed and predetermined, medium when choices are fixed and 
undetermined, and high when choices vary significantly from one decision to 
the next. The level of technical skills and experience required to conduct a task 
and decide which village’s needs to prioritize affects discretion. A high level of 
prior experience and understanding of the job at hand is required to repair a 
complex breakdown and to prioritize a village. Finally, discretion increases with 
the district officials’ bureaucratic status (e.g. only the DWE can approve 
COWSO’s request for funds). 
 

 
Figure 7.5: Levels of discretion 
 
Internal Functioning of Village and District Institutions and Related 
Tasks 
All tasks unfolding within local (COWSO and village government) and district 
institutions are infused with an incredible amount of rules and procedures, 
mostly formal, but also informal (mobilizing funds from the village diaspora). 
While some procedures may appear absurd to an outsider, they reflect a deeply 
embedded bureaucratic culture that is difficult and even counterproductive to 
dislodge with technological means. Why? It is an old saw of information system 
design that “the less of its user’s behaviour a system encodes, the less 
functionality it can provide […] the more behaviour is encoded […] the more 
technologies may come to prescribe human activities” (Suchman, 1995, p. 59). 
Tanzanian villagers, on the one hand, have a well-documented, uncanny ability 
to covertly resist prescriptions, especially when these originate from the state 
(Hydén, 1980), and to effectively evade the state, a lasting disposition that 
arguably contributes to political stability in Tanzania (Mulqueen, 2009). The 
villagers’ covert resistance is not surprising if we bear in mind that the 
“institutional order in Tanzania and its colonial and postcolonial legacy never 
really demonstrated their superiority in providing justice and prosperity” to 
citizens (Rottenburg, 2009, p. 141). District water officials, on the other hand, 
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find the increasing pressure from the ministry to report rural water-related 
information upwards in various formats excessive:  
 

“I am overburdened by the information collection roles and reporting 
to higher levels which derail me from focusing on other responsibilities. 
[…] BRN introduced new reporting and information collection formats 
that are confusing and impossible to handle especially when internet 
services are poorly available” (District Water Technician). 

 
As Pritchett et al. (2010) argue, any additional “premature load bearing”, or 
pressure on district water officials, based on unrealistic expectations about the 
improvement of district capacity with digitization, may lead to stress and a 
weakening or total collapse of capacity. A flexible standards approach to create 
a modular hierarchy of national, district and village-level water point datasets 
to release tensions between standardization, required by the Ministry and 
donors, and localization favored by the district, and accompanied by intensive 
capacity building would be worth trying (Braa & Hedberg, 2002). 
 
Tasks in steps IV-A, IV-B and IV-C include a mix of all three levels of discretion-
low, medium (attendance to meetings, travelling to carry letters to the district 
council and withdrawing funds from the bank) and high (approval of the 
COWSO steering committee to request funds from the DED or the district 
treasurer). However, while non-discretionary tasks might seem to be easy 
candidates for digitization, expediting some of them with technology, before 
new, comprehensive rules and procedures are agreed by all concerned, is not 
advisable, as they might conflict with the others. 
 
ICT Platform as Gateway between village and district institutions 
Only three tasks in steps I and II are easily amenable to digitization (Figure 
7.7). In light of the Payment-by-Results program, we generalized these into a 
single task “COWSO member regularly (not only when broken) reports the 
status of water points to the district” and developed a mobile-phone based ICT 
platform. Stakeholders see value in the platform for different reasons. Senior 
district officials could “get up-to-date and correct data across all departments 
in the district”. Water officials felt it would exonerate them from accusations of 
corruption and help them identify villages with acute problems. Ward 
councillors saw it as a tool to keep them informed of their voters’ concerns, 
while COWSOs saw is a time and transport-costs-saver. Nevertheless, they 
disagree on “who should receive the reports?” Senior district officials insist that 
only “the planning department which is coordinating all planning activities and 
statistics of the district should receive reports” and are weary to share this 
information with councillors: “The way I see it, this is a working tool for the 
district water department. Councillors are outside this tool. This is a working 
tool for professionals” (Senior district official). They also disagree on “Who 
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should report?” Few villages have COWSOs in Mashujaa, while most have 
village executive officers, who are trusted by the district as fellow bureaucrats, 
but not by the COWSOs and ordinary citizens, given their reputation of 
questionable management of village funds. Additional digital tools, such as 
dedicated dashboards for village/ward executive officers and councillors may 
resolve these tensions without compromising the transparency of water point 
information to all stakeholders. Ideally, the Ministry would facilitate district-
village interactions and further incremental digitization with financial support 
from the donors, in the medium term. It would also mediate between district 
and village to identify appropriate reporters, beyond COWSO members, in the 
short term. 
 
Finally, tasks outside village and district institutions include those in step III 
(diagnosis) that require the physical presence of skilled individuals at the 
village and can be transformed by building the capacity of COWSOs to repair 
broken water points without depending on the district council. Tasks in steps 
V (Purchase of spare part) and VI (Fixing) may be amenable to digital 
transformation. Information about breakdowns available transparently and in 
a timely fashion may provide external market parties with the opportunity to 
stockpile spare parts efficiently and dispatch technicians to the right locations. 
A social enterprise could probably provide this service under a business model 
that would benefit a network of warehouses and technicians down to village 
level. Figure 7.6 summarizes the amenability to digitization of steps and tasks 
in Figure 7.7. 
 

 
Figure 7.6: Amenability to digitization 
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Mwembeni and other communities are now experimenting with a social 
enterprise, a hybrid water governance model that combines elements of 
government, community and private sector management. 

7.6 Conclusion 
This study’s qualitative portrait of rural water supply reveals the amount of 
invisible work around access to rural water. It draws attention to aspects of 
village-district interactions that go unnoticed by the Ministry and donors in 
distant Dar es Salaam. It exposes lasting dispositions that may hold villagers 
captive (reluctance to participate in water meetings), exhibits villagers’ 
resourcefulness (mobilizing their diaspora for funding repairs), helps re-
articulate taken-for-granted assumptions (regarding profiteering district 
officials), and shows where opportunities emerge for improvement. In this 
sense, it empowers villagers, regarded as passive “policy endurers” as well as 
district officials, regarded as lacking a “monitoring and reporting culture” 
(Therkildsen, 1988). 
 
“Working with the grain” does not interfere with the internal functioning of 
village institutions and the district council. But, it renders visible formal rules 
and procedures within local and district institutions that could be simplified, 
without disrupting the bureaucratic culture and social fabric in villages. 
“Rehabilitated” rules and procedures, may help access new funding 
opportunities, such as Payment-for-Results, and eventually lead to 
rehabilitated rural water points. Positioning an ICT platform as a possible 
village-district gateway presumes a willingness to deploy a platform, learn how 
it can be (ab)used, and redesign it, until a sustainable fit is accomplished. A 
digital incrementalism of small, reversible changes, sceptical of ICTs that 
bypass local institutions (Fung et al., 2013), may generate clumsy solutions to 
rural water services, but an elegant failure becomes less probable. 
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Figure 7.7: Steps and tasks in the information flow 
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Introduction 
This epilogue summarizes my findings of a study of a community-based 
management model for rural water supply that succeeded because it “worked 
with the grain” of existing informal and socially-embedded institutions. The 
empirical setting comprises two districts—Hai and Siha—located on the western 
slopes of mountain Kilimanjaro in the north of Tanzania. I was encouraged by 
water and sanitation experts in Dar es Salaam to study the water supply in 
these two districts after I presented to them my rather pessimistic findings in 
Mashujaa in January 2015. Understanding how community-managed 
institutions are formed, operate and survive is crucial given the increasing 
interest in making citizens take more responsibility of the water projects. 

8.1 Community-managed rural water supply – still 
the leading paradigm? 

Community-managed water supply has become the prevalent response to lack 
of sustainable access to water in rural areas of developing countries (P. 
Hutchings et al., 2015). Introduced in the early 1980s, the approach replaced 
government-provided water supply that had largely failed to improve water 
service delivery in many developing countries. Community-managed water 
supply appeals to principles of demand-responsive service delivery, community 
involvement, cost recovery and ownership. It is believed to improve the 
management, operation and maintenance of rural water projects and reduce 
the high rates of non-use, breakdown, and misuse that have plagued water 
supply projects in developing countries.  
 
In Tanzania, community-managed rural water supply was officially introduced 
in the National Water Policy of 1991 to increase citizens’ access to safe and 
clean water in rural areas. Governments, donors, researchers and development 
practitioners endorsed the community model enthusiastically. In 2002 the 
country adopted community-managed water supply for rural water projects to 
enhance efficiency and effectiveness. The policy gives citizens full responsibility 
for the design, construction, operation and maintenance of rural water projects 
(United Republic of Tanzania, 2002b). Still, nearly half of rural water points are 
not functional (United republic of Tanzania, 2013c) and about 20% of newly 
constructed water points become non-functional within one year (Welle & 
Williams, 2014). Currently, around 70 per cent of 44 million Tanzanians live in 
rural areas, while the population increases by 1.2 million people every year, 
one of the fastest growth rates in the world (UNDP, 2014). What is more, an 
increasing number of Tanzanians in rural areas are compelled to resort to 
traditional, unimproved water sources (ponds and streams), thereby 
endangering their health and well-being (UNICEF/WHO, 2015a). As we have 
seen in Chapters 6 and 7, community management is not producing the 
anticipated results in Mashujaa, and in several equally poor districts in 
Tanzania. The latest reported percentage of functional water points in 
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Mashujaa district is 35 percent while Hai and Siha districts have a water point 
functionality of around 90 percent. 

8.2 Critiques to community management of rural 
water supply – working with the grain 

Scholars and development practitioners are expressing their concerns 
regarding the effectiveness of the model and note that building upon grassroots 
institutions as a way forward to improve rural water supply, e.g. Sun et al. 
(2010). Ellie Chowns’ PhD research in Malawi is a case in point (Chowns, 2014). 
Malawi faces problems with the leading paradigm of community-managed 
water supply that are very similar to Tanzania’s rural water woes. Chown’s 
(2015) study of community-managed water supply in four districts of Malawi 
shows that both technical and financial performance under community 
management is weak. The maintenance of rural water points is rarely done, 
repairs are slow and sub-standard, and water user committees (the Malawian 
version of COWSOs) are unable to collect and save funds. She argues 
convincingly that “community management has ‘worked’ for the state (and 
donors) as a means of offloading responsibility for public service provision” (p. 
263) and not for water users for whom community management is the least 
preferred management option. Chowns (2015) concludes that “community 
management endures […] because it enables [the state and donors] to 
abdicate long-term responsibility for service provision” (p. 272). The 
usefulness of the community management model to these actors was evident 
throughout my fieldwork in Tanzania. Water officials at central and district 
levels explain the problems in Tanzanian rural water supply sector by blaming 
the “lack of local ownership” by the communities, the apathy and lack of agency 
of rural citizens or their ignorance of their formal roles responsibilities (See 
Chapter 6). Similarly to Chowns’ findings in Malawi, the preferred solution for 
the Ministry of Water to the “lack of local ownership” problem in rural Tanzania 
is more training so that rural citizens can “fulfil their responsibilities” under 
community management. This is unfortunate because for those on the ground, 
such as district staff the core problem is lack of funding for their support and 
supervision functions while users highlight problems such as frequent 
breakdowns, long repair times and unaffordable costs. Whoever frames the 
problem, frames the solution. 
 
However, a wholesale rejection of the community-based management model 
is counter-productive. “Working with the grain” of existing informal, socially-
embedded institutions (Kelsall, 2008; Levy, 2014b) may have potential as an 
alternative framework. For instance, in Mashujaa, the Elderly-men for 
Development Association of Mwembeni (EDAM) and the Mwembeni diaspora 
(See Chapter 6) could be harnessed more sustainably to improve water point 
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management or incentives could be considered to increase the political salience 
of water supply beyond election periods (Chowns, 2015). 

8.3 The grain of community management in rural 
water supply in Kilimanjaro 

In his inaugural contribution to the Africa Power and Politics Program (APPP), 
Kelsall (2008) asked “what might African development with the grain look 
like?” He argued that informal African institutions in which mutual 
accountability is strong can provide clues as to the shape of development with 
the grain. These institutions include the extended African family and ethnic 
groupings (tribes) which place a high value on celebrating basic life-cycle 
rituals, such as births, initiations, marriages, and deaths, mutual financial help 
and the resolution of conflicts within the extended family or tribe and not by 
appealing to formal state agencies. Other effective institutions are churches 
and mosques which enjoy so much popular support that they are often 
financially self-sustaining. They are heavily involved in providing local 
education, water, and health, services, whose quality surpasses those provided 
by the state. In sum, “many Africans do not first and foremost think of 
themselves as individuals; they think of themselves as members of limited 
extended families (extended families that may extend before birth and after 
death). Beyond that they identify, in concentric circles of weakening moral 
obligation, with wider extended families, clans, ethnic groups, and only then, 
if at all, with the nation state.” (p. 18, emphasis added). In general, the rules 
and procedures of Western institutions sit ill with African traditions. 
 
Inspired by Kelsall’s “working with the grain” approach, I followed the advice 
of the water and sanitation experts in Dar es Salaam. I set out in the spring of 
2015 to understand how community-managed institutions are formed, 
operate, survive, and even flourish, in Kilimanjaro. I felt that such a study is 
crucial given the increasing interest in making citizens to take responsibility of 
the water projects. 

8.3.1 Empirical setting and methods 

The Hai and Siha Districts on the western slopes of mountain Kilimanjaro 
belong administratively to the Kilimanjaro region, which comprises a total of 
seven districts. Hai and Siha have populations of 210,533 and 116,313 
respectively (National Bureau of Statistics, 2013). Their capitals are the small 
towns of Bomang’ombe and Sanya Juu in Hai and Siha respectively. Chama 
cha Maendeleo (CHADEMA), the main opposition party, has a majority in both 
districts, with two members of parliament coming from the same party. The 
Chagga and the Maasai are the dominant tribes. They practice mixed farming, 
growing mainly coffee and bananas, but also maize, beans, finger millet, peas, 
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sweet potatoes and yams. Zero grazing is predominant in the coffee and 
banana belt whereas open grazing is common in the lower plains. 
 
The water projects in the two districts date back to the early 1990s when a few 
community members from Hai organized themselves through the Evangelical 
Lutheran Church of Tanzania Northern Diocese (ELCT-ND) and initiated the 
first community water project at Uroki village and its neighbouring villages. To 
secure funding, the Church wrote a project proposal and presented it 
successfully to their sister Lutheran Church in Germany. Since then the 
projects have expanded continuously both in terms of water infrastructure and 
served population. The Steering Committee of the first project comprised the 
Kilimanjaro Regional Commissioner (chair) and the Bishop of the Evangelical 
Lutheran church in Tanzania – Northern Diocese, Dr. Erasto N. Kweka (co-
chair). The Steering Committee Secretary was the District water Engineer for 
Hai. Other committee members were representatives of central Government, 
Hai district authorities and religious institutions in the project area. 
 
In the Spring of 2015, I conducted in-depth interviews with eleven citizens, 
eight Village Water Committee (VWC) members, six technical staff of two rural 
water projects—Uroki-Bomang’ombe and Lawate-Fuka—and two district 
officials in both districts to understand how citizens access water service and 
their involvement in the design, construction and management of community 
water projects. I interviewed two officials of the Water Service Facility (WSF), 
an independent organization providing technical and advisory support to 
community water projects, to understand day-to-day operations in dealing with 
representatives of community water projects as well as government officials in 
Hai and Siha districts. 
 
I accompanied district officials and facilitators from the Water Service Facility 
to observe the election of water committee members in two villages (Kishisha 
and Mae) as well as the election of ward representatives to the Board of 
Trustees for Lyamungo-Umbwe Water Trust. During these elections, I captured 
how citizens in practice define the criteria for selecting village water 
committees and water boards, the “best suited” people for representing their 
interests in monitoring rural water supply. I observed how facilitators 
communicate with citizens on the objectives of the elections, water committees 
and the board of trustees. Lastly, I observed the way district officials oversee 
and support citizens to actually elect their representatives. 

8.3.2 Informal institutions for water management in Kilimanjaro 

The two prevalent informal institutions in Kilimanjaro are the Chagga tribe 
(including the Chagga diaspora) and the Evangelical Lutheran Church. 
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The Chagga people have evolved over some five centuries a singularly 
homogenous culture, without ever achieving a political unity (Werner, 1924, p. 
363).  
 

“The Chagga are one of the most highly educated people in Tanzania, 
with over 80 percent literacy in the 1980s. During the colonial period, 
Chagga welcomed missionaries and the majority of them are Christian. 
[…] As the most educated population of Tanzania, they exercise a great 
deal of influence in economics and politics and have the highest 
number of people in government, education, and the arts.” (Shoup, 
2011, p. 69). 

 
The Chagga are famous for their successful community water system 
management (Grove, 1993). Sir Harry Johnston, who led an expedition to 
Kilimanjaro in the early 1880's, “reported that there was scarcely a ridge 
without its own irrigation channel. He marveled at the skill with which the 
Chagga used tiny channels to irrigate the terraced hillsides and the time spent 
in turning the soil, manuring it with ashes and raking it with wooden hoe” 
(Grove, 1993, p. 431). The Chagga have successfully managed traditional 
irrigation furrows on the slopes of Mount Kilimanjaro in order to cultivate coffee 
and bananas among other crops throughout the year and thereby withstand 
drought. Furrow management is intimately linked to agricultural development 
and increased food security in the region. While irrigation furrows have become 
less dominant due to the shift to piped water supply, the history and experience 
in community-based furrow and water management has created a tradition of 
community participation and self-help (Döring et al., 2007). “The successes in 
managing traditional furrows did not come overnight. Our ancestors 
experienced a lot of water use conflicts. The Chagga tribe’s collective action 
was not by design, but a realization that conflicts caused by water use could 
only be solved by working together for the benefit of all people,” clarifies an 
old man in Uroki village. These long-practiced behavioural attitude created a 
solid foundation for the involvement of citizens in the design, implementation 
and management of rural water supply in Hai and Siha districts. Another long-
standing tradition of the Chagga tribe is sanctioning those who abuse irrigation 
furrows:  
 

“For minor offenses, such as washing in a furrow, the culprit is warned 
informally by a neighbour or more publicly at a ten-cell meeting. […] 
If the offense is repeated the neighbours can decide on a punishment 
such as cleaning the furrow or brewing banana beer for them all. More 
serious cases were dealt with by the village council. […] … urinating in 
a furrow would be punished by the elders slaughtering a cow belonging 
to the offender and cooking and eating it where it had been killed” 
(Grove, 1993, p. 440). 
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The Kilimanjaro region is a strong hold of Christianity. “When the Gospel 
message was brought for the first time to the Chagga people of Moshi in 1880s, 
it was received with enthusiasm to the extent that the people of Moshi were 
nicknamed by the non-Chagga as the community of “Yesu, Maria na Yosefu” 
meaning the community of Jesus, Mary and Joseph” (Mafikiri, 2010, p. 2). In 
1952, during the first anniversary of Thomas Marealle’s election as the “Mangi 
Mkuu”, “The Paramount Chief” of Chagga, Bender (2013) writes that “the 
celebration started with prayer services held at the Catholic and Lutheran 
churches, followed by a ceremony attended by major local dignitaries.” (p. 
199). Seeking God’s blessings in public functions is long-established among 
the Chagga people. Most official activities are preceded by prayers. For 
instance, the election of Water Boards (which were attended by district officials 
and facilitators from the WSF) in the two villages I visited began with prayers 
by the pastors. 
 
Some of the Chagga chiefdoms benefited from the invasion of the German 
colonialists. Chagga chiefdoms were implicated in frequent wars and rivalry 
fuelled by a struggle for power and natural resources. To access ammunition, 
some Chagga chiefs tactically allied themselves with colonialists to fight other 
Chagga adversarial chiefdoms. In 1891, Winsmann, a German colonialist, 
invaded Kibosho with 300 soldiers and 400 auxiliaries supplied by Rindi, the 
chief of Machame (Iliffe, 1979, p. 100). The influence and impact of the 
Evangelical Lutheran Church in Tanzania (ELCT) extends beyond the Chagga 
and includes almost the whole country. Upon Tanzania’s independence in 1961, 
some of the country’s leaders claimed that the Evangelical Lutheran Church 
“had made an important contribution in preparing the people of Tanganyika for 
its independence” (Ludwig, 1999, p. 41).  
 
At the time of first project implementation, Bishop Erasto Kweka was heading 
the Northern Diocese of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Tanzania. Common 
citizens, politicians, government officials as well as influential people within 
and outside the region revere Bishop Erasto Kweka (now retired) for his 
instrumental role in securing funds from the German Lutheran Church and for 
successfully implementing the first water project. Bishop Kweka is still 
considered to be one of the important religious leaders in the region. 
Unfortunately, my attempts to meet him were not successful. “He is very old 
but has a very tight schedule. Many people visit his home for interviews or 
seeking advice,” explained the head of WSF.  
 
The Chagga diaspora plays an important role in water supply in Hai and Siha 
districts, but indirectly, by facilitating their parents and relatives financially to 
acquire a house water connection: “I just wanted to relieve my mother from 
the burden of carrying a bucket of water from the public water point a few 
meters from home. I am happy that my mother can access water at her own 
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homestead” (Citizen, Hai district). Likewise, the Chagga diaspora supports 
their parents and relatives in paying their water bills. An interview with the 
accountant for Bomang’ombe Water Board revealed that they receive lump-
sum advance payments from people living in urban centres on behalf of their 
parents or relatives in the villages. 

8.4 Community rural water projects in Hai and Siha 
districts 

Water supply in Hai and Siha has changed over the years in terms of modality 
and scale. In the early days, water was distributed through stand pipes only. 
After the first water project was completed, most citizens accessed water 
through public stand pipes. Only a few had house connections. Currently, the 
majority accesses water through house connections, due to the expansion of 
the original projects and advancements in housing styles (indoor western 
cisterns and bathrooms) and citizens’ increased capacity to finance house 
water connections. Thus, most public stand pipes have become commercially 
non-viable and are being closed down. The scale of the water distribution 
network has increased significantly since the 1990s. In 2013 alone, the 
distribution network for Uroki-Bomang’ombe and Lawate-Fuka Water Boards 
increased by 122km and 12.75km respectively. The first project has now 
expanded both in terms of infrastructure and served population. The water 
projects of Hai, Siha and part of Moshi rural districts are estimated to serve a 
population of about four hundred thousand people. The Water Service Facility 
reports that the current water supply coverage in Hai and Siha districts is 92%, 
one of the highest in the country, while the national average water coverage 
is estimated at 45% (source).  
 
Currently the water projects have expanded such that they also serve small 
towns such as Bomang’ombe and Sanya juu, the administrative capitals for Hai 
and Siha districts respectively, as well as Kilimanjaro International Airport and 
its surroundings. 

8.4.1 Formal management institutions 

Each water project is managed by the following formal institutions: 
The Board of Trustees (BoT) is the supreme decision making body entrusted 
with planning and policy making functions. It is responsible for directing, 
managing and supervising the management team that carries out the day-to-
day functions of the water trust. The Board of Trustees is formed by 
representatives of village water committees from the project area, and the 
District Water Engineer (DWE). A pamphlet on the role and responsibilities of 
the BoTs reads “board of trustees has been chosen on the principles of trust; 
members of the board of trustees are entrusted to sustain, safeguard, operate 
and maintain the water project on behalf of the stakeholders or beneficiaries” 
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(Water Service Facility, 2014). BoTs appoint and employ the Management 
Team and own all water project properties on behalf of the Government of 
Tanzania. The BoTs meet at least three times a year. The first Board of Trustees 
was formed in 1996 for the Uroki-Bomang’ombe Water Trust. 
 
The Constitution of the Board of Trustees for each Water Trust spells out the 
conditions for membership in the form of a list of nine conditions stated in 
prohibitive form. For instance, the Constitution states that “nobody will be 
elected as a member of the board of trustees, if…” (Board of Trustees 
Constitution, 2014), i) s/he is not above 30 years, ii) s/he did not finish form 
four (ordinary secondary education), iii) s/he is not a resident in the project 
area, and iv) is a village chairperson in the project area. The conditions limit 
politicians and poor performing members in previous boards from becoming 
members. Citizens with full time “salaried” employment are not eligible to 
become members of the board of trustees. Common examples of such 
employees in the villages are public employees, such as teachers, health 
workers and village executive officers. 
 
During elections of board members, candidates must state their age, 
education, occupation and residence. And if they forget to mention one of the 
four conditions, the audience reminds them and demands such information. 
One of the Water Service Facility staff justifies the need for setting high 
demands on these conditions, particularly on education: 
 

“Education is a very important aspect for the board members, 
especially the chairperson. Given that most of the managers are 
graduates, you need a board chairperson who can narrow the 
education gap. You need someone who can understand the language 
of graduates [managers] as well as a person who is able to scrutinize 
them” (Facilitator, WSF). 

 
In practice, these conditions are not always easy to implement. For instance, 
the district council had to nullify the election of a member of board of trustees 
on grounds that he did not have the required education qualifications – a form 
four education. It appeared that this individual had secondary education, but 
was a dropout (dropped at form two, halfway before graduation). The district 
council’s justification for nullifying the results was fear to set a bad precedent: 
 

“I am not sure who made these guidelines, however, I believe they 
were made in good faith. I am not worried about that, my only concern 
is that we should abide by the guidelines. If we feel that we set very 
high requirements, we should resolve this in the next elections. If we 
do this now, then we shall be in trouble. My worry is that if we lower 
the requirements just for this guy [election winner], then we should 
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expect to receive letters from other contestants from other villagers 
complaining about double standards. I suggest we nullify his 
membership to the board of trustees” (District Official, Siha). 

 
While the constitution does not talk about equal representation of women in 
the board of trustees, there are efforts to increase it. The water boards have 
realized that existing conditions for membership requiring board members to 
be elected from chairpersons of village water committees disfavours the 
women. As a result, all board members for the Uroki-Bomang’ombe Water 
Supply Trust are men. “It is not our desire not to have a woman in the board, 
however, there was no female chairperson of a village water committee” says 
the Manager, Uroki-Bomang’ombe Water Supply Trust. 
 
All Water Boards have their own buildings as main offices housing the 
management team and equipment, such as spare parts. Water Boards also 
have sub-offices located in villages. No permanent staff is working at the sub-
offices, however, staff from the main offices use these offices when they travel 
to and work in the villages. The sub-offices were built in order to bring the 
project staff closer to citizens and are currently used for bill payment purposes 
on selected days of the week. 
 
The Management Team (MT) consists of professionals carrying out the day-to-
day operation and maintenance of the Water Trusts. The MT is headed by the 
Manager, who often has an engineering background. Other staff in the MT 
include an accountant and cashier, a chief of technical staff and water 
technicians, as well as supporting staff such as office attendants, security 
guards and janitors. All the MT staff draw regular salaries from the water trusts 
i.e. from collection fees. 
 
The Village Water Committee (VWC) has ten members from each village within 
the project. Chairpersons of the Village Water Committees automatically 
become members of the Board of Trustees. Given the growing number of 
villages within a project, which makes a board of trustees to have many 
members, the selection of water boards is going to change. “It has become too 
expensive to run these water boards, particularly in financing their meetings” 
says the Manager for Lawate-Fuka Water Trust. 
 
The Village Water Committee oversees the quality of water supply in the village 
and ensures the timely payment of water fees. “Every month we receive a list 
of users who have not paid their bills and we visit them so that they tell us why 
and when they are going to pay the bills” says one of the village water 
committees at Soni village, Uroki-Bomang’ombe Water Trust.  
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Formal conditions of membership to the VWC are provided in the constitutions 
of water trusts. Similar to the membership conditions for the Board of Trustees, 
commonly mentioned qualifications include age, education, residence and 
occupation. Any citizen who is above 18 years is eligible to be a member of the 
VWC, but cannot be elected as chairperson unless s/he is above 30 years. 
Speaking before the village, a WSF election facilitator defended the age limit 
for chairpersons, thus: “For the chairperson, we need someone who is above 
30 years. It was 40 years but we reduced it to 30. At 30 years, you are settled. 
We don’t need people who are searching for green pastures, people who will 
migrate to other places in search for opportunities” (Election facilitator, WSF). 
The importance of having educated water committee members is emphasized. 
During the election of water committee members in Kishisha village, the 
facilitator defended the education requirements of the candidates citing that  
 

“the advantage of having an educated chairperson is an effective 
representation at the Water Board of Trustees. The educated ones are 
very tricky nowadays, they write things in English. When a board 
member says ‘let us go to page 2’, then he or she should be able to 
understand and follow through. So if you have an educated person, 
then use him/her” (Election Facilitator, WSF). 

 
While the Constitution of the Water Trusts does not distinguish between the 
qualifications of male and female members of the water committees, there is 
some leniency when electing female members, because it is difficult to find 
female candidates who meet the rigorous education qualifications set in the 
constitution. And if they exist, they are likely to have many other posts, which 
makes it difficult for them to accept additional roles, as water committee 
members. 
 
While water committee members work on a voluntary basis, they are paid 
allowances when attending meetings. The sitting allowance is a form of 
incentive for water committee members. Given that most of the 
communication and decision making is done through face-to-face meetings, 
sitting allowances play an important role in day-to-day operation of village 
water committee members:  
 

“There is huge and easy money there [Uroki-Bomangombe water trust 
(UBWT)]. If I organize a meeting at the village and submit the minutes 
at the office, I will get a hundred and twenty thousand shillings within 
ten minutes… I would say less than five minutes. They treat us [water 
committee members] very well, they don’t want us to make any 
complaints” (VWC member, Uroki village). 
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Water Point Agents (WPAs) run public stand pipes, sell water to users and 
receive a commission resulting from fee collections. Water Point Agents are 
paid a commission against revenue collection which ranges between 10% – 
20% of the total revenue collected. 
 
The District Council is involved (the state) in the water projects in Hai and Siha 
districts in two ways: i) in the design and implementation of the project, and 
ii) in post-construction of the projects. During the design and implementation 
of the project, particularly in Hai, the district council provided land for the water 
projects (WSF offices are located in public land). In addition, regional 
government was involved in the Steering Committee, formed to execute the 
first water project. The state has been instrumental in resolving conflicts and 
enforcing regulations. “The government helps us in enforcing rules and 
regulations. In most cases, the government helps us to deal with citizens who 
bring us problems. For instance, the government has been very instrumental 
in dealing with theft cases, resolving land conflicts, reluctance to contribute or 
pay water fees” remarks the head of WSF. 
 
The Water Service Facility (WSF) supports and sustains Water Trusts. The WSF 
is a legally established organization under the Hai and Siha Districts Councils 
and cooperates with the independent existing water supply trusts as a non-
profit professional service provider facility. The vision of the Water Service 
Facility is “to make sure that the water supply trusts established during the 
project implementation are sustainable and can meet the requirement of 
supplying clean and safe drinking water to the targeted beneficiaries 
efficiently”. The Water Service facility is run by a small team of full time 
professionals who provide technical and commercial support to the Water 
Trusts. In addition, WSF has a network of associates who work on short-term 
contractual basis when need arises. The WSF is headed by a manager 
supported by two departments i.e. technical and commercial departments. The 
Constitutions of all Water Trusts recognize the Water Service Facility as the 
provider of technical and advisory support: “We have a special arrangement 
with most manufacturers in Germany. We buy spare parts from them and we 
sell them to water trusts. WSF is exempted from paying taxes and thus we sell 
our spare parts at affordable prices. However, often prices are higher than the 
prices from local shops that sell poor quality spares imported from Asia” (WSF 
Official, Bomango’ombe). 
 
The WSF is a unique organisation in the entire country. The Government of 
Tanzania is making strides to create similar institutions, called “Centres of 
Excellence”, to address operation and maintenance of rural water projects in 
all Tanzanian districts. The Tanzania Big Results Now! Road Map - National Key 
Result Area Water 2013/14 - 2015/16, mentioned the creation of “Centres of 
Excellence” at district level in order to improve technical aspects of rural water 
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supply (United Republic of Tanzania, 2013a). However, the initiative is yet to 
become operational.  
 
The Water Service Facility (WSF) depends much on the willingness of the Water 
Trusts to seek its services. Each Water Trust has signed a memorandum of 
understanding (MOU) with the WSF, which describes the terms and details of 
the partnership, including the obligation of the Trust to seek services from the 
WSF. The prices for service charged by the WSF are often higher than those 
from local private service providers, because the WSF orders high-quality spare 
parts from Germany. On rare occasions, water trust members have tried to 
buy spare parts from local private distributors, reportedly lured by personal 
benefit. 

8.4.2 Performance of the Water Trusts 

The commitment of the Water Trusts in Hai and Siha districts to fulfil customer 
demands is evident in the mission of the Uroki-Bomang’ombe Water Trust 
(UBWS): “To supply clean and safe drinking water, twenty four hours in a day, 
three hundred and sixty five days in a year, for at least next fifty years at 
affordable costs” (Constitution, Uroki-Bomang’ombe Water Trust). The mission 
statement includes aspects of affordability, convenience, quality and reliability. 
The supply of water on 24/7 basis is true only for house connections. Public 
stand pipes do not supply water at night, because the water seller is not 
available at night. However, all citizens are aware when to expect water at the 
public stand pipes. Each stand pipe has a sign post that shows the timetable 
for citizens to collect water. Hence, even in this case the provision of water 
through public stand pipes does not take away reliability. Most importantly, 
citizens who are using the public stand pipes have an option to choose a higher 
level of service – a house connection that provides water on 24/7 basis. 
 
Financial performance 
The need to sustain the water projects, forced the water trusts to introduce 
water fees early on, which at that time were against national water policies 
that advocated for “free water for all”. This surprising initiative was instituted 
incrementally. First, the original church-initiated water project instituted a 
department specifically to create awareness among citizens and public officials 
on the importance of paying for water. Secondly, the project created conducive 
conditions both for the Water Trust and the citizens to transition well from a 
“free water” policy to a policy of “water as a commercial good”. The project 
paid salaries and all running costs of the Water Trusts for a given period (six 
months for Uroki-Bomang’ombe water trust) to allow them to get on their feet. 
Likewise, the project offered a discounted price to citizens who wanted to 
acquire water connections: “All water trusts had a fund for the transition period 
which was spent for running the offices including paying salaries to staff for a 
period of up to six months. The money came from the customers – we offered 
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a discount on connection fees for a given number of first customers” (WSF 
Staff, Bomang’ombe). The project realized that, if citizens were to afford the 
services, then there must be a discounted price of water connection costs.  
 
All Water Trusts in Hai and Siha districts are committed to collect water fees 
and the billing collection efficiency is high. Each Trust has a trained accountant, 
often with supporting staff such as cashiers. All customers have water meters 
and pay on a monthly basis for the consumed water. The collection of fees is 
followed up by the Village Water Committees. The Water Boards particularly 
accountants print out a list of water users who have not paid their bills (14 
days after having received the water bill) and send it to the Village Water 
Committee for follow-up. The Water Trusts have been using an electronic billing 
system since 2006 (compare with Mashujaa town and its ill-fated electronic 
billing system in Chapter 5) and hence accountants can print a list of non-
paying customers just by pressing a button. Water committees are responsible 
to make sure all customers pay their water bills. This is done in various ways 
including physical visits of the members of the water committee to the houses 
of water users to remind them of their debts, collecting fees or finding out 
reasons for non-payment. As mentioned earlier, in order to facilitate the 
collection of water fees, water trusts have constructed sub-offices in the 
villages. The sub-offices bring the water trust staff closer to citizens and are 
used for bill payment purposes on selected days of the week. 
 
Limiting the amount of non-revenue water is one of the priorities for all Water 
Trusts in the two districts. All points of abstraction are metered to enable 
customers pay according to consumption: “We have decided to put water 
meters at the point where the customers pipes starts” says Eng. Marandu. “We 
put the water meter outside the fence of the water user which makes it easy 
to notice any illegal connections,” comments a water technician for Uroki-
Bomang’ombe Water Supply Trust. 
 
The primary strategy to ensure sustainability of the water infrastructure is the 
institution of the so-called “rehabilitation funds”. Water Trusts must keep aside 
funds (in a separate bank account) that can be used to replace infrastructure 
broken after ten years of operation. Normally, “the agreement is that the 
district council covers all the investment and maintenance costs for 
infrastructure that has a life span of more than ten years” says the District 
Water Engineer for Siha district. However, Water Trusts, particularly those who 
have attained financial independence, keep aside part of their water fees as 
“depreciation funds”:  
 

“When the government promised to replace long-term infrastructure 
[life span of more than 10 years], we stopped setting aside money for 
depreciation almost a whole year. However, the experience with the 
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pipes [district council failed to give funds for replacing broken pipes] 
taught us a lesson, we have resumed to our old system. We now keep 
money for the depreciation.” (Manager, Lawate-Fuka Water Trust). 

 
A secondary strategy to ensure sustainability of the water infrastructure is to 
protect depreciation funds from being spent for other purposes than water. It 
should be noted that Water Trusts are constantly receiving demands from 
district councils to allocate depreciation funds to other purposes. “Some of the 
councillors have questioned the funds for depreciation of the water 
infrastructure. They argue that such funds are huge and they can be used by 
the district council to funds other things [including non-water issues]. They are 
not happy when they see that a water trust has an account that has about two 
hundred million shillings just lying around. Even if they might have a point, we 
don’t think that they would spend the money responsibly” says the Manager 
for Lawate-Fuka Water Supply Trust.  
 
Institutional performance 
I already discussed the high professional and educational standards to which 
managerial and technical staff has to comply with and earn their salaries as 
part of the income from water fees: “All people working for the water trust are 
well-off. Even water technicians have very good houses. You cannot find a 
water technician who does not have a good house” says the village chairperson 
for Mamba village (served by Uroki-Bomang’ombe Water Trust). Eng. Marandu 
has dubbed the water trusts money making machines. “These are money 
making machines. There is no much cost in running the water trusts” he says. 
The tidiness and labelling of all infrastructural parts is impressive, the operation 
and maintenance of the water supply system follows engineering manuals for 
operation and maintenance, all storage tanks and pressure reducing tanks are 
well-fenced and protected by permanent gates against vandalism and 
sabotage.  
 
A system of rewarding excellent performance is organized by WSF in 
collaboration with the Board of Trustees from each Water Trust. Each Water 
Trust is evaluated based on the following criteria: i) the operation and 
maintenance of the water supply system, ii) financial management, iii) quality 
of service, and iv) water sources protection and conservation. The appraisals 
are carried out in the form of a competition among the Water Trusts and the 
winners are awarded with a trophy, a certificate and prize money. The first 
winner receives a trophy, a certificate and two million shillings. The first 
runner-up gets one and a half million shillings while the second runner up gets 
one million shillings. “The money can be spend as per Board of Trustees’ 
decision. For instance, they may wish to give it to their well performing staff 
or organize a big party for their staff” commented the head of WSF.  
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Water Trusts spend significant amounts of their resources, particularly time 
and money, to participate in the performance appraisals. The process is very 
long and each cycle takes about nine months: “We begin in July and the last 
report is printed on March or April the next year. It is very intensive work. We 
visit every connection, every water tank,” explains one of the WSF staff. These 
annual performance appraisals have contributed to the improvement of service 
delivery. “People need to be motivated by something. Don’t think that all what 
you see here comes automatically. The performance appraisals push the water 
trusts to excel,” he comments. One appraisal report for the Lawate-Fuka Water 
Trust reads “toilet paper holder was missing at the watchmen toilets”. Such a 
high level of detailing is not common practice in rural water projects in 
Tanzania.  

8.5 Interplay between formal and informal 
institutions 

The interplay between informal and formal institutions has a productive effect 
on rural water supply. Citizens and public officials (including Water Trust staff) 
start with prayers and references to God when communicating formally. All 
weekly meetings between managers of the Water Trusts and the Water Service 
Facility begin with a prayer – seeking God’s guidance in reaching at decisions 
that are beneficial to all citizens (author’s observation in the meeting) and are 
called “morning prayers”. 
 
Religious platforms, such as churches and mosques, are used systematically in 
reaching out to citizens. Interviews with Water Service Facility staff, as well as 
staff at the Regional Water Secretariat, revealed how instrumental religious 
platforms were in creating citizens’ awareness about the water projects 
particularly on the need to pay water fees. Notably, the water projects in Hai 
and Siha districts began when the National Water Policy on rural water supply 
was still under free-service principles. “We began charging for water when the 
law of the country said water is free. It was not an easy job, but we managed 
to convince citizens to pay water fees,” comments one of the Water Service 
Facility staff. “Initially, we could not get enough people to attend meetings 
[through village governments]. When we realized that people trusted their 
religious leaders more, we felt it would be a good idea to channel our messages 
through them [religious leaders]. And when we implemented the idea, we got 
positive results. Citizens started to show interest in the project,” explains a 
public official at the water section, Kilimanjaro Regional Administrative 
Secretariat, who has been involved with the water projects in Hai and Siha 
districts since their inception. 
 
The teaching materials for creating citizens’ awareness on the project have 
religious underpinnings: “You need to frame the information according to the 
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audience” comments one of the facilitators at the WSF. Comparing the teaching 
materials for primary schools, churches and mosques, it is easy to see how the 
head of WSF frames his teaching to fit the audience. “In the Quran, God 
mentioned the word “water’ ninety times” is an opening line for the teaching 
materials for the Muslims [WSF head is Christian]. In his teaching materials to 
Christians, the opening line is: “Genesis 1:2 And the Spirit of the God moved 
upon the face of the waters” (my own emphasis). The great teaching skills of 
the head of WSF have contributed to the success of the project particularly the 
buy-in of citizens to pay for water.  
 
The solidarity of the Chagga diaspora with their relatives has played a 
significant role in improving water fee collection in the two districts: “Most 
people especially pay their bills in advance [prepaid] because it is their children 
or relatives living outside these are who pay for water” underscores the Head 
of Commercial Department at WSF. The Chagga of the diaspora visit their 
ancentral homes in Kilimanjaro during Christmas, and at this time they pay a 
lump sum of money to water supply trusts to cover the water bills of their 
parents and relatives for the next couple of months: “Some [Chagga diaspora] 
have houses in the village but they live in urban centres. Their houses are 
connected with water, however, only consumed for a short period of the year 
when the owner are visiting the village” says a water technician for Uroki-
Bomang’ombe water Supply Trust. 
 
While Village Water Committees are responsible in making sure all water users 
pay their water bills, it may happen that the water committee pays the bill 
themselves to avoid shame: “There was one public water tap attendant who 
did not pay a water bill and the water board wanted to disconnect water. We 
were concerned that people [who were paying money when collecting water at 
the tap] would miss out water, we collected money and paid the bill on his 
behalf. We then forced the attendant to pay us back” (Water committee 
member). The committee paid the money on behalf of the water tap attendant 
out of shame. “It would be a shame for the water board to disconnect water 
while people are paying their bills”, he commented. Water committee members 
felt that delay of payment would suggest that they are poor and cannot afford 
to pay for water. Appearing destitute is highly discouraged among the Chagga.  
 
Voluntarism is significant. When the first project implementation had 
commenced, citizens excavated trenches for laying water pipes, and 
participated in awareness-raising campaigns regarding the importance of 
paying for water and for environmental conservation. The involvement of 
citizens and their subsequent contributions of their labour and money did not 
develop automatically, but was largely influenced by religious leaders. “We 
tried to get people to come to meetings at no avail. Then something came to 
our mind, we realized that people don’t miss their prayers. Then we decided to 
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follow the people where they are, in churches and mosques” says the former 
District Water Engineer for Hai district. The political and administrative leaders 
within the targeted project area were educated in seminars. The Christian and 
Muslim religious leaders were educated in seminars. The beneficiaries were 
educated in general village meetings. Volunteering and accepting roles in water 
committees may have material benefits that come along when carrying out 
certain tasks. One of the water committees notes: 
 

“there is huge and easy money [in Uroki-Bomangombe water trust 
(UBWT)]. If I organize a meeting at the village and submit the minutes 
at the office, I get a hundred and twenty thousand shillings within ten 
minutes… I would say less than five minutes. They treat us [water 
committee members] very well, they don’t want us to make any 
complaints.” 

 
Most of the office bearers of the management team have had their posts for 
very long periods. Most of the technical staff come from the same area. They 
are mostly Chagga and they have been in the area for a large part of their life. 
Most of the Water Trust staff holds important leadership positions in the 
church. The accountant for Uroki-Bomang’ombe is the treasurer for the 
Evangelical church in his village.  
 
The majority of Water Trust staff grows with the organization. Few 
opportunities exist for new entrants because Water Trusts recruit and develop 
their technical and professional positions over time. For instance, one of the 
current water technicians for Uroki-Bomang’ombe Water Trust joined the 
organization during its inception as a security guard:  
 

“We would work all night creating treads of pipes. We were trained and 
they would pay us 1000Tshs for every pipe we treaded. I would tread 
five pipes per one night. It was a lot of money, we would not sleep, we 
worked all night. By then, the monthly salary was only 40,000Tshs [he 
worked for two jobs, as a security guard on a day and a plumber at 
night]” 

 
In other words, the Water Trusts are not looking for suitable members to fill 
positions, but are creating positions over for existing members instead. Social 
background of the people working for the Water Trusts explain this 
phenomenon:  
 

“I joined the Water Trust in 1995. I first worked as a secondment and 
later was fully employed by the Water Board. They approached me and 
they had a better offer in terms of money. And, I was fed up with 
teaching. I wanted to make a direct impact and felt that coming here 
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was the best thing to do then. I come from this area and that might 
have contributed as a motivation to come this side” (Manager, Uroki-
Bomang’ombe Water Trust).  

 
This is very true for many others working for very long periods of time for the 
Water Trusts. Their names have become synonyms of the trusts they work for. 
Almost all the key personnel for Uroki-Bomang’ombe Water Trust have been 
with the organisation since its inception in the 1990s. “It’s like they own the 
water trust” comments one citizen, a complaint from several citizens in the 
area. Those who have worked for the water projects for long periods feel that 
they are doing a right thing for the projects. “Being here for all these years I 
have reached a point where I feel that the project is like my son, and I wouldn’t 
want to see my child dying” comments one of the long serving staff at the 
Water Service Facility.  

8.6 Comparing useful informality for sustainable 
rural water supply 

In this epilogue, I set out to understand how community-managed water 
supply was formed and operates in Kilimanjaro. While rural water supply in 
Mashujaa is limping along, it flourishes in the Hai and Siha districts. Recalling 
the organisational structures (programs, communication channels and 
members) from Chapter 6, section 6.3.1, a comparison can be made between 
informality in Mashujaa and Hai & Siha districts (Table 8.1). 
 
The most significant difference between the two cases is in the “informal 
programs”, the well-established, historically grounded, and socio-culturally 
embedded routines that dictate informal responsibilities and determine which 
of the members’ actions are to be viewed as right or wrong, and rewarded or 
sanctioned. In terms of informal communication channels, it is worth noting 
the regularity of the Chagga diaspora versus the irregularity of the EDAM civic 
association in Mashujaa. It seems that the productive interplay between the 
various informal organisational structures in Hai and Siha with the formal 
structures is a necessary condition for the flourishing rural water supply in 
Kilimanjaro, but further research is needed. 
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Table 8.1: Comparing useful informality for citizens 
 Useful informality for sustainable access to water 
Rural water 
supply 

Mashujaa district 
(Chapter 6) 

Hai and Siha districts (Chapter 8) 

Informal Programs  N/A Tribal ethos of the Chagga – 
emphasis on education, 
professionalism in management, 
abhorrence of destitution, 
voluntarism 
Religious ethos – paying for water, 
a sacred resource 
Tribal traditions in sanctioning 
asocial behavior and rewarding 
excellence 
Bypassing the state (district 
council) with own, protected 
“rehabilitation funds” for water 
infrastructure 
Salaried management  
 

Informal 
Communication 
channels 

Civic organization 
(EDAM) irregularly 
collects funds to repair 
broken water points 

Chagga diaspora regularly paying 
water bills of relatives  
 

Informal Members Mashujaa diaspora 
One civic organization 
(EDAM)  

Chagga diaspora  
Christian and Islamic institutions 
Chagga long-term personnel in 
water trusts (a kind of family 
business) that progresses through 
the management ranks. 
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Introduction 
Public water services are failing urban and rural Tanzanians. The percentage 
of urban population with piped water dropped from 31% in 1990 to 28% in 
2015. People in low-income urban areas are forced to rely on informal providers 
offering water of uncertain quality at unregulated high prices. Sustaining a 
functional rural water supply infrastructure is also a challenge. Nearly half of 
rural water points are not functional and about 20% of newly constructed water 
points become non-functional within one year. An increasing number of 
Tanzanians in rural areas are compelled to resort to traditional, unimproved 
water sources (ponds and streams), thereby endangering their health and well-
being. 
 
In this final chapter, I conclude my study on the factors affecting citizens’ 
strategies in improving access to water. In section 9.1, I answer the research 
sub-questions posed in section 1.5. In section 9.2, I answer the main research 
question. Finally, section 9.3, highlights future directions and consists of two 
parts: future research and implications for practice. 

9.1 Main contributions 
a) What do official statistics on access to urban water services reveal 

or conceal? 
Official statistics, such as the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), 
represent citizens’ access to water services. First, official statistics quantify the 
proportion of citizens with access to water and enable the setting-up and 
assessment of goals, targets, policies and tariffs. Second, they allow regional, 
national and global comparisons regarding access to water and measure 
progress towards the MDGs. Most importantly, they are supposed to help 
understand how and why people do not have access to water (Kristof, 2005). 
Official statistics on access to water measure the proportion of population using 
an improved water source. Implicit variables for this measurement are the 
water quantity of 20 litres per person per day, the distance of 400 meters from 
a water source and the number of people (250) accessing water from an 
improved water source.  
 
This study has revealed that official statistics on access to urban water services 
conceal the actual interests of citizens. While official statistics emphasize and 
quantify the proximity to water sources, e.g. a distance of 400 meters, this 
metric is irrelevant to citizens who habitually acquire water from street 
vendors. This study has shown that access to an improved water source does 
not guarantee adequate quantity, which is of utmost importance to citizens. 
Further, citizens value water quality depending on the intended use, 
affordability, convenience and safety. Citizens (i) distinguish various water 
quality dimensions depending on the intended use, (ii) are less interested in 
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distance to a source and attach more value to the current market water price 
(affordability), (iii) value the timing of access: “a source is reliable when water 
is available when they need it” (convenience), (iv) prefer bottled water for 
drinking purposes (safety). Thus, official statistics of access to water are only 
partially relevant because they conceal those dimensions of access to water 
that are important for citizens (Obeng-Odoom, 2012; Satterthwaite, 2003, 
2016).  
 
This concealing creates a mismatch between the dimensions of access to water 
that are of interest to citizens and those that the water providers prioritize, 
following the implicit variables of official statistics, e.g. distance, quantity of 
water and number of people with access to an improved water source. It is 
precisely because of this mismatch, that citizens pursue various forms of 
coping strategies, geared to increase quantity, quality, convenience, and 
safety. Poor and affluent citizens have different coping strategies. Affluent 
citizens can afford to invest in coping strategies that guarantee more reliable, 
relatively higher water quality and long-term access to water, while the poor 
can only afford short-term coping strategies that solve immediate needs, with 
relatively lower water quality. Thus, the poor incur a higher monetary and 
health cost than the affluent. 
 
The new “access to water” definition in the Sustainable Development Goal 6 
(SDG 6)—to “ensure availability and sustainable management of water and 
sanitation for all” by 2030—is supposed to minimize the mismatch to some 
extent. SDG 6 extends the MDG focus of “use of an improved source of drinking 
water” to sustainable management and universal access. The SDG indicator 
“percentage of population using safely managed drinking water services” refers 
to the “population using an improved drinking water source which is located 
on premises, available when needed and free of faecal (and priority chemical) 
contamination” (WHO-UNICEF, 2015). However, accessing water from 
improved sources “when needed” remains a challenge even for those with 
piped drinking water on the premises. Furthermore, the principle of universality 
is undermined when the capacity of the official water provider and the status 
of the piped water infrastructure are enough only for a small fraction of the 
large city population. 
 
b) Which strategies do citizens use to protest substandard water 

services and to what effect? 
In small cities, customers of water utilities are forced to pay for a failed water 
infrastructure and an overstaffed bureaucracy. They are not faced with a 
simple organisational deterioration but with blatant injustice (Rottenburg, 
2009). Citizens/clients employ four main protest strategies that vary in 
intensity and form. The first, “stay and speak up”, includes constructive 
demands to understand how officials work, to articulate needs and to appeal 
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for fair treatment. It also includes comparison with better services, threats to 
demonstrate, resistance to paying water fees, accusations of rip-offs, and 
locking gates. The second kind, “speak up and leave”, includes cursing and 
citizens’ threats to exit the urban water system. The third kind, “resignation”, 
involves speaking up only if visited by water technicians, willingness to follow 
but not lead demonstrations, reporting problems to friends connected with 
water technicians, bribes, tampering with water meters and a “things will not 
change” attitude of passive acceptance. The fourth, “leave and remain silent”, 
includes resorting to water from inferior sources such as water ponds and a 
significant lowering of expectations.  
 
Responses by the water utility, whether formal or informal, produce 
predominantly negative outcomes, especially for less privileged customers. 
There are three reasons for this in Mashujaa town. First, Mashujaa’s piped 
water network is, counter-intuitively, a “differentiated” service: improvements 
to the water network do not benefit every customer, as one would expect from 
such a network. The poor do not gain from the “voice” of those who can bribe 
or pay for repairs unless external assistance can ensure that the poor benefit 
as well. Second, both citizens and officials know that the water service is in a 
dismal state—the (dismal) service is not ill-defined. There are no informational 
asymmetries that would make voice a preferred strategy (Young, 1974), while 
chronic underperformance lowers customers’ expectations and increases the 
negativity and frustration of the water utility. Third, the design of the customer 
complaints register, its management and the record keeping at the water utility 
are utterly inadequate to receive and follow up on citizens’ complaints. 
 
Water providers listen to customers conditionally and through informal 
communication channels. Protest strategies of more privileged citizens or those 
socially connected to officials are successful. These results match earlier 
studies showing that monopolistic and rent seeking behaviours characterize 
small and collapsing water providers (Lovei & Whittington, 1993). On the 
positive side, it is encouraging that less privileged customers “stay and speak-
up”. These customers are aware of their entitlements, are willing to exercise 
voice and “speak truth to power”, even if only in personal interactions with 
officials. Face-to-face protest strategies such as “stay and speak up” suggest 
that citizens are loyal not to the water provider as an institution but to selected 
individuals within the organization. Such practices increase opportunities for 
informality, because they are invisible to the eyes of the urban water utility, 
consequently making improvements to citizens’ access to water more difficult. 
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c) How do local actors perceive their own responsibilities and those 
of other actors and to what extent can a mobile phone-based 
platform improve rural water services?  

Claims by researchers and development practitioners that citizen apathy and 
the ignorance of rural water supply actors of their formal responsibilities 
impede the improvement of rural water supply in general, and in particular the 
use of ICT in the sector, are contradicted by my findings. 
 
The vibrancy of the Elderly-men for Development Association of Mwembeni 
(EDAM) contradicts the apathy claim. Tanzanian citizens carefully and 
continuously negotiate their relationship with the state with the “politics of 
getting by”, especially by keeping the state “at a manageable distance and as 
such create breathing and operating room for local social structures” 
(Mulqueen, 2009, p. 5), without too much state interference. In this light, 
EDAM and the village diaspora appear as informal members of the rural water 
supply sector in Mashujaa and constitute a useful reaction to the rigidity of the 
formal rules and procedures. 
 
Local actors (citizens, COWSOs, councillors and district officials) are 
knowledgeable to a large extent of their own formal responsibilities and 
communication channels outlined in policies, legislations and regulations. Not 
only are they aware of the formal responsibilities of other actors, but also of 
what others are doing informally. Most importantly, it is evident that the 
distrust among local actors is pervasive. A large part of informal behaviour by 
COWSOs, councillors and district officials is not useful to citizens, and when it 
is useful to citizens it is often exclusionary. Informal citizen behaviour is the 
only one that does not break the law, regulations and procedures and is useful 
to citizens. Each local actor views the SEMA app differently. Councillors see it 
as a tool that can keep them informed on water problems, COWSOs see it as 
a tool that can inform them quickly whether and how the district council will 
solve the problem, while district officials see it as a tool exclusively for water 
professionals. In sum, district officials see the app as a streamliner of their 
formal “responsibilities”, while COWSOs and councillors see it as an 
improvement of their formal “communication channels”. 
 
d) How can ICTs play a role in the monitoring by citizens of water 

services? 
ICTs may have a role in the monitoring of water services, when introduced 
incrementally (“working with the grain”) and in conjunction with non-ICT 
interventions. This is due to the following factors: First, the monitoring of rural 
water supply includes a significant amount of discretionary tasks that are 
difficult and unwise to improve through digitization. Even non-discretionary 
tasks, which might seem to be easy candidates for digitization, should not be 
expedited with technology, before new, comprehensive rules and procedures 
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are agreed by all concerned, as they might conflict with other discretionary 
tasks. 
 
Second, tasks unfolding within local institutions of rural water services are 
infused with an incredible amount of rules and procedures, both formal and 
informal. While some procedures may appear absurd to an outsider, they 
reflect a deeply embedded bureaucratic culture that is difficult and even 
counterproductive to dislodge with technological means.  
 
Third, district water officials find the increasing pressure from the ministry to 
report rural water-related information upwards in various formats excessive. 
As Pritchett et al. (2010) argue, any additional “premature load bearing”, or 
pressure on district water officials, based on unrealistic expectations about the 
improvement of district capacity with digitization, may lead to stress and a 
weakening or total collapse of capacity. A flexible standards approach to create 
a modular hierarchy of national, district and village-level water point datasets 
to release tensions between standardization, required by the Ministry and 
donors, and localization favoured by the district, and accompanied by intensive 
capacity building would be worth trying (Braa & Hedberg, 2002). 
 
Finally, citizen engagement in the ICT-based monitoring of water services may 
be successful if it enables problem resolution. Tasks outside village and district 
institutions require the physical presence of skilled individuals at the village in 
order to build the capacity of COWSOs to repair broken water points without 
depending on the district council. This is because, the current water policy 
requires COWSOs to have full responsibility in the management and financing 
of rural water projects. Information about breakdowns available transparently 
and in a timely fashion may provide external market parties with the 
opportunity to stockpile spare parts efficiently and dispatch technicians to the 
right locations. 
 
Digitizing tasks in information flows should not interfere with the internal 
functioning of local institutions. Positioning an ICT platform as a possible 
village-district gateway presumes a willingness to deploy a platform, learn how 
it can be (ab)used, and redesign it, until a sustainable fit is accomplished. A 
digital incrementalism of small, reversible changes, sceptical of ICTs that 
bypass local institutions (Fung et al., 2013), may generate clumsy solutions to 
rural water services, but an elegant failure becomes less probable. 

9.2 Citizens’ strategies 
The 2004 World Development Report distinguished between the traditional 
“long route” of accountability and an alternative, new “short route,” comprising 
the interactions between providers and their citizens/clients. 
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The “short route” in WDR 2004, also labelled “client power”, was an important 
corrective to the pre-occupation of reformers with the traditional long route, 
which included public sectors reforms, strategies to improve “compacts”, and 
electoral support to amplify “voice”. Levy (2014a) pointed out two limitations 
of the WDR’s “short route” approach: the assumption that citizens/clients have 
leverage over front-line providers and the sole focus on two polar patterns – a 
hierarchical long-route, and a front-line short route.  
 
This focus obscured the informal spaces in the middle: the layers in-between 
the top-levels of policymaking and the front-line providers. This thesis bolsters 
Levy’s (2014) critique, as well as the critique of several other similarly-minded 
scholars (Booth & Cammack, 2013; Devarajan, 2014; ODI, 2014). 
 

 
Figure 9.1: Relations of local actors in water services. Adapted from (World Bank, 
2003, p. 49) 
 
Below, I use the main categories in the base of the triangle, “short-route”, to 
illustrate that the assumptions implicit in these categories—citizens/clients, 
providers, and client power—are rather simplistic. My thesis shows that 
citizens/clients do not have equal leverage over providers and reveals the 
existence of informal spaces and actors in addition to the main actors depicted 
in the “short-route” of accountability (Figure 9.1). 
 
Citizens/clients power 
This thesis shows that citizens/clients exercise power—what I called protest 
strategies in Chapter 5—but individually, and not collectively. Despite the 
dismal state of water supply in Mashujaa, most customers, poor and better-
off, seem capable of speaking up, which may be considered a form of “client 
power”. Citizens are aware of their entitlements, are willing to exercise voice 
and “speak truth to power”, even if only in personal interactions with officials.  
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The costly or inferior alternatives customers have to water, their individualistic 
relationships, and the sympathy with the officials’ predicament inhibit collective 
action. Protest strategies of citizens who are better-off (and can afford to buy 
spare parts or bribe) or are connected to officials (as friends, relatives or work 
colleagues) are successful, while the strategies of citizens who are less 
privileged are less so. Coalitions between the poor and affluent in Dar es 
Salaam, and the poor and less privileged in Mashujaa is not possible because 
the poor do not gain from the “voice” of affluent and the more privileged.  
 
Mobile phone-based ICT platforms do not increase the client power of rural 
Tanzanians. They are more likely to be used for administrative monitoring of 
rural water points, which does not necessarily improve rural water services in 
the absence of a social infrastructure (enterprise) for water point repairs. Only 
the rural civic associations e.g. EDAM in Mashujaa villages, and the village 
diaspora have some potential to improve client power. However, their scope is 
limited and their effects are irregular.  
 
This is different in the Hai and Siha districts. Citizens/clients have a different 
kind of power that derives from the tribal ethos of the Chagga—a very long 
history of citizen engagement in collective action (furrows’ management), 
emphasis on education, abhorrence of destitution, a traditional inclination to 
contribute voluntarily to the production of public goods, and to sanction asocial 
behaviour, as well as a diaspora regularly engaged in reinforcing their relatives 
as empowered clients to the water provider, by subsidizing their water fees. 
Moreover, the religious ethos of the client community in Hai and Siha 
contributes to willingness to pay fees for water which they consider a sacred 
good. Therefore, the informality in rural water services in Hai and Siha is deeply 
embedded socially and eminently productive.  
 
Citizens/clients (coalition/inclusion) 
Another factor affecting citizens’ strategies to access water is related to their 
two-fold exclusion and the absence of coalitions between the poor and the 
affluent. First, the majority of citizens, particularly the poor and less privileged, 
are excluded from official statistics used to monitor the service provision, 
because official statistics on access to urban water services conceal the actual 
interests of citizens. Second, the majority of citizens, particularly the poor and 
less privileged, are excluded from public water services. They are excluded 
from official water provision in two ways: i) they cannot afford high connection 
fees to the public utility, and/or, ii) they are often located far from the piped 
water network, making it difficult for them to have a house water connection. 
Poor citizens in large cities and small towns, especially in unplanned 
settlements, are even less likely to have a legal water connection. They are 
forced to exit the public water infrastructure, either by purchasing water from 
street vendors at exorbitant prices, and/or by opting for free water from 
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unimproved sources. Consequently, the poor and less privileged are 
“punished”; they incur more monetary and health cost for water than the non-
poor. A further consequence of the two-fold exclusion is the absence of 
coalitions among affluent and poor in the large city and among more or less 
privileged citizens in small towns. This is because coping strategies exercised 
by the affluent, who also happen to be better connected socially and can afford 
bribes, do not benefit the poor.  
 
Providers (frontline and organization) 
Another factor affecting citizens’ strategies to access water is related to a 
mismatch between the dilapidated and vandalised water infrastructure and the 
ability of the water provider to collect water fees to maintain it. Mashujaa’s 
water infrastructure loses 60% of produced water and uses three times more 
staff than the national service benchmark to produce and distribute a certain 
amount of water, making it at least double as expensive as necessary. 
Customers are forced to pay for a failing water infrastructure and an 
overstaffed bureaucracy. They are not faced with a simple organisational 
deterioration but with blatant injustice (Rottenburg, 2009). Despite the 
formidable challenges, the frontline providers’ commitment to improve services 
is substantial, as is evident from their efforts to digitize the billing system, to 
understand better why revenue collection lags behind, to hire a university 
graduate as secretary of the Customer Care Department. Further, the 
mismatch between citizens’ protest strategies and the complaint mechanisms 
of the water authority has negative implications, for underprivileged citizens 
and for the new SDG definition of “access to water”.  
 
Yet another factor is the policy regime under which district councils and 
COWSOs operate. The government’s policy rhetoric of decentralisation fuels 
power struggles between district councils and village COWSOs, the supposed 
water providers at the village level. COWSOs should bear the full cost of 
Operation & Maintenance of rural water schemes. But, in practice communities 
either refuse or cannot afford to contribute and COWSOs resort to the district 
for assistance. But, as (Tilley, 2013) argues “district staff are left to sort things 
out by themselves, with some persisting and others giving up” (p. 8), while 
communities “limp along” from one water point breakdown to the next 
(Chowns, 2015 p. 273). Further the procedures for granting resources to 
COWSOs are infused with an incredible amount of rules and procedures, mostly 
formal, but also informal. While some procedures may appear absurd to an 
outsider, they reflect a deeply embedded bureaucratic culture that is difficult 
and even counterproductive to dislodge with technological means. 
 
Furthermore, a productive interplay between informality and formality 
contributes significantly to improved water services. In Hai and Siha, the 
informal retention of rehabilitation funds allows the Water Trusts (the water 
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providers) to maintain and rehabilitate the water infrastructure. Rewarding 
good performance creates competition among Water Trusts and improves 
service delivery in the long run. An effective electronic billing system, coupled 
with the informal contributions from the diaspora to relatives’ water bills, 
ensures that rehabilitation funds can be sustained to finance future repairs. 
Further strategies of the Water Trusts in Hai and Siha districts, conducive to 
service improvement include limiting the amount of non-revenue water by 
metering all connections, imposing strict criteria in hiring staff and retaining 
motivated staff through constant retraining and good salaries. Last but not 
least, Water Trusts are infused with the religious ethos of paying for water, a 
“sacred resource”.  
 
Relation between Citizens/clients and Providers 
Citizens interact with providers in coping and access strategies both formally 
and informally. Formally, citizens interact with frontline water providers when 
applying for new water connections, reporting breakdowns, and paying water 
bills. Many of these interactions are conducted through face-to-face 
communication, mostly requiring citizens to visit frontline providers in the 
office. On the other hand, citizens interact with frontline water providers 
informally, to acquire illegal water connections. My own experiences in 
accessing water presented in Section 1.2 demonstrate the prevalence of such 
informal interactions. 
 
Distrust and lack of transparency between COWSOs (village water providers) 
and district council officials, and between COWSOs and water users affect 
negatively the improvement of water services in rural areas. Distrust coupled 
with extremely long and arduous information flows inhibit efforts to improve 
rural water services. The detailed description of the tasks in Chapter 7 reveals 
the often invisible practices of local actors and their daily tribulations with 
access to water. It portrays them as active and resourceful actors, in contrast 
to the commonly held belief that they are passive and incompetent. Mobile 
phone-based ICT platforms may increase transparency only if the water point 
information is visible to all local stakeholders. The SEMA app could become a 
new formal communication channel, designed as a transparent dashboard that 
informs simultaneously citizens, COWSOs, councillors and district officials of 
the functionality of water points in all villages in the district. This may lead to 
new informal structures within rural water supply that are more conducive to 
improvement of rural water services at the district and village levels, but 
difficult to predict.  
 
The hierarchical organization of Water Trusts in the Hai and Siha districts 
distributes formal roles and responsibilities clearly between clients and service 
providers, while at the same time ensuring physical proximity to paying clients 
and close interactions between clients and providers. The experts in the 
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management team, responsible for day-to-day management of water services, 
relinquish citizens from the “tyranny of participation” implied in the COWSO 
community-managed water supply (Cooke & Kothari, 2004). 

9.3 Future direction 

9.3.1 Future research 

The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, which will steer future 
research and development, includes a dedicated goal on water and sanitation 
(SDG 6) that sets out to “ensure availability and sustainable management of 
water and sanitation for all”. SDG 6 extends the MDG focus of “use of an 
improved source of drinking water” to the sustainable management of and 
universal access to water. This emphasis suggests the need for an integrated 
approach to water service delivery. My thesis has shown that sustained access 
to water is influenced by factors beyond the water sector, including energy, 
sanitation, education, planning, and financing. Further research is needed to 
study the integration of water sector activities with activities in the 
aforementioned sectors to achieve sustainable management of water services.  
 
My thesis employed an exploratory multi-case, qualitative research approach 
that provides a richer understanding of citizens’ strategies to access water 
services. I identified elements and tasks within the information flows for rural 
water services and analysed their amenability to digitization as well as the 
extent to which some of these elements and tasks can be supported by ICT 
and mobile phone-based platforms for monitoring and repairing rural water 
points. A similar approach can be used to represent elements and tasks within 
information flows of other key services, such as sanitation, health, and 
agriculture.  
 
My thesis has shown that official statistics of access to water are only partially 
relevant because they conceal those dimensions of access to water that are 
important for citizens. However, the challenge remains how official statistics 
can incorporate definitions and measures of access to water that matter to 
citizens, particularly at the national and utility levels. A study that would tackle 
this challenge would need to employ a mix of qualitative and quantitative 
methods.  
 
Inspired by the successful water services in Hai and Siha districts, which reveal 
a productive interplay of formal and informal organizational structures, further 
research would be useful in other local contexts to understand how formal and 
informal structures facilitate and restrict each other. The rationale for a better 
understanding is not to create a blueprint, but to illuminate trends and patterns 
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that can be used to create better institutions not only for water service delivery, 
but also for other key services. 

9.3.2 Implications for practice 

I recommend a “working with the grain” approach in development 
interventions which starts with the way things are on the ground and seeks 
incremental ways of achieving modest gains, without harming the fabric of 
local institutions. For ICT interventions, this approach implies incrementalism 
in digitization efforts—the ability to reverse, redesign and redeploy a mobile 
phone-based platform until it fits sustainably with the local context. “Working 
with the grain” ensures getting the context right rather than getting the 
technology right (Fung, Gilman, & Shkabatur, 2011, slide #30). 
 
I also recommend an increased professionalization of rural water services, and 
a decreased dumping of responsibility to community water supply 
organizations (COWSOs). As the setup of Water Trusts in Hai and Siha shows, 
communities have delegated the day-to-day management of water 
infrastructure to professionals with strong managerial and technical skills, 
while the Water Service Facility (WSF), a sustainable centralized entity for 
technical operations and maintenance of rural water services, mediates the 
provision of spare parts. This kind of professional facility is similar to the 
previous government’s commitment to create district “Centres of Excellence” 
which were supposed to function as central hubs and distribution points for 
spare parts and services needed by COWSOs (United Republic of Tanzania, 
2013a). The recent financing modalities for water point repair in 50 pilot 
districts in Tanzania (DFIDs Payment-by-Results programme) could support 
such initiatives by making real-time payments to professionals in these 
facilities in collaboration with district water engineers. 
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Summary 
Public water services are failing urban and rural Tanzanians. The percentage 
of urban population with piped water dropped from 31% in 1990 to 28% in 
2015. People in low-income urban areas are forced to rely on informal providers 
offering water of uncertain quality at unregulated high prices. Sustaining a 
functional rural water supply infrastructure is also a challenge. Nearly half of 
rural water points are not functional and about 20% of newly constructed water 
points become non-functional within one year. An increasing number of 
Tanzanians in rural areas are compelled to resort to traditional, unimproved 
water sources (ponds and streams), thereby endangering their health and well-
being.  
 
Recent developments in information and communication technologies (ICT), 
particularly the penetration of mobile phones in Sub-Saharan Africa, have 
raised hopes among development practitioners and researchers on the 
potential for leveraging technology to improve access to public services in 
general and to safe and clean drinking water in particular. ICT and mobile 
phone-based platforms offer opportunities for a quick and more affordable 
mechanism for two-way communication between citizens and service providers 
or governments. Several such platforms have been studied and compared for 
a variety of key services in various countries in the global South. However, 
these studies either explain the failure or success of a platform in hindsight, or 
hide patterns of local variation in homogenized national averages of cross-
national comparisons. The process, the “how to” develop and deploy them, is 
missing. This thesis asks “which factors affect citizens’ opportunities to improve 
access to water services and how?” The research findings are:  
 
First, official statistics such as the Millennium Development Goals do not 
count/reveal the access to drinking water that counts for urban citizens, 
especially the poor, in large cities like Dar es Salaam. There is a bias towards 
formal state or privatised citywide systems, concealing the mostly informal, 
small-scale citizens’ strategies to access water. 
 
Second, citizens in small towns deploy four strategies to protest the severe 
deterioration inn performance of the water authority: “stay and speak up”, 
“speak up and leave”, “resignation” and “leave and remain silent.” The 
substantial mismatch between customers’ protest strategies and the 
formal/informal complaint mechanisms of the water authority has negative 
implications especially for less privileged small-town citizens. 
 
Third, actors in rural water supply are aware of their own formal 
responsibilities and those of others, as well as of the formal channels through 
which to communicate, despite claims for the opposite. There is strong 
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evidence of informality that either improves or does not improve rural water 
services for citizens. The only informality that is useful to citizens is practiced 
by citizens themselves.  
 
Fourth, ICT platforms for monitoring and repairing rural water points should 
start by digitally transforming tasks with high transaction-intensiveness and 
low discretion that occur outside village and district institutions. Actors in rural 
water supply should collaboratively simplify formal rules and procedures that 
govern information flows within local institutions, before considering further 
task digitization. 
 
Fifth, a productive interplay between formal and informal practices can 
improve citizens’ access to water and make the achievement of “universal” and 
“when needed” access to water (Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 6) more 
likely. 
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Samenvatting 
Publieke watervoorziening in Tanzania stelt inwoners van de stad en op het 
platteland teleur. Het percentage stedelijke bevolking met een 
leidingwateraansluiting is gedaald van 31% in 1990 tot 28% in 2015. Mensen 
in stedelijke gebieden met een laag inkomen zijn hierdoor afhankelijk van 
informele waterverkopers die water van onzekere kwaliteit bieden tegen 
ongereguleerde hoge prijzen. Het onderhouden van een functionele 
plattelandswaterinfrastructuur is ook een uitdaging. Bijna de helft van de 
waterpunten op het platteland zijn niet functioneel en ongeveer 20% van nieuw 
geïnstalleerde waterpunten zijn binnen een jaar niet meer functioneel. Een 
toenemend aantal Tanzanianen op het platteland is daarom gedwongen om 
gebruik te maken van traditionele, onveilige waterbronnen (vijvers en 
beekjes), waardoor hun gezondheid en welzijn worden bedreigd. 
 
De recente ontwikkelingen in informatie- en communicatietechnologie (ICT), 
met name de brede beschikbaarheid van mobiele telefonie in Midden en 
Zuidelijk Afrika, hebben verwachtingen gewekt bij ontwikkelingswerkers en 
onderzoekers over het potentieel om deze technologie te gebruiken om 
specifiek de toegang tot veilig en schoon drinkwater te verbeteren, en de 
publieke dienstverlening in het algemeen. ICT- en mobiele telefonieplatforms 
bieden kansen voor een snel en betaalbaar communicatiemechanisme tussen 
burgers en dienstverleners of overheden. Verschillende platforms zijn 
onderzocht en vergeleken op basis van een aantal cruciale publieke diensten 
in verschillende landen in het ‘globale zuiden’. Deze studies verklaren echter 
slechts het falen of het succes van een platform en geven geen lokale 
variabiliteitspatronen weer omdat internationale vergelijkingen alleen gemaakt 
kunnen worden op basis van geaggregeerde nationale gemiddelden. Tevens 
ontbreekt meestal de procesbeschrijving 'hoe’ iets ontwikkeld en 
geïmplementeerd wordt. In dit proefschrift wordt de vraag gesteld: "welke 
factoren beïnvloeden op welke manier de mogelijkheden die burgers hebben 
om de toegang tot en kwaliteit van publieke watervoorziening te verbeteren?" 
De onderzoeksresultaten zijn als volgt: 
 
Ten eerste, in grote steden zoals Dar es Salaam, tellen/onthullen de officiële 
statistieken, zoals de millenniumdoelstellingen (MDG’s), niet de toegang tot 
drinkwatervoorzieningen op een manier die van toepassing is op de arme 
stedelijke bevolking. Er is een over-representatie van formele, publieke of 
geprivatiseerde, stads brede watervoorzieningen, waardoor veel voorkomende 
informele, kleinschalige burgerinitiatieven in de watervoorziening verborgen 
blijven. 
 
Ten tweede, burgers in kleine steden gebruiken vier strategieën om te 
protesteren tegen de ernstige verslechtering van dienstverlening door de 
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waterautoriteit: "klant blijven, maar zich uitspreken", "uitspreken en 
vertrekken", "ontslag nemen" en "in stilte vertrekken". De substantiële 
mismatch tussen de (in-) formele klachtenmechanismen van de waterautoriteit 
en deze proteststrategieën van klanten, heeft vooral negatieve gevolgen voor 
minder bevoorrechte burgers. 
 
Ten derde zijn actoren in de rurale watervoorziening zich, ondanks meldingen 
van het tegendeel, bewust van hun eigen formele verantwoordelijkheden en 
die van anderen, evenals van de formele kanalen waarmee zij kunnen 
communiceren. Er is sterk bewijs dat de informele sector zowel zorgt voor 
verbetering als wel verslechtering van de publieke rurale watervoorziening aan 
burgers. De enige informaliteit die echter nuttig is voor burgers, is die door 
henzelf wordt uitgevoerd. 
 
Ten vierde moeten ICT-platforms voor het monitoren en repareren van 
plattelandswaterpunten beginnen met het informatiseren van taken met hoge 
transactie-intensiviteit en lage discretie, die plaatsvinden buiten de 
institutionele kaders van lokale overheden. Actoren in de rurale 
watervoorziening zouden voordat verdere taakdigitalisering overwogen wordt, 
samen moeten werken in het vereenvoudigen van formele regels en 
procedures die de informatiestromen binnen de lokale instellingen beheersen. 
 
Ten vijfde kan een productief samenspel tussen de formele en informele 
sector de toegang van burgers tot veilig drinkwater verbeteren en het bereiken 
van “universele" toegang tot veilig drinkwater “op aanvraag” (Duurzame 
Ontwikkelingsdoelstelling (SDG) 6) beter haalbaar maken. 
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